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SECTION I 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Government of the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) 
requested UNDP to finance a study to assist the Off ice of 
Planning and Statistics, in both National and State levels, in 
reviewing the focus of the programme (TTP/89/200) particularly 
with respect to the projects to be promoted as well as the terms 
of reference of the external technical assistance and national 
inputs. 

Specifically, the consultancy required the undertaking of the 
following activities:-

Review the status of the programme, achievements 
and overall approach; 

Assess the seven sub-projects already identified, 
together with appropriate government authorities, 
financial institution and prospective local 
entrepreneurs, how much they are commercially 
viable and whether they are suitable for 
development by the private FSM entrepreneurs; 

If any of the sub-projects are no longer 
relevant, idEntify a substitute; 

Prepare or modify the terms of reference for the 
sub-projects; 

Prepare recommendations on effective and 
efficient strategies for project implementation 
with the remaining project budget. 

The format of this report begins with a general description of 
the economy of FSM, and is outlined in Section II. Due to the 
i~ter-relationship between the National and State government in 
the formulation of the development process, including the 
development activities sponsored by the Small Scale Industry 
Programme, an appraisal of the political framework and government 
operations has been undertaken and is attached as Annex A. In 
addition, the appraisal will be pertinent in the subsequent 
investigation of strategies for project implementation under the 
programme. 

The body of the report as detailed in Section III comprises an 
overview of the Small Scale Industry Programme, followed by an 
appraisal of the progra~.me as well as an appraisal of the seven 
sub-projects identified under the programme as follows: 

1. Laterite Brick and Tile Project {Yap) - Prefeasibility Study 

2. Fruit Juice Processing(Yap) - Prefeasibility Study 

3. Coconut Lumber Utilization(Chuuk) - Feasibility Study 

4. Food Processina Demonstration(Chuuk) - Workshop 
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5. Salt/Drying Fish Training(Pohnpei) 

6. Fruit Juice Processing(Kosrae) - Prefeasibility Study 

7. Coconut Lumber Utilization(Kosrae) - Feasibility Study 

1.1 Background 

The small scale industries development programme (TTP/89/200) in 
the Federated State of Micronesia (FSM) was formulated in 1989 
and is administered by the United ~ation Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO). The basic objective of the programme is 
to contribute ~~ the industrial development in FSM thrcugh active 
encouragement and motivation of entrepreneurship in the private 
sector. Specifically, the ~rograrnme involves, primarily, the 
provision of technical assif.tance to support the development and 
implementation of small sc~le industrial ventures. 

In the context of industrial development, the provision of 
technical assistance under the programme focuses predominantly 
in the planning and implementation of viable small scale 
industries based on local resources, both material and human, so 
as to enhance the domestic value added of the resources. 

The programme has identified seven small scale industrial sub
projects and the technical assistance participation planned for 
the projects range from training t..:> planning and assessment 
interventions. Project identification for the programme had been 
undertaken by the relevant departments in the Gov~rnment, both 
in the National and State levels, particularly the Department of 
Resources and Development and the Off ice of Planning and 
Statistics. 

2 



SECTION 11 

Economy of F.S.M. 

2.0 General 

The Federated States of Micronesia comprises the states of 
Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae. The country consists of some 607 
islands scattered over an area covering over 1.6 mill~on square 
kilometers in the Western Pacific Ocean between the Equator and 
16 degrees north latitude and between the 135 and 166 degrees 
east longitude. It is 5,172 km from Honolulu, 1,651 km from 
Guam, 3,600 k..~ from Manila and 4,197 from Tokyo. A new National 
capital is currently undeL construction at Palikir in the State 
of Pohnpei. 

Pohnpei, previously spelled (Pohnape), State consists of a large 
volcanic island along with 25 small islands and 137 witiely 
scattered coral atolls. The total land area of Pohnpei is 214.5 
square kilometers and the capital is Kolonia. 

Chuuk State consists of seven major island groups, the largest 
being Chuuk proper which is a complex of volcanic islands. The 
State includes some 98 islands, of ·which 16 are mountainous and 
of volcanic origin, surrounded by a coral ring forming a lagoon 
of over 1,287 square kilometers. The total land area is 79.1 
square kilometers and the capital of the State is Moem. 

Yap State which is the eastern most state of the Federation and 
consists of one island with a total land area of 68. 8 square 
kilometers. The capital of Kosrae is Tofol. 

The climate is tropical an<l temperatures generally rang~ from 
about 23 degrees c to about 30 degrees C and are relatively 
uniform. Trade winds provide cool breeze except during some 
parts of suITLuer and fall. The amount of rainfall varies greatly 
among the islands, ranging from as high as 838 cm in some parts 
of Pohnpei to as low as 279 cm in Yap. Mean humidity averages 
about 80 percent. Almost all the islands experie;-ice definite wet 
and dry seasons. 

The people of the Federated States of Micronesia are Micronesians 
but they differ in physical characteristics, customs and 
languages and, to an extent, the division into four states 
recognizes these difference. While all the people of FSM are 
Micronesians, locally they are called Pohnpeian, Chuukese and so 
forth. The contact with American, and Japanese cultures has had 
a signi;icant impact on the life style of the people of FSM. 

2.1 The Economy of the Federated States of Micronesia 

The economy of the FSM is much the same as other island groups 
in the Western Pacific. A dual economy exists with as much a 40 
percent of the labor force, and 30 percent of the Gross domestic 
Product, tied to the subsistence, non-monetary sector. The 
monetary 5ector has been dominated for the la~t thirty years by 
U.S. governmer.t spending that until fiscal year 1987 was under 
the direction of U.S. administrators of the U.N. Trusteeship. 
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For the last four years U.S. grants associcited with the 
provisions of the Compact of Free Association have provided the 
basic income necessary to operate tha government, and through 
second-round spending the commercial and service sectors. 

Table 1 presents the FSM Consoli dat~d Budget for FY 1989 as 
illustrative of the dominance of the qovernment sector in the 
islands, and government's own relia~ce on the unilateral foreign 
financing granted by the U.S. under the provisions of the Compact 
of Free Association. 

Operation Account expenditures are primarily those identified in 
the compact that can be spent for the provision of government 
~ervices. Capital Account expenditures are those designated in 
-~e Compact to be used only for infrastructure, manpower 
development, and job creating projects. 

The dominance of U.S. financial assistance and the dependency of 
FSM government operations on such assistance is obvious. In 
addition, the 1988 estimated Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of 
US$144. 5 million further clarifies the significance of U.S. 
funding forming the basis of the monetized economy, which is 
recycled in the form of government employee wages and salaries, 
payments to contractors and other private providers. These 
payments are in turn used to purchase foreign goods and services, 
i~cluding a growing proportion cf the food requirements of the 
indigenous population. 

4 
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Table :. FSM Consolidated Budget By s~urce and Programs, FY 1989 

Program 

Gener.;l 
Compact 

Fund 

OPERATIO~S ACCOrXTS 

General Gov' t 16,193,221 
Health 6,301,976 
Education 10,822,822 
Comm. & Social 1,315,239 
Economic De"·· 7,285,125 
Justice 4,664,615 
Transpor~ation 3,747,420 
Public io."orks 5,512,575 
Legislative 6,384,202 
Judiciary 2,163,704 

TOTAL 64,750,929 

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS 

Economic Dev. l0,293,781 
Social Service 237, 100 
Infrastructure 8,940,230 
Gav't Services 2,093,329 

TOTAL 21,569,440 

GR;~T TOTAL 86,320,369 

Special 
Compact 

Funds 

1,574,300 
4,826,098 
5,611,170 

~~6~235 

351,-!0 

3,118,125 

15,707,328 

l ,889, 701 
50,000 

1,250,000 
i,200,000 

4,389,701 

20,097,029 

V.S. Fed. Other 
Grants Foreign 

.\id 

79,851 
1,043,295 
6,505,397 t>3,332 

263,912 
697,53/ 265, 155 
198,085 20,000 

50,000 
195,000 

8,983,107 398,487 

8.983,107 398,48 

fotal 

18, 147.372 
12,171,369 
23,002,721 

1,835,416 
8,835,416 
5,234, 130 
3,797,420 
8,855,700 
6,384,202 
2, 163,704 

89,839,851 

13, 183,482 
287,tOJ 

10,195,230 
3,293,320 

25,959,141 

115,798,992 

Khile t~e p~blic sector prevails as the major provider of basic 
income for :.he ?S!·f, other sec:o:-s e.re set. to cont:-ibut.e a 
significant. proportion of total r:ational income. The tcu::-ist 
sector can pro?ide a larger proportion of the econo~ic base once 
problems of accessibility are overcome for the FSM islands. In 
addition, industrial growth, under th~ trade and tariff 
incentives provided by the compact will contribute a greater 
share of the national incorae in t.he next decade. If the r"SM 
states (Kosrae, Pohnpei, Chuuk, and Yap) follow the example of 
Guam and Saipan, rapid expansion of their monetary economies can 
be foreseen in the next decade. This expansion will probably be 
driven by Japanese and other Asian i~vestment. 

2.2 Econo~ic Indicators of the FSM 

As part of the process of the FSM maturing as a nation, state 
economies are beginning to be linked together throui~;;1 inter
island trade, shared services, financing, and foreign aid and 
assistance. Interrelationships will continue to grow as ocean 
resource exploitation, for example, combines mul t :ple state 
efforts, crosses state te!:'":-i to:-ial waters, and includes FSM 
national territorial waters. 
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2.2.1 National Accounts 

National Accounts data have been formulated for th~ ~sM since 
1975. The creditability of these accounts has been hindered by 
the lack of state (formerly District of the U.S. Trust Te1:ritory) 
sp£·cif ic economic data, and the inability to realistically 
estimate insular inflation rates, which limits data presentation 
to constant dollars over the years. 

Table 2 presents a summary of the FSM National Accounts 
calculation since 1975. It should be noted however that the 
methodological approach to the estimation varied widely during 
the period analyzed, due to lack of data in the early years and 
standardization of the approach had been finalized only on :::e 
1983 accounts. 

Table 2 Conparative FSM National Accounts: FYs 1975, 1977, 1982, 1983, 1988 
($millions, U.S. current) 

Fiscal Years 
Accoonts 

1975 
(Tiwari) 

I. Crnq:lensation to Employees 
A. Wages: 

- Public Sector 14.1 
- Private Sector 5.3 

B. !rrplted Rental 
Value Elnployer 
Acc.cmn::xlations .9 

c. Personal 
Benefits + 1.1 

SUBIUrAL 21.4 

II. Operating Surplus 

A. Private 
Enterprise 8.0 

B. eopra Prcrluction J . 2 
C. Value of Non-Market 

PrCX:ucticn 10.1 
D. Irrputed Rental 

Value of a.mer 
Housing 1.9 

E. rrrputed Net 
Rental Value 
Of Free Housing . 3 

III.Consumption of 
Fixed capital 

I 11 II 111 Ill 

21.5 

2.2 

1977 
(Tiwari) 

14.7 
8.4 

24.1 

8.4 
.6 

8.8 

2.1 

1977 
(Perin) 

17.769 
4.62~ 

23.36 

4.419 
.121 

5.275 

2.1 

19.9 11.9 

2.4 2.4 
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1982 
(Perin) 

27.520 
11.469 

.401 

2.751 

42.142 

6.919 
* 

10.231 

.519 

.081 

17.750 

6.4 

1983 
(FSM) 

J'J.29 

39.29 

18.91 

42.59 

61. 5 

1988 
(FSM) 

79.6 

79.6 

15.3 

42.3 

57.6 
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Table 2 carparative F31 National Accounts: FYs 1975, 1977, 1982, 1983, 1988 
($ millioos, U.S. current) 

Fiscal Years 1975 
Accounts (Tiwari) 

IV. Indirect Taxes 
Less SUl::sides 2_2 

v. Errors & Qrmissions 

GDP 

VI. Mid-Year 
Popu:.:!tion 

47.3 

65,261 

VII.Per-capita GDP at 
Market Prices $725 

1977 1977 1982 1983 19.88 
(Tiwari) (Perin) (Perin) (F91) (FSM) 

2.4 2.286 7.194 5.72 7.3 

.982 

48.0 39.961 74.422 106.51 144.5 

70,360 70,360 82,300 85,285 99,862 

$694 $567 $904 $1,250 $1,447 

source: GDP Estilretes FY 1982 fran Grc:,:; D:rcestic Prc:duct of the 
FederatedStates of Mic:rooesia, October 1984. GDP Estimates for 1983 fran FSM 
First National Develq:m:mt Plan: 1985-1989. GU? Est.iltlates for 1988 fran FSM 
Second National Developnent Plan: 1990-1994. 

With only two exceptions much of the FSM economic structure 
reflected in the national account has remained 3table over the 
13 years recorded. The estimated growth in the economy has been 
phenomenal: over a 200 percent growth in GDP from $47.3 million 
in 1975 to $144.5 million in 1988, in curre~t dollars. Even with 
rapid population expan~ion such growth in total production leads 
to almost 100 percent growth in per capita GDP. Besides the 
problem of having to adjust for real growth in constant dollars, 
two other factors should be considered in interpreting such data. 
:irst, the problems of specification and consistent methodology 
must be addressed. The account est~mates were completed by at 
least :our different individuals. Individual dee is ion on aspects 
of the accounts formulation could have numerically influenced the 
resulting index. The possibility of such methodological variance 
is increased given the limited information available for 
calculating the basic accounts. 

Second, interpretation of the value of non-market production has 
varied considerably. Such estimations have jumped from 
approximately $10.1 million 1975 to $42.3 million in 1988. Much 
of this increase reflects different approaches to imputing this 
account. While the population has increased, migration of 
workers from the subsistence sector into the wage economy Pad 
dampened the family dependency on subsistence productivity. Much 
of the increase in such estimates is associated with the current 
dollar market prices used to estimate the dollar value of 
subsistence production. 

Still, the accounts reflect a dynamic and growing economy. How 
such growth is primed by expanded public sector spending or by 
increased business activity in the private sector is difficult 
to determine from the account data. Growth in wages and salarie5 
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from $19.4 mi~lior. 1975 to $79.6 million iP. 1988 is significant 
in current dollars, but segregation into public sector or private 
sector increases is uot possible given the statistics available. 

Table 3 presents expenditures on ~he GDP by state. The 
contribution of Pohnpei to the total national expenditure is 
significant and reflects to a great extent the local expenditure 
of the FSM national government off ices located 0n Pohnpei, which 
is a~1 economic function not available to other states. It is 
estimated that having the FSM National Capital complex on Pohnpei 
contributes between $8.0 to $10.0 million to the local economy 
annually. 

Table 3 Expenditure on the Gross Do~es~ic Product, FSM, 1988 ($ 
millions) 

Expenditure Category Chuuk Kosrae Pohnpei Yap FSM 

Consumption Expenditure 
By Household 

Market 29.9 8.7 30.5 9.8 7~.9 

Non- Market 17.0 4.7 13.6 7.0 42.3 
Consumption Expenditure 

By Government 29.3 6a4 30.8 13.5 79.9 
Gross Domestic FixeC::. 

Capital Formation 
Private Sector E.. 8 1.1 3.9 l. 6 13.5 
Public Sector 3.9 4.4 10.5 2.3 21. l 

Exports 
Local Production . 5 .1 1. 3 . 4 2.3 
Tourist Expenditure 1.1 .2 1.3 . 5 3.1 

Less Imports (FOB) 26.9 6.8 25.7 8.3 67.7 
::::..ess Cif Estimations 9.4 2.4 9.0 2.9 23.7 
Gross Domestic Product 50.5 15.9 55.3 23.0 144.7 
GDP Per Capita (dollars) $996 $2,272 $1,732 $2,209 $1,I n 

Source: FSM Second National Development Plan: 1990-1994 

The table of expenditures on GDP provide addi t: JI.a.1 

characteristics of the economy. First, the value of non-market 
consumption, in current dollars, is emphasized. It is easily 
over half the value of the market expenditures indicating the 
strength of the subsistence sector in tile overall state and 
national economy. 

Second, there seems to exist a high correlation between 
government expenditures and the consumption expenditures by 
private households. Such correlation supports earlier stateMents 
concerning the dominance of public sector spending driving th~ 
commercial economy and the general wertkness, within nation and 
within state, of economic linkages among private sector 
activities thus limiti1g insular multiplier effects. 

Third, .i..mport/export trade imbalances are emphasized. Gross 
estimates indicate that an import/export trade ration as great 
as 19:1 may exist. 
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Marked differences occur within the nation particularly with 
regard to contrasting the less populous states with more populous 
states. Pohnpei is able to attain a higher GDP per capita as a 
result of FSM government location on Pohnpei. GDP per capita in 
all states is driven primarily b~ state public sector 
expenditures. 

2.2.2 Household Incc.ne and Expenditure 

Table 4 presents estimations of household income and expendit11re 
for Pohnpei in comparison with the other states of the FSM. 

Table 4 Characteristics of Average Annual Household Income and 
Expenditures: 1988-1989, FSM (current dollars) 

~haracteristic Chuuk Kosrae Pohnpei Yap FSM 

Mean Income from 
all Sources ($) 4,541 8,759 6,395 5,775 6,580 

Percentage of Households 
with $0 income { % ) 15.3 4.5 16.4 23.3 16.1 

Net Wages {$) 2,371 6,897 5,021 4,597 3,826 
Net Government Wages 1,716 5,528 3,868 3,766 2,829 
Government Wages as 
Percent of Total Net ( % ) 72 80 77 81 74 

Aggregate Expenditure ( $) 4,418 9,323 6,779 4,631 5,509 

Source: FSM Second National Development Plan: 1990-1994 

"Mean Income from all sources" includes estimates of the value 
of money wages earned by each household, the value of any income 
transfers, and estimate of contributions to the household from 
the barter systems of the subsistence economy, primarily through 
feasts and other social and cultural ceremonies. This income 
would be expendable, and in the terminology of economics would 
be identified as "disposable income." 

With regard to "Net Wages" per household in the money economy, 
about 79 percent of the total income of each household is 
accounted for in direct money wages. 

Government employment (government wages) provides for a major 
portion uf total income per household, about 61 percent on 
Pohnpe.i. 

Government wages are estimated at about 77 percent of net wages 
on Pohnpei. F esul ts of "The Household Income and Expenditure 
Survey in the Federated States of Micronesia, 1988-1989" indicate 
that on the average aggregate savings are low in comparison to 
more dev~loped economies. In fact, many households operate in 
a deficit position pushing aggregate annual household 
expenditures close to or beyond estimated income through 
borrowing or retail credit. 
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2.2.3 Balance of Payments 

Table 5 presents national balance of payments estimations. 
are the only estimations that have been made for the FSM. 
estimates are not available. 

These 
State 

Table 5 Balance of Payments 

Account Credit 

Goods Services and Income 
Merchandise .. _. .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 288. 0 
Shipment and Insurance ........................ . 
Other Transportation .......................... . 
Travel ............................... 3,084.0 
Investment Income 

Government ....................... . 
Private .......................... . 

Other Goods, Services, and Income 

2,659.0 
1,250.0 

Government . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Private .................................... . 

Unrequited Transfers 
Private Remittances .................. 11,789.0 
Government 

US Compact and Federal Assist .... 135,624.0 
Other Foreign Aid................. 350.0 
Fishing Rights Fees............... 7,733.0 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161, 777. o 
surplus..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53, 749. o 
Deficit if External Assist. Excluded ............. . 

Debit 

67,701.0 
23,695.0 
5,000.0 
~.I 000 · 0 

812.0 

8,820.0 

111,028.0 

82,225.0 

Source: 'SM Second N~tional Development Plan : 1990-1994 

The nalance of payments estimates depict an economy heavily 
dependent on imports. The basic structure of the balance of 
payments continues to weaken with growing reliance on remittance 
from Micronesians living abroad and to a large extent on the 
inf low of funds from the Compact Agreement and other US sponsored 
Assistance programme. 

2.3 Sectoral Analysis 

Sectoral Analysis of the economy has '1-ieen continued in this 
investigation to the principal sectors in the economy. In 
addition, the focus of the analysis is on sectors integral to the 
development of industrial sector. 

2.3.1 Agriculture 

Agric~~ture is the most important primary activity in the nation 
because of its contribution to employment, wage income, export 
earnings, subsistence production, social/cultural activity 
medicine, ornament, and recreation. Almost every family is 
engaged in full or part-time agricu:tural activity. A dual 
economy exists where even long-term, full time employees in other 
sectors pursue some agricultural activities on their family 
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homesteads. Agricultural activities provide over 60% of the food 
consumed, and employ about 40\ of the labor force in a full-time 
or seasonal basis. 

Agricultural activities can be classified into two general 
categories:-

( i) Subsistence production; which is a mixed agro-forestry 
technology using traditional methods of scattered bush 
and forest cultivation, primarily on small homestead 
plots; and 

(ii) c:.,.. ... ; -commercial/cash cropping; where small plots of 
less than a hectare are scattered along ~-iith the 
subsistence cultivation. 

With one exception, fully commercial agriculture does not exist. 
On Pohnpei a commercial pepper farm has been started with 
intensive cropping of about 100 acres targeted for production 
over the next five years. 

Subsistence agricultural activities include ~ large proportion 
of producing 'trees', particularly coconut and breadfruit 
variations. Mango and a number of banana and papaya varieties 
are coJDJr.on with additions of varieties of citrus species in Yap 
and Kosrae. In Kosrae, tangerines, sweet and valencia oranges, 
and, particularly, limes are produced. In Yap, groves of betel 
nut palm are cultivated in a complex home and forest gardening 
system~. 

Combined with the mix of upper storey strata plants are 
understorey plants and shrubs also used for food, medicine, 
condiments. Other garden crops inc~ude cucumbers, watermelons, 
gourds, sweet potatoes, egg plants, head cabbage, chinese 
cabbage, bell peppers green onions, tomatoes, cassava and some 
pineapple and sugar cane. 

Copra remains the ubiquitous cash crop throughout the FSM, but 
production decreased from about 8,600 short tons in 1970 to an 
all time low of about 750 short tons in 1987, recovering to about 
2,000 short tons in 1988. The decline is attributed to the low 
prices for copra coupled with increasing senility of the coconut 
palms. 

In addition to copra, about 70 acres of pepper were under 
cultivation in Pohnpei in 1988 and produced 36,500 lbs of green 
pepper ( 11, 300 lbs of black pepper) . The average production rate 
was 8, 850 lbs of green pepper per acre. Pohnpei is also 
exporting about 3500 lbs of bananas per week to Guam. Sakau 
(Piper mythisticum) has also become a cash crop on Pohnpei with 
an increasing proportion of productic~ pounded and sold at local 
sakau bars. Cash cropping also includes the production of fruits 
and vegetables for sale at local markets in each state. 
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In Kosrae, citrus is a significant cash crop with limes and 
tangerines exported to the Marshall Islands and Pohnpei (about 
40 cartons per week); about 3 short tons of bananas per week are 
also exported from Kosrae to Guam, and taro to the Marshall 
Islands and Guam. Periodically, Yap exports bananas, other 
vegetables, fruits and betel nut to Guam and Palau. 

Farmstead livestock production is increasingly important 
throughout the FSM, particularly poultry, eggs and pork. On 
Pohnpei, the estimated 35,000 poultry birds hatched in 1987 
represented a 270% increase over 1985 production. Egg production 
trebled over the same period to 149, 00 dozen per year. Eggs are 
now produced commercially in all states. On Pohnpei a broiler 
production program has been initiatec with 16 farmers, who 
receive day-old chicks from the agricul~ural station hatchery. 
Two local Morden farms provide the hatchery with 4,000 eggs a 
week. The system is set up ~o produce 300 tons of broilers a 
year. On Chuuk a contract growing system for broiler is being 
developed. The pilot project initially involved about 20 farmers 
each with about 200 birds. 

Pigs remain the single most important animal raised on small 
forms for food, ceremonial purposes and marketing. While most 
pigs are raised in the traditional way as open forest :oragers, 
agricultural and health departments in each state are encouraging 
the commercial raising of improved breeds of pigs in pens, fed 
on imported feeds. The largest commercial farm is at Pats on 
Pohnpei where 150-200 pigs are produced and sold per year with 
goat meat production in Pohnpei doubling over the 1985-87 period 
to 4,000 lbs p~r year. 

Insignificant numbers of large ruminants continue to be raised 
with 120 head of cattle and 70 head of buffalo in Pohnpe~. There 
are also a few longer any large ruminants in Yap despite large 
areas of grazeable land. 

2.3.2 Forestry 

The importance of agro-forestry as part of an integrated system 
of subsistence agricultural activities makes it difficult to 
clearly define the sector. Many of the plans and development 
programs of the sector are also part of agricultural programs and 
projects. However, Kosrae and Pohnpei have separate forestry 
divisions. 

National government participation in the provision of public 
forestry services is coordinated through the agricultural 
specialist in the Department of Resources and Development. 

Each state has extensive forest cover, although on the low atoll 
islands, and the littoral slopes of the high islands, the forest 
cover is better described as an agro-forestry complex with a 
scattered secondary forest on long-fallow within the traditional 
gardening system. 
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Pohnpei is the most densely forested state with almost 49,000 
acres of forest lands, or abcut 55% of the states•s total land 
area. Most of the forested lands are central timberlands, and 
coastal mangroves. Much of the highland forest exists on steep 
slopes where competitive land use is limited, and resource 
extraction difficult logistically. Only remnants of old 
plantations exist, most with aged, or low yielding senile trees. 
It is estimated that agro-forestry activity occupies over 60% of 
th~ forest .:\rea. 

Kosrae is the second most densely forested area with about 17, 500 
acres identified as forest lands. Most of this forest area is 
upland in the central mountains and, as with Pohnpei, occupies 
land with steep slcpes and little potential for farming, 
residential, or recreat~~nal land use. 

Chuuk has the smallest extent of forest lands. Host of its 
forest area is lowland, atoll agro-forestry highly integrated 
with agricultural crop production. Chuuk possesses only small 
areas 0f mangrove unable as rough sawn timber for local markets. 

Yap forest lands are most extensively used for agro-forestry 
purposes, with only scattered mangrove areas free from intensive 
integration with gardening. 

Table 6 Forest Area by Land Class and Forest Type, 1983 

Forest Lands: 
Timberland 
Other Forest 

Steep 
Scrub 

Secondary: 
Vegetation 
Agro. Flora 

Forest Type: 
Upland 
Mangroves 
Palm 
Plantation 
Swamp 
Dwarf 
Atoll 

Chuuk 

765 
656 

108 

624 

1,673 
756 

5 
2 

Kosrae 

17,576 
9,157 

8,248 
171 

3,005 

12,545 
3,860 

959 
170 

Pohnpei Yap 

48,754 9,616 
41,408 9,034 

6,720 
626 582 

4,565 1,370 

31,006 6,316 
13,652 2,894 

3,417 
15 

529 383 
2 

i5 

FSM 

76,711 
60,255 

14,968 
1,487 

9,564 
52,717 

51,540 
21,162 

3,422 
17 

1,871 
172 

1:. 

Source: Timber Resource of Kosrae, Pohnpei, Chuu~, and Yap, FSM, 

USDA/Forest Service, Resource Bulletin, PSW-24. Vegetation 
Survey of Moen, Dublon, Fefau, and Eten, State of Chuuk, FSM, 
USDA Forestry Resource Bulletin PSW 20. Note: Not all of Chuuk 
is -lar.ds dre covered in the inventory. 
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The value of the fcrests lie in the support of subsistence agro
forestry activities, and for their ecological and environmental 
protection roles, not as a source of corn.-nercial timber. The 
dominant forest areas of the central isla!lds are utilized to 
protect watersheds and prevent excessive erosion. The greatest 
oenef its of the mangroves are associated with filtering run-off 
sediments, and as a marine nursery. These areas also exist as 
a natural protected habitat for exotic species or plants and 
wildlife. 
2.3.3 Tourism 

Tourism is a significant contributor to the FSM economy in terms 
of employment, exports and inco~e. The sector also possesses 
great pot~ntial for growth as additional accommodations, better 
transpor: connections, and imoroved recreational activities are 
developed in each state. There has been a significant recent 
increase in visitors to the FSM, most especially in 1989 with 
total visitors in that year almost double the number at the 
beginning of the decade. 

Table 7 State and FSM Visitors in the 1980s 

Year Chuuk Kosrae Pohnpei Yap Total FSM 

1984 3,306 552 4,323 1,282 9,463 
1985 4,684 577 5,119 1,475 11,855 
1986 4,286 969 5,335 1,740 12,330 
1987 4,814 1,308 5,273 1,938 13,433 
1988 3,714 1,327 6,475 3,160 14,676 
1989 6,923 1,763 7,518 3,901 20,105 

Source: FSM Resources and Development 

Table 7 indicates, however, that the tourist industry remains 
relatively small by regional standards with only 20,105 reported 
"visitor" arrivals in 1989. Visitor arrivals also vary 
considerably across the states. Pohnpei with the National 
Capital, Nan Madol, and accommodations for water sports had 7, 518 
visitors recorded for that year. Chuuk, with its lagoon diving 
recorded 6,923 arrivals; Yap had 3,901 visitors, and Kosrae, just 
developing its visitor accommodations, had 1,759 arrivals. 

All states possess attractive tourist sitP.s; reef or nearshore 
beaches, hiking trails, waterfalls, historical sites, war relics, 
cultural uniqueness, and an accessible, clean marine environment 
for water sports. In addition, the all-seasons warm climate of 
the country, frequent air transport, and improved infrastructure 
should begin to attract more sectoral develcpment. 

Visitors include business visitc:·s, government officials, and 
tourists. Arrivals are counted separately for each state, and 
so visitors are frequently counted on more than one occasion. 

Hotel accommodations remain tied to small local enterprises with 
26 rooms available in Yap, 144 in Pohnpei, 80 in Chuuk and 30 in 
Kosrae. Most hotels are comparatively small (10 to 50 bedroom) 
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family businesses that have primarily responded to interstate 
"visitor" demand. The Continental Hotel in Chuuk, and the 
Villu.ge Hotel on Pr· pei, however, still average below 60 percent 
across the FSM, 198/-1988. 

Historically, the ~ourism markets have been the US (60 percent 
of total international visitor arrivals) and Japan (25 percent). 
Approximately on third of the visitors come to the FSM on 
government of private business. The remainder are tourists 
interested in ~xotic out-cf-the-way places, diving, the romance 
of the islands, cultural differences or the warm tropical 
climates. Most often the tourist does not target a single state 
as a destination, but stays an average of 3 to 4 days on 
different islands in the region. Visitor expenditures were 
estimated to be about US$3 million in 1988. Sectoral employment 
that year totalled over 400. 

Air services are monopolised by us Carrier, Continental/Air 
Micronesia, with four flights per ·-~ek to Kosrae (two originating 
in Hawaii and two in Guam), ten ::ights per week to Pohnpei and 
Chuuk (five out of Hawaii and _ive out of Guam), and three 
flights per week from Guam to Yap. 

Continental began !ligh~s ~etween Australia and ~uarn in 1989. 
The associated excursion :ares to Micronesia, and supporting 
promotion by the airline, h~~ resulted in an increase in the 
number of tourists from Aus~ralia. 

All state airports and terminal facilities have been upgraded LO 
international standard, and support regular, scheduled operation 
of Boeing 727-100 and 727-200 aircraft. 

2.3.4 Marine 

The marine resources sector consists of three sub-sectors:-

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

co!!Unercial fisheries; 

artisanal fisheries; and 

aquar.ulture activities. 

The distinction between ~01'\ITlercial and artisanal fisheries lies 
in the scale of the c~eration and the techr.ological complexity 
in the fishing techniques employed. For the purposes of this 
investigation commercial is taken to mean primarily large scale, 
or industrial, operations whose ?roduction is destined for 
commercial sale, either to local or export markets, or as raw 
material for processin~. All other fishing effort, which could 
be described as s~~sistence or as semi-commercial, where catch 
which is surplus to subsistence requirements is sold, on a part
time or full-time basis, is referred to as artisanal fishing. 

Tuna is the primary fisheries resource in the nation. The tuna 
resource includes both surface schooling and deep water species. 
Official figures record that in 1988 more than 190,000 metric 
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tons of tuna were harvested, 0f which over 160,000 tons were 
caught by purse seining, 14,000 tons by pole and line, and 15,000 
tons by long-lining. The approxi~ate market value per year of 
tuna harvested within the nation is in excess of $200 million. 

The catch f £om purse seining and pole and lining mai~ly co~sists 
of Skipjack Tuna (Katsuwonus pelamis) and smaller Yellowfin Tuna 
(Thunnhus albacores), while long liners target the deepwater 
species, larger Yellowfin Tuna and Bigeye Tuna (thunnus obesus). 
There is a significant difference in price between purse seine 
and pole and line caught fish, and long-line caught tuna. 

Other marine resources, such as reef fish, deep bottom resources 
and other target groups, are not likely to form the basis of ~ 
sustained commercial fishery, particularly as artisanal pressure 
on these species increases. Accordingly, utilization of these 
resources will be confined to the artisanal sector. 

At present although the nation has full ownership of tuna stocks 
capable of a sustained yield of well over 100,000 tons each year, 
there is virtually no national participation in its exploitation. 
The commencement of national involvement, through state, NFC or 
other entities, will therefore, of necessity, involve a major 
developmental activity and the investment of significant funds. 

All the industrial-scale commercial tuna fisherjes and currently 
conducted by foreign nations. Purse seining and long-lining are 
the two main tuna fisheries, while pole and line is of decli~ing 
irnportanC"e. 

The foreign (distant water) pole and line fleet has always been 
Japanese. The fleet reached a high of 200 vessels in 1979, but 
is now less than 50 vessels. The Japanese are pursuing 
~ech~iques of automation and enhanced fish preservation in atl 
attempt to prolong the viability of this technique in national 
waters, but its future seems uncertain. The fishery operates 
mainly in the northeastern sector of the nation's zone, during 
the period January to May and September to December. The catch 
from foreign pole and line boats in the national zone in 1988 was 
14,065 tons, of which 99% was skipjack. 

Industrial longline fishing for tuna in the nation's zone is also 
dominated by Japanese vessels. Curr~ntly, around 150 Japanese 
and 100 Taiwanese vessels operate there during the year. A new 
development has been the operation of boats based in Guam, with 
60 Japanese and 70 raiwanese vessels fishing the nation's zone 
and trans-shipping in Guam. The longline catch in 1988 was 
14,893 tons, made up predominantly of Yellowfin and Bigeye tuna. 

On~ of the major commercial advantages enjoyed by the nation is 
proximity to the resource. In the case of longlining, this means 
that domestic vessels, because they are operating from nearby 
home ports can be of relatively small size and need not freeze 
the catch due to the short duration of the voyages. Furthermore, 
facilities at their home ports can be used to airfreight thE. 
fresh catch directly to export markets. 
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The purse S'?ine fisbery is the r...:>st recer~tly .:J.e,,eloped, with 
operatioPs beginning in the early 1980s. Th~ participation in 
this fishery is much more di verse than the pole ar•j lif\~ or 
longline fisheries. There 2~e currently over 140 purse seine 
vessels licensed to fish in t~~ zone, from Australia, Indonesia, 
Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and USA. Purse seine effort is 
concent=ated on the south and south-~restern region of the zone. 
The fishery is relatively consistent throughout the year. The 
closure of the Papua Ne•., Guinea i.one to Japanese vessels in March 
1987 has resulted in a significant diversion of purse seine 
effort to the FSM zone. The purse sein~ catch in FSM in 1988 ~as 
estimated by the M¥..A as 162,000 tons. 

Small scale comrnerc1a ... fisheries includes li:--~lly owned and 
operated fishing vessels. The pre5ent to~al y~arly production 
is probably below 500 tons or less than 0.5% of the total tuna 
harvest. The fishery at present involves about 20 active 
vessels, operating out of the states of Yap, Chuuk and Pohnpei. 

2.4 Financial Se~tor 

The finance secto~ consists primarily of 3 Commercial Banks and 
two Development Banks. There are also a number of small credit 
unions engaged in s!':'.all-scale savings and consumer finance 
operations. In additions, there are two agencies operating home 
financing facilities. In prospect, although long term, is the 
establishment of a central bank. 

Commercial banks were the first lend_ng institutions of record 
in FSM. The Bank of Hawaii was first to established a branch in 
FSM. This branch primarily offered retail service and provided 
relatively little loan services. In the early 1980s the banking 
service sector expanded when the Bank of America opened its 
doors. The bank ~as eventually taken over by the Bank of Guam, 
which ~as expanding form its headquarters in Guam to serve the 
islands o: the region. The Bank of Guam has declared itself 
dedicated to regional development and perceives Guam as the hub, 
or growth pole, of that dev2lopment. 

In 1986 the Bank of the FSM opened its first office in Kosrae. 
It became the first domestic bank to do business in Pohnpei in 
1989 and is now searching for office sites in the other states. 
In its short history the bank has distinguished itself: over 90 
percent of the shareholdings are owned locally, its high loan 
recovery, which helps dispel as myth the notion that the island 
are high risk areas for commercial loan repayment. 

All three banks offer saving and checking accounts, time 
certificates of deposit, and co:'1mercial and consumer loans. 
Additionally, they offer personal and business services such as 
letters of credit, documentary collections, sight acceptance 
drafts, and international fund transfer. Each insures deposits 
through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). 
Interest rates on regular saving accountJ vary from 5 percent at 
the Bank of tha FSM. Time certificates earn roughly 7 percent, 
depending on markets rates. The FSM usury law sets a ceiling of 
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15 percent on al 1 loans, with commercial J o~ns generally obtained 
at 2 perc~nt ahove the US prime interest rute. Comparisons of 
b-3nk dl?posits and loan activity between banks can be made using 
T;ibl.:> ~. 

As noted in the d~velcF~en~ plan, promoting -growth and 
development by accumulatin; local capital through domestic 
savings must be encouraged. Gn~il recently much of these saving 
have been lost to the local economy as the foreign commercial 
banks hav~ tended to transfer funds to the continental United 
States, Hawaii, Guam, or elsewhere, where the climate is 
perceived to be less risky. 

Lending operations of the foreign banks are often .:::riticized that 
they are not particularly f avo~able to development of the local 
economy. These crit~cisrns focus primarily on the high lending 
level to ventures which finance import merchandise i.e. wholesale 
and retail operations and th~ high level of ineligibility of 
local consumers for loan facilities. The vast mr.Jority are 
.ineligible for a commercial bank loan. And third, a high 
percentage of those consumer loans made are also used to purchase 
imported items. 

Table 8 Deposits and Loans at Commercial Banks in FSM, July 1990 
($ millions) 

POHNPEI 1985 1990 
Sectors Number Amount % Total Number Amount % Total 

Commercial 9 341.9 31 16 542.4 10 
Industry 3 60.0 3 18 979.6 19 
Agriculture 18 167.0 5 90 998.8 19 
Fishery 6 65.9 6 9 972.4 l.O 
Real Estate 4 485.6 ~3 15 542.4 10 
Tourism 15 1,201.9 23 

40 1,120.4 100 163 5,237.5 100 

FSM 2,791.9 11,294.7 

Nevertheless, a recent FSM Congress resolution directs commercial 
banks to maintain loan/deposit ratios at 50 percent. 

2.4.1 Federated States of Micronesia Development Bank (FSMDB) 

The FSMDB was chartered by the FSM Congress in 1980 and began 
operations in 1981. The bank has branches in all the FSM states 
and is headquartered in Kolonia, Pohnpei. Its purpose is to 
mobiliz~ development capital from internal and external deposits, 
loans and grants from private and public sources, and funds from 
foundations and international development banks. As any 
development bank its major objective is to foster loan activity 
that will promote economic growth. As such, it assumes risks 
that commercial banks will not, pa~ticularly those associated 
with longterm development projects. 
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The bank is a government supported institution and receives both 
operating capital and loan funds from the FSM national and state 
governments. Loans are concessionary, at below market cost of 
money, and the interest rate is fixed by law at a maximum of 5 
percent. 

With total assets in excess of $25.4 million (March 31. 1990), 
the development bank represents the most effective mechanism for 
providing needed development capital in the agriculture, fishing, 
manufacturing, and t0urism sectors. A comparison of 1985 and 
1990 lending activity (Table 5.12) reveals cousiderable growth: 
from 40 to 163 loar.s for an increase form $1.1 million to $5.2 
million dollars loaned. Sectoral emphasis h~s shifted from real 
estate and commercial to industry, aquaculture, and fisheries. 
Total dollars loaned FSM-wide has increased nearly 4 fold frc~ 
$2.8 million in 1985 to Sl:.3 million 1990. 

The bank has a regular lending program and several special 
lending programs. The regular program is funded from the 
Economic Development Loan Fund (EDLF) and by the Congress of the 
FSM. There is at least one special lending program for each 
state. 

Table 9 Pohnpei and FSM Development Bank Lending, 1985, 1990 
($ OOOs) 

POHNPEI 1985 1990 
Sectors Number A.-nount % ':'otal Number Amount % Total 

Commercial 9 341. 9 31 16 542.4 10 
Industry 3 60.0 5 18 979.6 19 
Agriculture 18 167.0 5 90 998.8 19 
Fishery 6 65.9 6 9 972.4 10 
Real Estate 4 485.6 43 15 542.4 10 
Tourism 15 1,201.9 23 

40 1,120.4 100 163 5,237.5 100 

FSM 2, 791.9 11,294.7 

2.4.2 Invest~ent Develooment Fund (!DF) 

An early version of the Compact of Free Association included tax 
and trade provisions that conceivably had greater potential for 
stimulating economic growth thar. the provisions that remained in 
the final version of the treaty. ~.· 0 xchange for dropping those 
provisions, the US gove~nment agreed to pay $20 million dollars 
in two installments to an investment development fund, which was 
established as a business development loan program for business 
prooosals that show a linkage with the US economy such as a US 
bu~iness partner, purchase of materials or equipment from a US 
firm, or hire of management or other special services from a US 
company. The first year $12 million dollar payment has been 
received and deposited with the development bank. The second 
year $8 million dollar payment has been received but not yet 
deposited with the bank. 
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The IDF program is subdivided into a FSM-wide program for the 
private sector (Private Sector Reserve Account) and individual 
programs for each state (State Sub-Accounts). The minimum that 
can be borrowed from the Private Sector Reserve Account is 
$500, 000; the minimum from the state accounts is $250, 000. 
Interest rates can range from zero to a maximum of 5 percent. 
Business people and entrepreneurs may apply for loans form either 
a state program or the natiun-wide program. Of the $12 million, 
$2 million goes to the Private Sec•:or Reserve. Pohnpei and 
Chuuk's state accounts are $3 million each. Yap and Kosrae's 
state accounts are $2 million each. 

2.4.3 Loan Guarantee, Co-Financing, and Equity-Financing 

The bank has recently begun guaranteeing loans rr.:: .le by commercial 
banks to private borrowers. In 1989 it guaranteed $298,650 worth 
of loans: $243, 090 for corrunercial real estate and services, 
primarily rental cars. The development bank is authorized to co
finance development projects with a commercial bank as partner, 
however, it has not entered into such an agreement as yet. 
Equity-financing is also permitted by bank regulations. 

2.4.4 Pacific Islands Develo~ment Bank 

The Pa ~if ic Islands Development Bank ( PIDB) is still in the 
organizing stage and awaits further action by the Association of 
Pacific Island Legislatures (APIL). The FSM has announced its 
intention to participate and has paid $100,000 of the 1 million 
membership fee; $250,000 is due with $650,000 to be paid as a 
final payment. Government sees PIDB as another side of 
opportunity for economic development funding and other assistance 
from Japan, Australia the us, and other expected large donors. 

2.4.5 Credit Unions and Coooeratives 

Two agencies exist for financing home loans. The FMHA (US 
Department of Agriculture) loans are a continuing US federal 
programs assistance provided by the Compact of Free Association. 
From 1985 to 1988 FMHA had approved 1,911 home improvement and 
home construction loans totalling over $5.0 million. 

2.5 Commerce and Industry Sector 

The general sectoral objectives of the commerce and industrial 
sector encompasses the following:-

( i) to create a favorable business environment for the 
operation and growth of existing business 
establishments, strengthening the role of the private 
sector in the overall planning of future development 
of the economy, providing policy direction ~nd 
establishing an effective administrative mechanism 
for the identification and, wherever possible, the 
resolution of private sector business problems an~ 
concerns; and 
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(ii) to encourage and actively promote local and foreign 
investment in resource-based and appcopriate non 
resource based industry and busine~s, that is in 
agriculture, fisheries, construction and tourism and 
to strengthen ef f orls to promote interstate and 
external trade. 

In addition to the sectoral objectives the principle objectives 
of the Commerce and Industrial Sector are:-

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

2.5.l 

to support, strengthen and where necessary, assist in 
re-establishing the Chambers of Commerce of a similar 
appropriate private sector body in each state and to 
formalize a regular dialogue between the private 
sector and the state £~vernment; 

in co-operation with the private sector's 
representative body to re-design and strengthen state 
government business advisory services and to 
formulate, finance and implement a regular program of 
business training courses; 

in co-operation with the appropriate state and 
n~tional departments as well as the private sector, 
to review all investment incentives and to further 
amend the appropria~e legislation on company taxation, 
import tariffs and foreign investment; 

in co-operation with the relevant state departments 
and the private sector, to design and institute 
vocational training programs oriented towards the 
needs of industry; and 

to review the regulator-y f rame;.;ork 
development including relevant laws 
environment and consumer interest. 

Current Sit~ation 

for industrial 
protecting the 

The commercial and industrial sectors of all the states primarily 
consist of small family businesses. These are cornpJ~mented by 
a few large public companies, a limited n~unber of commercial 
banks and insurance compani~s and cooperatives and credit tm.Lons. 

Family-based businesses in each state have successfully developed 
a wide range of commercial (import/export, wholesale and retail) 
and service sector enterprises (car rental, taxis, restaurants, 
repair and rnaintenan~e, hotels, and so on). Each state has a few 
local construction firms but with few exceptions, the private 
sector has largely not e~ba~ked on industrial P~-Jects. 
Noticeable except ions are pepper processing and but ton 
manufacture in Pohnpei, textile manufacture in Yap and coconut 
oil and soap manufacture in both chuuk and Pohnpei. 
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Businesses returned a total of over $3.3 million in tax revenue 
form the business gross receipts tax in fiscal 1988. This 
amounted to approximately one 1uarter of total government tax 
revenue and at a tax rate of 3 percent this implies a total level 
of turnover of just over $100 million for the same business. 

The nation has pre:erential access to the USA market and through 
SPARTECA, a regional trade agreement, to the markets of Australia 
and New Zealand. The adjacent markets of Japan, the ASEAN 
countries and the coastal state of the USA are fast growing and 
offer important opportunities for the country's exports. 
However, with the exception of some marine p~oducts in certain 
years, there h~s been almost ~o growth ir. the country's exports 
in the 1980s. Trade between the states is also minimal. 

The Divisions of .:ornmerce and Industry in the Departments of 
Resources and Development, Conservation and Development and 
Conservation and Resource Surveillance of the state and national 
governments are responsible for s~pporting the development of 
coITL'Ilerce and industry. Each state has established research, 
advisory and extension services to assist the private sector in 
identifying potential businesses, markets, and joint venture 
partners, to appraise potential investments to obtain loans. 

Table i.O Distribution of Commercial Entities By State as of March 
1990 

Industry Pohnpei Chuuk Yap Kosrae FSM Total 

Corporations 150 160 24 4 338 
Coops 6 159 2 4 171 
C::::edit Unions 5 27 4 1 37 
Cornmercial Banks 3 2 2 10 
Insurance Companies 3 l l 0 3 

Source: Office of FSM Registrar of Corporations 

2.5.2 P~ob~ems and Issues 

In each state the sector is dominated by retail and whclesale 
trading and other service operations which make only a limited 
~ontribution to the economy in terms of value-added dc:nestic 
production, employment, incomes, tax revenues and trade. Most 
domestic private sector investment has so far tended to be lower 
risk, shorter term and a replication of prior proven ventures. 
Private sector development has therefore contributed little to 
long term economic development and the establishment of the 
industrial base that will generate further, linked and induced 
development. However, new investments 2! .. e planned for large 
scale developments which could initiate the development of an 
industrial base. 

Trade between the states is minima 1 but is greatly needed; not 
only as a component of economic development but also to 
strengthen national co-operation and integration and integration. 
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Inter-state trade however faces intense competition from imported 
goods. Imported food and beverages in particular are well 
founded on a heavy expenditure on international promotion and 
advertising and some of these products, especially agricultural 
products, have benefitted from developed country government 
subsidies. 

With very few exceptions, commercial and industrial development 
has so far lagged well behind expectations and the commercial and 
industrial sectors of each state remain largely undeveloped. 
Only a few of the development projects planned under the First 
National development Plan have been implemented. Moreover, a 
number of government funded industrial projects such as coconut 
oil and soap production, and a slaughter house, are heavily 
sub ... idized and could not continue in operation without the 
sub,:;idies. Still others, including a feed mill and a fish 
processing plant, are no longer in operation. 

The commercial and industrial sector does however have 
considerable potential to contribute to economic dev~lopment. 
Adjacent markets, the natural resources of the country, a 
favorable climate, well developed international transport and 
telecommunications, the absence of competition in industrial 
operations and the potential for some import substitution favor 
cor.unercial and indu5trial development. The country's natural 
resources can support primary produce processing and preferential 
access to major overseas markets can support further 
manufacturing. 

Whether the business enterprise requires land, labor, and, or 
capital, the businessmen is currently faced with excessive 
obstacles. The domestic market is relatively small, the country 
is distar.t from sources of supply and overseas markets, 
infrastructure is poorly developed, the labor force commonly does 
not have the skills demanded by modern industry and local wage 
levels are comparatively high. 

The economy ~s also dominated by the government sector which 
continues to receive substantial assistance from overseas. This 
encourages the perpetuation and the expansion of the public 
sector, especially where the emerging private sector could 
operate new entities facilities. 

2.5.2.1 Land 

The laws governing the ownership and use of land are complex and 
original title can be dif f tcul t to prove. While this may 
protect customary interests such a policy greatly restricts the 
development of an efficient m~rket for the transfer and optimal 
use of land and this i~ turn constrains private sector 
development. Title of subs~antial areas of land in all states 
have not been surveyed which further exacerbates the 
identification of titles. Foreign investors are permitted to 
lease land and recent initiatives by one of the commercial banks 
enabled the utilization of lease land as collateral. In the event 
of default, this can be turned into a lease which can be traded. 
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Respective state governments could greatly assist in easing the 
uncertainties over private land tenure. In some states land 
needs to be surveyed and further development in all states could 
benefit from land use/structure planning. 

2.5.2.2 Labor 

There are few opportunities for vocational training in the nation 
and the work force therefore lacks many of the basic skills 
required by modern commerce and industry. Clerical and 
technical skills are lacking and the populace has little 
understanding of business and the fundamentals of book-keeping, 
product pricing, stock control, project appraisal, general 
management and marketing. 

The lack of vocational training is all the more a problem given 
the increasing number of unemployed youths in all states. An 
unfortunate corollary of the growing number of unemployed youth 
in the nation is the increasing incidence of overseas nationals 
who are employed in jobs such as carpentry, plumbing, 
administration, secretarial, engine and car repair. 

2.5.2.3 Capital 

The present tax regime, established by the TTPI administration 
does little to support the governmc..1t' s goals to develop 
manufacturing and industry. Although the existing tax system 
is relatively easy to administer, it favors a commerce and 
service dominated economy and is a disincentive to businesses 
which are more concerned with manufacturing and production. The 
Ministry of Finance is considering therefore legislation to 
change the nation's tax system to include corporate taxation. 

While initial tax breaks or holidays are certainly not required 
by all domestic and foreign investors, they are needed and 
justifiable for some types of business that are either small 
£cale or have a long gestation period. Tax breaks are also 
prefP.rred and in some cases expected DY some overseas investors. 
Initial, establishment tax breaks are also commonly provided by 
may other countries in the Pacific which may be considered as 
alternate locations for foreign investment and are interpreted 
as a sign of a country's commitment to foreign investment. 
Further review of the fiscal system should be undertaken. 

The potential for developing new industries 
inter-state trade by adopting preferential 
licenses and taxes should be investigated. 

and stimulating 
import tariffs, 

The shortage of development finance constrains commercial and 
industrial de•·elopment. The FSMDB restrictions on lending and 
imperfect operational and lending procedures further constrain 
a~velopment and the requirements for historical and environmental 
clearances, building permits and departmental approval are too 
cumbersome and time consuming. 
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Major private investment proposals are severely hampered by the 
lack of reliable infrastructure in the form of power, water, 
sanitation, roads and other transportation facilities in 
addition to the difficulty of obtaining land. 

Foreign investment is needed in order to complement the 
activities of the domestic private sector, supplementing 
domestic private sector finances, skills and technology, 
especially in the new areas of industrial development. However 
there has been little actual foreign investment in the states and 
this could be attributed, inter-alia, to the current foreign 
investment laws and procedures will more likely attract the 
inappropriate type of foreign investment; that is short term 
venture capitalists who are not interested in the longer term 
development of the country. 

2.5.2.4 Institutional 

The private secto~, supplemented by foreign investment, rather 
than the public sector, is best suited to undertaking risky 
ventures and investing in productive enterprises. Governments 
cannot operate such entities as efficiently as the private sector 
and under government ownership and control such entities bend to 
contribute less to economic growth and development. However, 
most large scale industrial developments in the private sector 
has been initiated by the National and State governments. 
Initiating privatization of these ventures has been difficult 
due to a host of obstacles and therefore the transfers of the 
ventures to the private s~ctcr have been slow. 

Depending on the state, various bureaucratic procedures to 
obtain a license to trade or to establish an industrial venture 
are tedious and time consuming. It is an area the commercial 
sector is comparatively well established and does n~t need the 
attention and assistance of other less developed sectors and 
will therefore be given lower priority in terms of future 
assistance. Manufacturing and industry on the other hand 
generally involve more risk and are more expansive undertakings 
which require greater assistance from government. 

The First National Development Plan and individual state 
development plans tended to overemphasis the initiation of new 
industrial developments. More attention will therefore be paid 
to the need to respond to the problems and requirements of the 
private sector and to making sure that the state advisory 
services either retain or can gain access to specific business 
advice. 

Depending on the state, in addiLion to business licenses, 
potential investors have to obtain tax clearances, work and 
skill permits, certi[ ica tes of freedom from communicable diseases 
and further medical clearance on entry in addition to obtaining 
the land, finance and technology for production before they can 
undertake any investment in the nation. Foreign investment 
proposals also have to be approved by both state and national 
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governments. ~he potential investor is meanwhile under criminal, 
legal and financial i.nvestigation. Much of this process is 
necessary but it takes much time and effort and undoubtedly 
discourages potential investors. 

The Government Divisions of Commerce and Industry generally do 
not have the trained and experienced research, advisory and 
extension staff they require. There is need in all states to 
strengthen there business advisory, analytical and appraisal 
role of there divisions of commerce and industry of the 
department of Resources and development. 

The private sector is also inadequately organized in most states. 
There is no active Chamber of Commerce in either Kosrae or Yap. 
The Chamber is less ~ctive in ?ohnpei than ~~used to be and the 
Chamber has just recently become more active in Chuuk. A strong 
Chamber of Commerce, or some other form of private sector 
organized body, in each state would facilitate regular dialogue 
between the private sector and government and therefore improve 
sectoral planning and assistance. 

2.5.3 POLICIES AND STRATEGIES 

2.5.3.1 Government Policies 

With the exception of Kosrae, and Pohnpei - in the case of the 
Economic Development Authority - the policy of the states is tv 
support private sector led economic development. It is also 
generally accepted in all the states that the government should 
restrict its activities to facilitating commercial and industrial 
development, leaving the private sector to undertake the 
development. This policy has not been consistently applied in 
the past as all state governments either own or operate buses, 
ships, public utilities, fishing companies and so on and the 
private sector is complaining that government is unnecessarily 
competing with the private sector. 

2.5.3.2 Joint venture financing 

Many private ventures are likely to require a level of financing 
that is far too great for private individuals to finance based 
on their own collateral. Joint ventures with foreign investors 
and, or with state governments may therefore be encourages with 
finance made available through the FSMDB. State governments, in 
co-operation with appropriate departments and agencies will 
develop a limited portfolio for government identified and private 
sector supported investments. Governments will restrain their 
interest in such ventures to equity only and the entity will be 
fully commercially managed with no interference from government:. 

No program will proceed without a private sector partner and an 
FSMDB or-state government official will be designated as the 
officer responsible to oversee progress in implementation. 
Investment identification, preparation and negotiation will also 
be assisted by external, independent, experienced business 
advisers. 
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2.5.3.3 Government contracts and privatization 

State and national governments will provide much more direct 
assistance to the private se~tor in the second National 
Development Plan in the form cf the direct purchase or the 
contracting of services and products from the private sector. 
At the present stag·~ of commercial and industrial developmer:t 
this particularly applies to consumer goods and construction. 
Governments will thereby assist in creating new domestic markets 
and in establishing new industries to serve these markets. Many 
government services and purchases could be privatized or 
contracted to the private sector including catering, 
consultancy, furniture manufacture, printing, security and 
training. State governments will prod~ce service and contract 
specific plans of action : ~r privatization and commercialization 
in the next plan period. 

2.5.3.4 Infant industry develooment 

Stat~ and national governments will examine the possibility of 
direct support and subsidization of a few, selected infant 
industries. Government support could include protective import 
tariffs or other import controls, controlled domestic pricing, 
preferential development finance, tax holidays and other 
specialist assistance in product promotion, advertising and 
export. Sectors that might be co~sidered for an initial program 
of assistance could include the food and beverage industries. 

2.5.3.5 Complementary public infrastructure 

Some larger scale private developers, may be willing to invest 
in project specific infrastructure such as access roads, power, 
water and sanitation and this additional investment should be 
encouraged. Most potential private investments are however 
unlikely to be able to justify the additional cost of 
infrastructure, especially at the larger scale of commerce and 
industry which the states have yet to experience. 

Land is not readily available for industrial development and all 
state governments have therefore set aside land designated for 
industrial development in the form of "industrial parks" or small 
scale industrial estates. Roads, electri~ity, water and other 
essential services can be more readily and cost-effectively 
directed to these areas. 
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St-:CT ION l I I 

3.0 OVERVIEW - SMALL SCALE INDUSTRY PROGRAMME 

3.1 Background of Programme 

It has been long been recognized that the Growth of the economy 
of the Federated State of Micronesia cannot solely rely on 
agricultural and marine pursuits, or local-based primary 
production. Therefore, diversification of the economy through 
industrialization was chosen as an important economic optioP.. 
Development of a commerce and a industrial base is considered 
vital in the pursuit of developing employment opportunities, to 
raise level of production and ~o generate the private sector 
income and tax base that will support the future government 
administration and the provisic~ of welfare services. 

The development of an industry base to stimulate commercial 
activities in the private sector is considered as a vital 
instrument in the generntion of tax and other government revenue 
to offset the steL ·downs of funds from the compact Free 
Association during the treaty duration. It is also expected 
to be one of t~e principal revenue generator to compensate, and 
replenish, government revenue ~hen the Compact Free Association 
fund terminates in ten years time. 

~he formulation of the Small Scale Industry Programme commenced 
in 1988 and was recognized by bo~h State and National governments 
as an important tool in providing the necessary catalytical 
impetus in the development of an industry base in the 
economy.The Small Scale Industry Development Programme was 
formulated with the following general programme objectives:-

(i) to create a favorable business environment for the 
operation and gro~th of existing business 
establishments, streng~~e~ing the role of the private 
sector in the overall ?lanning of future development 
of the economy, providing policy direction and 
establishing an ef:ec~~ve administration mechanism for 
the identification and, wherever possible, the 
resolution of private sector business problems and 
concerns; and 

(ii) to encourage and actively promote local and foreign 
investment in resource-based and appropriate non
resource based industry and business, that is in 
agriculture, fisheries, construction and tourism and 
to strengthen efforts to promote interstate and 
external trade. 

The objectives of the Programme were similar to the National 
Development sectora: objectives for the commerce and industry 
sector. The programme did not have specific detailed objectives. 
The programme was formulated to assist in the development 
process of an industry base by providing much needed technical 
assistance intervention. The type of assistance which has been 
formulated to date could be categ0rized as follows:-
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(ii) Specific Industry Trhining. 

The foi"lnulation and implementation of the Small Scale Industry 
Programme is chronicled as follows:-

Activities Date 

Preliminary Discussion UNDt•/UNIDO and November 1988 
Gove!rnment counterpart 

Programme Identification UNDP Mission January 1989 

Prepare Country 
Prograrnme 

F.S.M. Government 
Request 

Preparation of Draft 
Programme document 

Approval of Project 
Document 

Signing of Project 
Document 

Remittance of Prograrnme 
funds to UNDP 

Off ice of Planning February 1989 

External Affairs March 1989 
O~f ice of Planning 
a~d Statistic and 
Cepartment of 
Resource and 
Development 

U.N.I.D.O May 1989 

F.S.M. June 1989 
Government, UNnP 

External Affairs, July 1989 
UNDP and UNIDO 

Off ice of Plann- December 1989 
ing and Statistics, 
Budget 

3 .1.1 Management of the Programme 

The Small Scale Industry Prograrnme is administered jointly by the 
Off ice of Planning a~d Statistics (OPS) and the Department of 
Resources and Devel )pment ( Rt.D) of the National government. 
These two national a~rencies are responsible for coordinating the 
appraisal and imple1nentation of projects sponsored under the 
programme. Recornmendations from these two agencies are formally 
submitted, after th2 approval process, to the External Affairs 
for processing and transmission to the United National Industrial 
Development Organization (U.N.I.D.O. ). 

State departments ~nd other agencies which are involved in tte 
development of smilll scale industri~s are also actively involved 
in ~~e process o·: identification f)rojects, for the programme, 
which are proceB3ed within the state and channelled to the 
administering ag•mcies. The national governments' Off ice of 
Planning and Sta:istics is responsible for national development 
policy and plannlng. 
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The national governments' Department of Resources and Development 
coordinates the development strategies and program activities of 
the country. The Department of Resource and Development 
includes the divisions of agriculture, marine resources, 
commerce and industry, tourism, foreign investment, labor and 
energy. It serves both development and regulatory roles. In its 
development role it gives guidance and advice to state 
departments of resources and development, and it organizes and 
provides information and logistical support services for the 
p::ivate sector. It coordinates efforts across state and 
national government agencies and also works with foreign 
nations, aid agencies, and other organisations to attract 
technical experts and capital funding. In its regulatory role 
it works to prevent undue development in a parti~ular area by 
introducing regulatory measures. 

In the State level, the principal government departments and 
agencies which are involve in the programme are as follows:-

State 

Pohnpei 

Chuuk 

Yap 

Kosrae 

Department I Agencies 

Office of Budget, Planning and Statistic 
Department of Conservation and Resources 
Surveillance 
Economic Development Authority. 

- Off ice of Budget, Planning and Statistics 
Department of Resources and Development 

- Office of Budget, Planning and Statistics 
Department of Resources and Development 

- Office of Budget, Planning and Statistics 
- Department of Conservation and Development 

The relationship between national and state government off ices 
has varied significantly depending on the particular project in 
the progranune and the National and State priorities placed by 
these governments on that particular project. 

3.2 REVIEW OF THE SMALL SCALE INDUSTRY PROGRAMME 

The focus of the review is to evaluate the applicability of the 
concept of the small scale industry programme, including an 
assessment of the overa.:l objectives as well as the projects 
already incorporated under the progranune, to ascertain the 
project commercial viability and its suitability for development 
by the private sector. 

3.2.l Objectives 

The objectives of the small scale industry programme as ear~1er 
outlined r~~lect the broad desired goals for the development of 
the Commerce and Industry Sector. It covers a wide range of 
important areas including the creation of a favorable environment 
for the operation and growth of existing business establishments; 
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the Commerce <rnd Industry Sector. It covers a wide range of 
important areas including the creation of a favorable environment 
for the operation and growth of existing business establishments; 
the strengthening of the role of the private sector; provision 
of policy direction; the establishment of an effective 
administration mechanism; as well as to encourage and actively 
promote local and foreign j nvestment in resource-based and 
appropriate non-resource based industry and business; and to 
strengthen efforts to promote interstate and external trade. 

Although the objectives of the programme appear to be ambitious 
in its broad scope, it does however also indicate the wide number 
of areas which needs to be addressed if the country were to be 
successfully involved in small scale industry programme. 

Given the financial and human resources constraints, there must 
also be a clear focus on the priorities, including il clear 
definition of shorter term objectives, and where possible with 
quantifiable goals. In other words, in addition to the broad 
national objectives, there should be scope to also include 
specific objectives to encompass the diverse interest and 
priorities of the four individual states. 

It is proposed that the overall objectives of the programme be 
maintained, but focus be given to the following specific areas: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

( f) 

3.2.2 

Equitable inter-regional distribution of assistance, 
to foster a balanced regional industrial development 
in terms of provision of goods and services and 
distribution of income; 

Establish viable industries based on local resources, 
both material and human, as to optimize the domestic 
valued added of the resources; 

To provide assistance to develop/expand industries 
which are considered vital in its contribution to the 
balance of payments and gross domestic product of the 
economy. The industries should include export 
oriented industries as well as import substitution 
industries; 

Encourage and motivate entrepreneurship in the private 
sector thereby accelerating the growth of the sector 
to boost:- o~tput, income and foreign exchange; 
employment and foreign investment; 

Provision of assistance to projects which will favor 
local entrepreneurship participation in foreign 
investment; 

Provisio~ of assistance to projects which stimulate 
new technological development. 

The Programme/Project~ 
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3.2.2.1 Projects 

As noted L1 the introduction section, seven projects have been 
identified under the programme as follows:-

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Project Description 

Fruit Juice Processing 
Fruit Juice Processing 
Coconut Lumber Utilization 
Coconut Lumber Utilization 

State 

Food Processing Demonstration Workshop 
Laterite Clay brick and Tiles 
Salt D.:-ying Fish 

Kosrae 
Yap 
Chuuk 
Kosrae 
Chuuk 
Yap 
Pohnpei 

This section will review the aforementioned projects. Tt1e 
original project proposals for the seven projects ·--~~ detailed 
in Annex B of this document. 

1. Fruit Juice Processing X:osrae 

The project involves the establishment of a tropical fruit Juice 
processing plant in the State of Kosrae. The Small Industry 
programme is providing technical assistance to undert.ake a 
feasibility study for a tropical fruit processing venture in 
Kosrae. 

The idea of setting up the tropical fruit Juice processing 
business project has been under consideration by the Kosrae State 
for a number of years. 

The background to this project reveal the following pertinent 
issues: 

(a) The State of Kosrae seem to have a relatively large 
acreage of citrus and current and future production of 
citrus could indicate availability of a relatively 
large volume of raw material i.e. citrus fruits. 

(b) Examination of the existing fruit juice and cordial 
market in the state reveal that all current 
consumption are imported into the State. 

(c) Supply of fresr fruit production during their season 
seem to far exceed the demand for fresh citrus fruit, 
consequently there is relatively large volume nf 
wastage. 

current status 

The project profile for technical assistance was prepared by the 
Department of Conservation and Development with assistance from 
its national counterpart. The project profile has been filed by 
the State department pe:1ding cs review of the recent investigation 
of citrus processing undertaken by a UNDP Regional Project 
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(RAS/86/128). However the initial delay had been caused by 
routine administrative delays. 

Project Assessment 

Although the technical assistance intervention under the Small 
Scale Industry Programme has not been implemented, a feasibility 
study of the project was undertaken under a differ~nt UN 
programme. Discussions with the state government offices 
suggested that there seemed to have been an overlap in the 
administrative process and the project was processed to be 
investigated by both the UNDP Regional Project (RAS/86/128) and 
the Small Scale Industry Programme. 

In reviewing the te:·:- s of reference of the study which had been 
sponsored by the UNDP Regional Project, it could be suggested 
that the mandate for this investigation coincided with the 
proposed intervention to be sourced from the Small Scale Indust.:.y 
Programme. 

The investigation by the UNDP Region Project titled "Federated 
States of Micronesia - An Investigation into the feasibility of 
Processing Citrus fruits in Kosrae" recommended the following: 

{a) The main objective of this study was to ascertain 
whether it is worthwhile and economic to process 
citrus fruits in Kosrae and if appropriated, to advise 
on the commencement of processing operations. 

(b) The conclusion reached from the Study is that it is 
not timely nor appr':lpriate to undertake any 
substantial investment in citrus processing at this 
point in time. 

(c) The reasons that militate against processing include: 

(i) The lack of sufficient fruit supply to justify 
it; 

(ii) The growers would receive more money by selling 
fresh fruits at current prices than they would 
~eceive from a processor required to sustain a 
commercially viable operation; 

(iii) There would be no security of supply of fresh 
fruits for processing if growers are offered 
prices lower than they obtain now. The recent 
cessation of copra production that resulted from 
declining copra prices in Kosrae, and the 
inability of the new Lelu f _sh factory to pay 
prices high enough to secure supplies of fish for 
processing, strongly support this argument; 

(iv) The risks are far too high to expect substantial 
investment in an industry that is solely planted 
with sour orange rootstock which is highly 
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(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

susceptible to the Tristezo virus, a disease that 
decimated the Brazilian citrus industry in the 
1950's; 

(v) Only Valencia orange and Kosrae lime qualify as 
feedstocks for juice processing and of these, 
only orange juice has a well established market. 
At this stage the best outlet for limes continues 
to be the fresh fruit market. Both the sweet 
o=ange and the tangerine have too little juice to 
be considered for processing. 

Citrus growers in Kosrae enjoy attractive prices for 
their fresh fruits. The investment and effort they 
expend in growi~g and husbanding citrus is minimal, as 
they utilize only family labor, the cash outgoings in 
citrus farming are also minimal. 

If citrus processing is to be pursued seriously in 
Kosrae then there must first be a change in the 
attitude towards farming away from the present low 
effort, low investment, high price/return philosophy 
to one of increased effort, investment and knowledge 
which will undoubtedly lead to increased yields, and 
the likelihood of lower prices by considerably 
enhanced farm returns. Without this change in 
attitude one can expect the same lack of response from 
this Report as followed the 1975 FAO Report. 

The risks faced by the industry from Tristeze disease 
must be minimized by introducing rootstocks resistant 
to the disease and concomitantly decreasing the 
ir.dustry's dependence on the sour orange rootstock. 

There is a need to increase the yields of both fresh 
fruit and juice by improving nutrition and the 
environment where the citrus trees grow. A series o: 
soil and foliar leaf analysis of the commercial areas 
of citrus product will bes~ define these needs and at 
least cost. There is no need for another soil survey 
to determine the nutrient status of the soils and has 
been suggested. 

In the meantime, Kosrae should continue to market its 
citrus as fresh fruit on the local and overseas 
markets. In this regard, the quarantine facilities 
scheduled for Kosrae should be installed urgently as 
the treatment (methyl bromide) is a prerequisite for 
fresh citrus fruits from the r::;M to enter Guam and 
other markets not ~~2sently open to them. 

There is considerable scope to improve the quality and 
yield of fresh citr11s fruits particularly the sweet 
orange and the tangerine and such act ion is 
recommended. To this end, it is proposed that the 
terms of reference of the Technical Expert on citrus 
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being requested of the Israeli Government be recast to 
emphasize the need to improve the quality cf citrus 
planting materials by introducing rootstocks resistant 
to Tristeze and carefully selecting improved local and 
imported varieties of sweet oranges and tangerines for 
use as scion wood for grating. 

(h) At cur.rent levels of productior., coupled with more 
active and aggressive marketing one can expect the 
present high prices for fresh citrus to continue for 
some time but sooner or late~, as production increases 
these prices will fall and the growers will have to 
decide whether to: 

(i) sell less than they produce in order to sustain 
the current high prices and be prepared to waste 
the surplus fruit; 

(ii) accept lower average prices for their total 
output but have no wasted surplus, or 

(iii) sell fresh fruit at remunerative prices and 
divert to processing the surplus fruit that would 
otherwise be sold at unreasonably to low price, 
or be wasted. 

(i) There is a new unused factory that could be adapted 
with minimum cost to process citrus juice and to make 
marmalade and sweet candied citrus peel, a juicing 
operation at the Fish Factory at Lelu has been 
evacuated. The proposed process is basic and provides 
a means to use surplus fruits that might otherwise be 
wasted and also the opportunity to monitor 
improvements in fruit quality, and experience quality 
central, product development and sales. Unlike fresh 
citrus fruits, Kosraen orange has access to markets 
such as Guam that have not been open to markets 
because of the fruit fly problem. 

( j) 

However, it must be emphasized that the focus of this 
Report is to first improve the quality and yield of 
fruits for both the fresh fruit market and for 
processing and that processing should not be looked at 
as an end in itself but as something that may evolve 
at a later date after the said field improvements have 
been effected and evaluated. 

At current prices, Valencia fresh fruit JU1cing 
operation at the Fish Factory would net be profitable. 
Howeu1r, a reduction in the price of orange feedstocks 
from 25 cents/lb to 12 cents/lb should enable the 
operation to cover its variable costs in full and to 
make a small contribution towards meeting some of the 
fixed costs that would have to be paid whether the 
factory was used or not; the operation would still not 
be profitable. 
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(k) 

2. 

It is relevant to note that the Cook Islands and Fiji 
separately tried to grow and process Valencia oranges 
for juice on a commercial basis. Despite having 
access to the New Zealand market for their product 
both ventures were unable to sustain profitability and 
as a result had t0 shut down their operations. 
Quality of juice aside, the Cook Island venture which 
produced single strength "Raro" orange juice faltered 
for a number of reasons bu~ an important one was its 
inability to pay its small holders growers prices high 
enough to secure fruit supplies and at the same time 
keep its end-product prices competitive i~ the market 
place. The Fiji venture for its part produced bulk 
concentrated (65 degrees ~rix) orange juice from 
fruits grown on its own estate. The main reasons it 
faltered was that it could not achieve profitabil~~y 
at the price obtained for its end-product which were 
determined by orange concentrate mainly imported from 
Brazil and Florid?.. 

Implementation Plans 

Since the project has been investigated under the UNDP 
Regional Programme, the state has requested that this 
project be omitted from the Small Scale Industry 
Programme. The department of Conservation and 
Development is currently reviewing the feasibility 
study and will initiate follow-up work plan on the 
project, within the framework suggested by the study. 

Fruit Juice Processing 

The project involves the provision of. technical assistance, under 
the Small Scale Industry Progranune, to undertake a pre
feasibility study for a Tropical Fruit Juice processing venture 
in the State of Yap. 

The background to this project reveal the following pertinent 
issues: 

(a) 

(b) 

( c) 

The State of Yap seem to have a relatively large 
acreage of citrus and current and future production of 
citrus could indicate availability .Jf a relatively 
large volume of raw material i.e. citrus fruits. 

Examination of the existing fruit juice and cordial 
market in the state reveal that all current 
consumption are imported into the State. 

supply of fresh fruit production during their season 
seem to far exceed the demand for fresh citrus fruit, 
consequently there is relatively large volume of 
wastage. 
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Current Status 

A project proposal for technical assistance for the has been 
formulated with assistance from the Department of Resources and 
Development of ~he national government. Cursory investigation of 
citrus production indicates that it may not be appropriate at 
this stage to invest in citrus processing production. Initial 
implementation delays were caused by routine administrative 
procedures. 

Project Assessment 

A brief survey of the citrus acreage and production reveal the 
following trends with regards to the current level as well as 
projected levels of citrus production for the Yap State. The 
production levels appear to be low, which had been exacerbated 
by a recent typhoon. 

Yap State Government current and Projected Citrus Production 

Description Acres No. of 
Trees 

Av. annual Annual 
Prod. curre~t 

Prod. 
1994 

Lbs 
1996 

Lime/Orange 6 
Tangerine 
Producing Trees 

837 150 125,550 125,550 125,550 

Im.nature 
T.rees 

Seedlings 

6 

8 

20 

1942 

1000 

3779 

150 291,300 291,300 

150 150,000 

125,550 416,850 566,850 

An assessment of agricultural citrus farming in Yap reveal the 
following characteristics: 

( i) Citrus plantations are characterized with low 
yield and productivity; 

(ii) Investment in the establishment and cultivation 
is virtually non-existent; 

(iii) Prevalent practice of utilizing family labor 
which usually results in low labor productivity; 

(iv) Limited knowledge of the details of proper 
methods of cultivation of citruG; 
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(v) The existing citrus stock is plagued by insect 
problems such as suitamol or spanish white fly 
which has also contributed to low productivity of 
existing stocks. 

(vi) Discussion with the agricultural extension 
service of the state government reveals that the 
citrus stock could also be infected with the 
Tristezo virus. 

The Agriculture office under the state department of Resources 
and Development has established a ve~y small laboratory with a 
hand operated juice extraction plant. The objective of this 
project was the gauge the quality of the juice and to experiment 
with different types of proce~sing and packaging of processed 
citrus juice. The results were as follows: 

(i) The throughput of this small hand operated plant 
has been more than sufficient to meet the supply 
of fresh fruits which could be purchased for 
processing. 

(ii) The demand for locally processed juice is limited 
to the hospitality industry (2 hotels). 

The proposed tropical fruit juice processing venture is em·isaged 
to substitute for imported juice and cordial soft drinks, 
therefore the size of the present local market for imported soft 
drinks beverage is of primary importance. It is estimated that 
in 1988 total beverage imports totalled in excess of $1. 28 
million compared to $564,300 in 1986 or a 127% increase in total 
demand. Soft drink beverage imports increased from $141,075 to 
$302,500 or an increase of 114% for the same period. 

The level of imported beverage represents total demand since 
there are currently no local producer of processed fruits or 
other forIT's of soft drinks in the State. 

A number of factors are likely to af feet demand for locally 
produced tropical fruit juice/cordial beverages. These include 
the following: 

(i) continuous supply of locally produced beverages 
to cater for the level of demand; 

(ii) Consistent quality control of locally produced 
beverages; 

(iii) Shelf price of locally produced as compared to 
imported beverages; 

(iv) A survey of the market price of fresh citrus 
fruits register a range of prices from 20 
cents/lb to 25 cents/lb. 
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Implementation Plans 

The above-mentioned investigation reveal a similar f rarnework to 
the project environment in the state of Kosrae, in ~hich a study 
of the feasibility of a citrus juice processing plant had been 
undertaken in February 1991 with the following conclusions: 

(a) 

3. & 4. 

That the processing of citrus fruits to fruit juice 
may not be viable at this stage due to: 

(i) Very low production level of fresh fruits which 
would support a full time operation of a 
processing plant. 

(ii) There are inherent investment risk in an industry 
where the production of the raw material, i.e. 
citrus stock, is susceptible to various diseases. 

(iii) There is a strong possibility that the market 
price of fresh fruit will exceed the economic 
purchase price of the proposed plant. There 
would be no security of supply of fresh fruits 
for processing if growers are offered prices 
lower than that obtained in the fresh fruits 
market. 

(iv) Soft drinks beverage is imported, and represents 
only 23% ( $302, 000 in 1986) of total beverage 
imported. This means that locally produced fruit 
juices would have to compete with the quality as 
well as the price of imported fruit juices. 

(v) The focus of the development of the citrus 
industry should address primarily the development 
of better establishment and cultivation 
techniques and the introduction of a resistant 
strain of citrus stock. The objective of the 
refocussing is to improve the quality and yield 
of fresh citrus fruits. 

Coconut Lumber Utilization 
States 

Chuuk and Kosrae 

The project involves the establishment of coconut lumber sawmill 
plant and a ~oconut joinery workshop. The Small Scale Industries 
Programme is to provide technical assistance to undertake a 
feasibility study on the techno-economic viability of:-

Coconut lumber mill plant 

Coconut Wood Joinery Workshop 

The production of coconut by products is one of the principal 
economic Industry in the economy. 
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The state of Kosrae is the second most den~ely forested area with 
about 17, 500 acre of forest land. There is therefore a high 
priority in developing this resource. 

The background to this revie~ reveal the following key factors:-

(a) 

(b) 

A review of t.he available data has indicated that 
three studies in the state have references to the 
production and utilization of coconut wood. Most 
pertinent of these studies is a report titled 
Technical Assistance to the Wood Processing Industrie~ 
of the Federated State of Micronesia (UNIDO Project 
DP/RAS/86/075). The main key factors from this report 
are as follows: 

(i) There is good potential in the development 
of coco:rnt wood for joinery and construction 
applications. 

(ii) Preliminary Analysis of coconut utilization 
reveals that it is technically and 
economically feasible to process coconut 
wood into a wide range of construction 
applications. 

However, the=e is a need for detailed 
investigation of coconut stock, age 
distribution and productivity as well as 
detailed investigation of the technical and 
economic aspects of coconut processing and 
utilization. 

FSM imports a substantial amount of timber which 
totalled approximately 12,644 cubic metres in 1989 at 
a cost of $2,086,327. 

Current Status 

The project profile for technical assistance was prepared by the 
state's department of Resource and Development with assistance 
from its national counterpa=t. The project is currently under 
review by the state government. 

Delays in the implementation of the proposal has been caused 
primarily by the fact that the mandate of the existing proposal 
duplicates the study undertaken by the previous UNIDO study 
(UNIDO Project DP/RAS/075), as well as routine administrative 
delays in processing of proposal for transmission to the national 
government. 

Project Assessment 

Domestic production of timber is currently limited, to a large 
extent, to two, operated saw mills on the state, of Pohnpei. The 
production output of these two mills are confined mainly to rough 
sawn timber. Production levels for these two mills could not be 
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accurately gauged but an estimation of the production level for 
1990 is as follows: 

Sawmill Production 

Kitti 1000 ml 

Kolonia 1200 ml 

Tota1 2200 m3 

Importation of timber has steadily increased from $1,247,874 in 
1985 to a high of $2, 086, 327 in 1989. The annual average 
national consumption of imported timber during the five years 
(1985-1989) was estimated at approximately 9942ml. 

Lumber 
1,381,736 
Plywood 
704,591 

2,086,327 

Timber Imports to FSM (1985-1989) 
Value 

1985 1986 1987 

707,460 910,697 819,098 

536,414 492,910 585,630 

1988 1989 

1,328,256 

732,443 

1,247,874 1,403,607 1,404,720 2,060,699 

Lumber Imports to the State of Chuuk for 1989 
(Value) 

Lumber 

Plywood 

57,037 
21,959 
6,712 
6,783 

10,503 

30,219 
2,662 
5,947 

10,394 
8,216 

84,256 
------------

Importation of furniture into the states has grown steadily in 
the last four years from $193,567 in 1986 to $262,092 in 1989. 
Local furni~Jre production is minimal with the exception of a 
relatively sizeable joinery workshop in Kosrae. 

Preliminary investigation of local timber forests as an 
alternative reveal the following:-
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(a) The state of Chuuk has the smallest extent of 
forest land. The state has very limited 
resources which could be utilized for timber 
production. 

(b) The state of Kosrae is the second most densely 
forested area although much of the resource areas 
are in the upland in the central mountains making 
resource extraction not only difficult 
logistically but also costly. 

Within the framework of the projects proposed, and discussions 
held with the relevant government office, a review of the terms 
of reference £or the technical assistance intervention revealed 
the following issues: 

4. 

(i) There is an apparent need to formulate two 
assignments for the two distinctive components of 
the project. i.e. Coconut processing Plant and 
the Coconut Joinery Workshop. 

(ii) It is evident that a detailed survey of the 
coconut stock should be undertaken prior to the 
assessment of the two plants. The work 
activities of this survey should be expanded in 
the existing project assignment to comprehend an 
investigation of the age distribution, 
productivity and location analysis of the coconut 
stock. 

(iii) Since the sawmill is envisaged to substitute, to 
a large extent, for imported and locally produced 
timber in mainly construction applications, t~e 
size of the present, state and national, markets 
are of primary consideration. 

The many variables affecting the do:mand for timber 
mean that future requirements cannot be predicted with 
any great precision. However, adapting as a basis for 
projecting the population growth of the states, the 
following forecasts can be made: 

Forecast Demand for Timber 

Year 

1985 
1987 
1989 
1991 
1993 
1995 

Cu metres 

7562 
8513 
12644 
13155 
13686 
14239 

It is likelihood that the introduction of coconut 
timber for various other building applications means 
that it would be plausible to project that average 
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5. 

annual timber consumption will reach 14000 to 15000 m3
, 

within the next five years. 

The development objective of the project is the 
utilization of coconut timber sawn from senile coconut 
palms where it is appropriate to do so. The economics 
of utilizing the coconut stems for the lumber for 
exceeds returns on maintaining the coconut palms as a 
producer of nuts. This analysis is applicable only on 
the basis that utilization of coconut stem for lumber 
is strictly limited to senile and senescent coconut 
palm. (Refer to Annex D - for an analysis of the 
economics of utilization of senile palm for lumber 
versus nut production) 

Revised Terms of Reference 

The following highlights the revised terms of reference for the 
joint study to be undertaken for coconut lumber utilization 
project. The revised project profile is contained in Annex C. 

A. Coconut wood processing plant 

The first component of the technical intervention 
focus on the establishment of a coconut wood based 
processing mill. The specific tasks of the work 
activities of the 
first component of the intervention is divided into 
two distinctive phases:-

Survey of coconut palm stock 

Investigation of the feasibility of establishing 
the coconut based processing plant. 

The work activities of the two phases of the first 
component of the project are as follows:-

(a) Survey of Coconut palm stock 

The proposed survey of coconut palm population, age 
distribution and productivity will gauge the 
population of senile and senescent stock which are 
palms with either declining or very low nut 
productivity and will provide quantitative evidence on 
the stock of raw material, i.e. senile and senescent 
palm tre0, for the sawmill plant. Within the context 
of the earlier study by UNIDO (DP/RAS/86/075) titled 
"Technical Assistance to the Wood Processinq 
Industries of the Federated States of Micronesi.:. · 
which indicate that there are good potential for the 
production and utilization of coconut wood, the 
proposed project could be viewed as a follow-up 
activity in the pursuit of the development of the 
coconut wood industry in these two states. 
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extraction 

It is proposed that a review be undertaken of all 
previous reports and other relevant documents with a 
view to producing a comprehensive survey report 
covering:-

Population of coconut palm stock and location 
analysis; 

Coconut age distribution and produc~ivity. 

(b) Feasibility of establishing a co~onut based 
processing plant. 

(i) Review all previous records and other 
re2. vant documents with a view to producing, 
c. cc.mp.rehen~ive survey report covering: 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Coconut Logs availability and coco~ut 
replanting aspects 

Technical processing specification 

Marketing requirements 

Organizational and implementation 
issues. 

Carry out research as may be necessary 
to comprehend d map of options on log 
purchases and coconut replanting 
programme. 

Consultation with the administering 
agencies, draw up recommendation on any 
outstanding issues, with particular 
reference to: 

controlling the utilization of 
the coconut stern 

location and design of plant 
factory 

the specification of processing 
plant 

transport logistics of log 

details of approp .. 1ate corporate 
and funding structures 

other implementation requirements 

prepare a detailed implementation 
time table for the plant. 
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B. 

c. 

5 . 

Workshoo 

The second component of the technical intervention 
will focus on the establishment of a joinery workshop 
for the production of coconut based furniture. This 
component of the study should incorporate, inter-alia, 
the following: 

Appraise the market requirement including 
conducting a market survey to determine the 
nature and level of demand within the two states 
for locally produced coconut wood furniture. 

Appraise tne technical specification of the 
workshop inc:uaing detailed specification of the 
workshop building, wood work equipment etc. 

A detailed process description and a proposed 
operation plan. 

Prepare an assessment of the organizational and 
implementation issues. 

Feasibilitv Studv 

Produce a detailed. appraisal report identifying the 
financial and economic implications and benefit of the 
project. It will also include an analysis of capital 
funding requirements of future land of profitability 
and so on. 

Food Processing Demonstration Workshop Chuuk 

The project involve the provision of technical assistance to 
formulate simple food processing techniques utilizing local food 
and garden crops. In additio~, the proposed technical assistance 
involves the preparation and presentation of the formulated food 
processing techniques th=ough a workshop demonstration 
programme. 

The background to this i;-.•,:estigation reveals some of these 
pertinent issues: 

(a) Agricultural development in the states is 
predominantly subsistence and is characterized by 
a work variety of subsistence crops. Processing 
of this resources has been virtually non
existence in all states. 

(b) A review of th.;, 3vailable data and documents 
indicated that a similar demonstration workshop 
was conducted in the state of Pohnpei in May 
1989. The main characteristic of the workshop 
conducted on Pohnpei could be summarized as 
follows: 
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( i) Demonstration focused principally on four 
types of products i.e.:-

banana ~hips 

banana sauce 

coconut jam 

yam candies 

(ii) The types of processing techniques 
demonstratedwe~e basic, simple and employed 
simple locally available technology. 

(iii) Participation in the workshop involved 
representatives from the rural farming areas 
and the smnll business/service coIIUr.~nity. 

Current Status 

A project propo~al has been formulated by the Department of 
Resource and Development of the state with assistance from its 
national counterpart, m1)delled on the p!"oject t!:":d~~taken on the 
state of Pohnp~i. The p~oject proposal is still under review by 
the state and has been delayed principally due to administration 
overlap, in the processing of this project, by the two 
administration agencies. 

Viability: 

·rhe project primarily focus on the establishment of very small 
scale food processing unit and target a group of the population 
which i.e. housewife etc. normally do not participate in paid 
employment c•r ~.n economic activities; 

The project involves the transfer of simple basic technology and 
skills utilizing local raw materials. The usually yields a high 
success level on skill and technology transfer to the recipients. 

The project invol~es processing of food and garden crop which are 
normally cultivated on a subsistence basis. 

Given the limited level of development of agro-based indu:;tries 
in FSM with the exception of coconut processing by the coconut 
Development Authority, there is a lot of potential for 
consideration of introducing simple and very small scale food 
processing techniques. This will form the basic strategy to 
initiate development and provide the necessary impetus to this 
industry. 
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1. 

Terms of Reference: 

Within the project framework, and discussion held with 
the relevant government off ices in the state of Chuuk 
(and other states), a review of the terms of reference 
for the technical assistance intervention revealed the 
following: 

(a) The project involves two component. The first 
component involves an assessment of the food and 
garden crops and the formulation of simple 
processing techniques for crop, identified for 
the project. The second, component involves the 
pres~ntation through a demonstration workshop of 
the forrnula~ed processing techniques. 

(b) A review of the project with the relevant 
agencies in the states of Yap and Kosrae 
indicated support to explore implementation of 
the same project in these states. 

(c) A cursory follow-up on the outcome of the 
demonstration workshop conducted in the state cf 
Pohnpei revealed that the following areas need to 
be addressee: 

The types of food processing techniques 
demonstrated could be processed in househr~d 
kitchens and ideally suit very small scale 
family operated business. Principal 
operators of the business is the female 
members of the household 

It is viewed that although the workshop was 
a successfully implemented, there is a 
demand for a follow-up demonstration 
programme to be ccnduc~ed on a regular basis 

A relatively small number of businesses were 
established initiated by the demonstration 
workshop. The basic characteristics of 
these ventures are: 

(i) small scale family operated businesses 

(ii) principal operators are female members 
of the household 

(iii) Markets for the processed food products 
are predominantly small general 
merchandise stores (purchase for re
sale) in towns and villages frequently 
in close proximity to the location of 
the processor. 
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It is evident f :rom the review that a strong local 
participation in the project is required. It is 
envisaged that the local input would have equal 
responsibility in the mandate of the proposed 
technical assistance intervention. 

Local participation in the project will yield the 
following: 

(i) Identifying crops which are traditionally widely 
demanded for processing 

(ii) Formulation of practical 
techniques corresponding 
traditional cooking input 

simple 
to a 

processing 
degree of 

(iii) Food processing demonstration programme would be 
continued on a regular basis, after the 
termination of the technical assistance 
intervention 

(iv) Increased local participation will ensure wider 
support in the implementation viz J...lrge group 
participation, bette:r follow-up services etc. 

The local participating agency in the project has been 
identified as the College of Micron~sia. 
Specifically, the overall responsible department of 
the college is the Home Economic Department. ']he 
Department has a Expanded Food and Nutritional 
Education Program (EFNEP) which will provide the local 
input to the project. 

The objective of the Expended food and Nutrition 
Education Program are to assist low-income families 
and youth acquire the knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
and changed behaviors necessary for nutritionally 
sound diets and to contributed to their personal 
development and to the iffiprov~ment of total family and 
welfare. (Please see Annex D for details on the Home 
Economic Program and the functions of the Expanded 
Food and Nutritution Education Program). 

Location 

Due to interest from the states of Yap and Kosrae, the project 
location has been extended to cover these 2 states. 

Revised Project Document and Terms of Reference: 

A revised project document incorporating the Terms of Reference 
including the specific tasks of the technical assistance 
intervention, with close supporting assistance from EPNEP is 
detailed as Annex C. 
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Review all reports and documents, particularly the techr.ical 
intervention project in the state Pohnpei and prepare a 
comprehensive programme covering the activities: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

( d) 

(e) 

( f) 

( g) 

Discussions with the project administering agencies 
and the College of Micronesia, for the purpose of 
reviewing the workshop, conducted in the state of 
Pohnpei, and other relevant documents. 

Presentation of framework for the assessment of food 
and garden crops and the work plan to f onnulate the 
processing technique. This should be don~ jointly 
with EFNEP. 

Visit the three states, -::nd discuss with relevant 
agencies and com.~unity grc~ps the proposed progra!14ue, 
to undertake the assessment of the food and garden 
crops. 

Jointly with EFNEP, formulate the processing 
techniques for the crops identified for the project. 
(the appraisal of the processing techniques should be 
structured in a form which could be easily adopted by 
EFNEP in its regular curriculum development) 

Within the context of the appraisal of the food 
processing techniques, oreoaration of a food 
processing demonstration work plan for a workshop 
programme in the three states. 

Jointly with EFNEP, conduct the food processing 
demonstration workshop in the three states. 

Within the framework of the food processing 
demonstration workshop assist EFNEP in the development 
a comprehensive curriculum :or the continuation of the 
project at the termination of the intervention. 

The project is expected to produce the following: 

(a) 

( b) 

( c) 

A study of an assessment of the food and garden crops 
will provide the basis for the preparation of the 
simple food processing techniques required for the 
workshops. The study should incorporate, inter alia, 
on assessment of the different types of crops in the 
three states and a detailed appraisal of the 
processing techniques of the crops identified for the 
project. 

Within the framework of the crop assessment and f:·od 
processing study, prepare an appropriate demonstration 
workshop programme for the three states. 

Undertake the demonstration workshop with active 
participa~ion of EFNEP in the three states. 
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6. Laterite Clay brick and Tiles Pohnoei & Yao 

The project involves the establishment of a clay brick and tile 
product plant. The Small Scale Industries Programme is providing 
technical assistance to undertake an assessment of the technical 
and commercial viability of the production of clay bricks and 
tiles in the two states. 

The ba~kground to this investigation reveals the following 
developments: 

(a) A review of available information of the project 
indicates that a study conducted by UNIDO, under 
"Project SI/TTP/79/801 titled Assistance in Clay 
Product~ Manufacture", indicated that there is 
scope i~ the development of clay brick and tile 
production facility in the two states. In 
addition, sample assessment of the quality of 
clay deposits have revealed that the clay is 
suitable for the production of bricks and tiles. 

(b) The project is considered as an important 
substitution industry. The importation of cement 
to FSM has increased sharp! y in the last five 
years. The cost of importation of cement to the 
state3 of Pohnpei and Yap during 1989 amounted to 
$507,625 and $100,924 respectively. 

(c) An inter-departmental Committee was established 
in the State of Pohnpei in early 1990 to 
coordinate the development of the project. The 
committee has undertaken a preliminary review of 
the project and has indicated that the project 
investigation be conducted by the private sector 
with minimal government intervention. 

Current Status 

The project profile for technical assistance was prepared by the 
planning authorities and department of Resources of development 

·Of the two states with assistance from it3 national counterpart. 

As noted in (c) above, the state and national authorities have 
decided that the project be undertaken by the private sector and 
that the proposed intervention from the Small Scale Industries 
programme be postponed indefinitely. 

The assessment by the state and national authorities had revealed 
the following key issues: 

(a) Land Issue: 

Although a preliminary review of the clay deposits in 
the two states indicated that extractable volume of 
deposits are present, the deposits are located mostly 
in private land holdings. Extraction of clay deposits 
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7. 

located in private holdings would be difficult. Most 
of the property is held as a family trust, and land
use r~qhts are passed down from generation to 
generation within the extended family system. 
Subsurface propP.rty rights are synonymous with surface 
rights. There are very few publicly owned subsurface 
rights on the two states. 

It therefore follows that extraction of clay from 
deposits in private holdings will involve complicated 
arrangements and long term access rights to clay 
deposits would not be ascertained. Regulations and 
laws for subsurface exploitation do not ex~st for the 
state or municipal governments. In addition survey 
and boundary identification of most of private and 
public land has not been undertaken. 

(b) Royalties and Taxes 

There are currently no tax or royalty in existence for 
material extracted from public or private land. Both 
state and national government are reviewing 
formulatio~ of policies to address this. The 
authorities also view such policies should be 
investigated prior to the development of the industry 
in question. 

(c) Technology 

A study visit to Sri Lanka by an official of the 
government of the two states has indicated that the 
technology suitable for the development of the 
i~dustry is labor intensive. The review had proposed 
that the technology may not be practically suitable 
for FSM. 

(d) Economics of the Products 

A cursory survey conducted in the state of Yap has 
indicated that the construction applications of clay 
bricks and tiles would need to be developed. In 
addition it is widely assumed that within the state 
and national authorities that the cost of clay bricks 
would exceed that of currently utilized cement bricks. 

Salt Drying Fish Pohnpei 

The project involves the provision of technical assistance to 
train local f ishennan in commercial methods of catching and 
processing of Big Eye Scad (T~~=hinrops Crumenophthalrnies) on a 
small scale commercial basis. Project implementation commenced 
in March 1990 and was successfully completed in June 1990. 

Project Review 

The project had involved the provision of an experienced 
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fisherman from the State of Hawaii, U.S.A., to conduct a traininq 
programme on fishing techniques as well as the process of salt 
and drying of Big Eye Scad. 

A detailed project completion report had been prepared on the 
project. The training programme was undertaken by more than 25 
private fishermen in the Pohnpei state. Although data on the 
catch during project implementation is not yet available, it was 
indicated that the techniques of drying and salting are now been 
practiced by farmers in the outer islands where freezing 
facilities are not available, and the product shipped to the main 
island. Further, the FSM Fishing Corporation and the Economic 
Development Authorities are currently involved in the 
administration and distribution of the salt dried Big-Eyed Scad. 

3.2.2.2 General Issues in relation to the Review of the Small 
Scale Industry Programme 

An investigation of the general issues and constraints which are 
associated with the programme revealed the following: 

Project identification under the programme was 
undertaken either by the State or National government 
office. However, the industrial development 
priorities of the State and National governments did 
not coincide in most of the projects identified under 
the programme. Consequently, the relationship between 
the National and state government offices, responsible 
for the programme, varied significantly and depended 
very much on the nature and environment of the 
projects. This limited the ability of the State and 
National government off ices to communicate and 
cooperate effectively, and hence hindering the 
development of the programme. There is a clear need 
for the establishment of an institutional framework to 
undertake the functions of coordination of the varions 
activities of the State and National government with 
regards to project identification, preliminary 
selection, formulation, as well as funding and project 
implementation, and review functions. 

There is a clear need to set up basic infrastructure, 
supporting services and legislation, before actual 
projects are identified and implemented. Industry 
infrastructure in F. S. M. is re la ti vely undeveloped, 
and would need to be developed to provide the 
necessary support for the potential local and 
international entrepreneurs In this regard one 
needs to not only look at the availability of 
utilities such as power, water supply, transport and 
commu~ication, but also the issue of land 
availability, human resources, and the need for a 
industrial estate, or small ~ndustries center. 

Industrial Incentives/Promotions is also another 
important area which needs to be looked at in depth. 
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3. 2. 3 

There is a need to examine the possibility of direct 
support and subsidi~ation of a few, selected infant 
industries. Government support could also include 
protective import tariffs or other import controls, 
controlled domestic pricing, preferential development 
finance, tax holidays and other specialist assistance 
in product promotion. advertising and export. 

There are few opportunities for vocational training in 
F.S.M. and the private sector work force therefore 
lacks many of the basic skills required in modern 
industrial development. Consequently, there are 
interest start-up cost for training, productivity 
loss, absenteeism etc. There is therefore a need tc 
strengthen the current vocational programmes. 

All States aim to provide ad hoc business advice to 
the private sector. This service has so far been 
constrained by a lack of staff who are experienced and 
skilled in this area. State and Government offices 
involve in industrial development require3 to 
strengthen their research, advisory and extension 
staff. 

Land available for agricultural pursuits, industr.ial 
or commercial activity is scarce. The laws governing 
the ownership and use of land are complex and original 
title can be difficult to prove. While this may 
protect customary interests such as policy ;l'."eatly 
restricts the development of such efficient marke~ for 
the transfer and opti~al use of land and this in turn 
constrains private sector development. Some land has 
been surveyed with land title proven in the states of 
Yap and Kosrae. Foreigners, as other private 
investors, are permitted to lease land and the recent 
initiative by the Bank of Guam in the form of a 
"springing lease" may ease bank lending. Under the 
"springing lease" arrange;nen~ land title held as 
collateral can, in the even of loan default, be turned 
into a lease which can then be traded. 

Respective state governments could greatly assist in 
easing the uncertainties over private land tenure. In 
some states, land needs to be surveyed and further 
developed in all states could benefit from land 
use/structure planning. 

Recorrunended New Projects 

Fo.1..~owing the review of the Small Scale Industry Programme 
inr.luding the seven projects already identified for 
implementation, it is recommended that the FSM Government should 
also address the following issues which provides a holistic view 
towards effective administration and implementation of the 
programme. 
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3.2.3.1 Institutional Framework 

As outlined in annex A of this document as well as noted in the 
text of this document, the institutional framework of the 
government does not clearly distinguish between the National and 
State government responsibilities in many areas including the 
planning and policy formulation process. There are committees 
and departments in both National and State government levels 
which are responsible for economic planning and development. In 
respect to the small scale industry programme, the relationship 
between national and state government off ices varied 
significantly depending on the project reviewed and the varied 
project priorities placed by National and State governments. The 
limited ability of National and State governm~nt offices to 
communicate and cooperate effectively within the~= own structure 
and across structure have significantly if not. the principal 
cause of hindrance to e:f icient implementation of projects 
already incorporated under the small scale industry programme. 

It is proposed that one of the ways in which such a coordination 
cculd be attained would be through the establislunent of a 
Regional Council for the Small Scale Industry Prograrnme, as well 
as a National Council for the Small Scale Industry Programme in 
each of the four States. 

National Council for the Small Scale Industry 
Programme 

Each of the four states would have sits own National Council for 
the Small Scale Industry Prograrnme. The main function of the 
National Council would be to determine the priorities for the 
individual state in relation the Small Scale Industry Programme. 
Th~ proposed Forum will provide a consultative and cocrdination 
mechanism for all parties involved in the development process. 

'I'he Cor:unittee is proposed to be serviced by a Small Scale 
Industry Programme Project Coordinator The Project Coordinator 
receives all the requests, provide the Committee with an analysis 
of the project. The Cornmittee would then be able to determine 
the priority ranking for all project requests. The priority 
ranking of projects or prog~arnmes for each of the Cornmittees of 
the four states would then be tabled to the Regional Council for 
the Small Scale Industry Programme who would approve the final 
list, taking into consideration the priorities of the country as 
a whole. It is also proposed that the Small Scale Industry 
Programme Project Coordinator will provide similar secretariat 
services to the Regional Council. This will ensure continuity 
and proper coordination of the country's small scale industry 
programme. 

A project document for Small Scale Industry Programme Project 
Coordinator is contained in Annex E of this document. It is 
proposed that the project coordinator be stationed at the FSM 
Development Bank, to ensure full coordination with not only the 
State and government authorities, but the main source of loan 
finances for the implementation of private sector projects. 
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Funding for the coordinator could be mad~ available from 
(i) the current Small Scale Industry Programme if the officer 
is recruited under the UNV programme; or (ii) joint financing 
from the Small Scale Industry Programme and supplemented by the 
FSM government; or (iii) other aid programmes. 

Composition of the Committee 

Each State Council could be chaired by the respective Directors 
of the National Department of Resource and Development. Other 
members could include the Director of Planning and Statistics; 
Branch Managers of the state Development Banks, as well as key 
representatives from the p=ivate sector. The Conunittee should 
also have powers to coopt any other member as and when required. 
The Secretary to each of the stat~ council should be the Small 
Scale Industry Programme Project Coordinator. 

Terms of Ref eren~e 

The State Council would be responsible for the following main 
activities in each of the four states: 

(a) recommend appropriate 
policies. 

small scale industry 

(b) formulation, implementation and monitoring of 
sectoral programmes and projects for each state; 

( c) recommend requests for grant as well as loan 
funding requirements for implementation of 
projects; 

(d) recorrunend appropriate incentives for particular 
industry and manufacturing establishments; 

Regional Council for the Small Scale Industrv 
Programme 

The main function of the Regional Council would be to make final 
decision on the overall small scale industry programme based on 
the recorrunendations of priorities from the individ11al state 
councils. 

Composition of the Corrunittee 

The Regional Council for the Small Scale Industry Programme is 
to be chaired by the Director of the Department of Resources and 
Development. Other members could include the Chairman of each 
Small Scale Industry Programme Council for each of the :our 
states; Director of Planning and Statistics; Managing Director 
of the FSM Deveiopment Bank, representatives of the private 
business community. The Committee should also be able to coopt 
any other member as and when required. 
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Terms of Reference 

The Regional Council would be responsible for the following main 
activities: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

3.2.3.2 

approval appropriate small scale industry policies. 

formulation, implementation and monitoring of sectoral 
programmes and projects; 

approve requests for ;rant as well as loan funding 
requirements for successful implementation of approved 
projects; 

appropric. ':e incentives for particular industry and 
manufacturing establishments; 

Infrastructural suooort 

~ key feature of the policy of encouraging the development of 
i~dustries and in order to facilitate investors in the 
acquisition of suitable land with essential services provided, 
a step should be made to establish an industrial estate initially 
in the states of Pohnpei, Kosrae, and Chuuk. If the co~cept is 
successful, then further steps should be made towards 
establishing similar facilities in the Yap state. 

An industrial estate is an area of land suitable for building 
factories on and supplied with the necessary supporting services 
such as roads, drainage, electricity, water, telephones, etc. 
Standard factories can be constructed for lease or investors can 
construct their own facilities. 

As an initial step, a feasibility study and design work for such 
an industrial estate could be undertaken first. Subject to the 
satisfactory results of the feasibility study, adequate land and 
facilities should then be developed. A project profile for the 
Feasibility of establishment of an industrial estate in Kosrae, 
Chuuk and Pohnpei is attached at Annex E. 

The proposed establishment of such facilities will not only 
attract local entrepreneurs, as well as foreign iPvestors. 

3.2.3.3 Industrial Promotion/Incentives 

The provision of incentives for industrial development are 
offered for two main reasons. Firstly it is perceived that such 
incentives will alleviate the natural disadvantages which would 
otherwise hinder development. Secondly it serves the purpose 
of conferring some additional benefits on an investor to 
encourage the choice of one location rather than another, or to 
make investment more attractive to one type of investor or 
industry rather than another. 

In FSM's case special provisions could be made to mitigate cost£ 
imposed by the following natural disadvantages: 
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size of markets and small scale of infrastructure with 
consequent high unit costs of utilitie and other 
public services; 

difficulties and costs in securing access to suitable 
land; 

lack of pool of experienced middle level technicians, 
bookkeepers, accountants, tradesmen, supervisors, etc; 

possible difficulties in raising long term loans 
abroad because of doubts about the value of securities 
enforceable in FSM. 

T· is proposed that technical assistance be sought to look into 
t::~ feasibility of providing incentives to manufacturing and 
industrial enterprises in the following areas: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

( d) 

(e) 

( f) 

(g) 

( h) 

( i) 

( j ) 

(k) 

( 1) 

prevision of corporate tax holiday for a specific 
period; 

provision of tax holiday on sh~reholders' income 
received as dividends and/or profits; 

exemption from payment of a specific percentage of 
withholding tax during the tax holiday period; 

provision for depreciation following tax holiday 
period and at original value of assets; 

provision of a moratorium on tax after tax holiday in 
special circums~ances; 

provision of duty-free import of plant, equipment, 
machinery and spare parts for a specific period; 

a specific percentage of confessional rate of ports 
and services tax; 

provision for drawback of duty and port and service 
tax paid on raw materials, if finished products are 
exported; 

provision for exemption from duty and port and 
services tax for raw materials used on trial runs; 

provision for the carrying forward of losses without 
time or monetary limit; 

provisio;i for :.:patriation of profits, capital and 
capital gains; 

provision for the prorection of industries during the 
initial years throl ~ tariff adjustments, import 
restrictions or indu. trial licensing limitations as 
warranted by the circumstances. 
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Other factors which should be considered could include: 

eligibility for long term finance from the proposed 
Development Bank or other f ina~cial intermediaries if 
its criteria are satisfied; 

automatic granting or 
expatriate staff, subject 
citizenship; 

residential permits 
only to proof of 

to 
good 

entitlement to lease land and standard buildings on an 
industrial estate, if an industrial estate were to be 
set up; and 

possibility of establishing training aids, grar.ts, and 
programme as raay be introduced by the government for 
the benefit of the people of FSM. 

The Industrial Incentives/Promotions component could be 
administered by the Regional Council, and issued to applicants 
which meets a set of recommended criteria. Consideration could 
be given to applicants who fulfil for example the following set 
of criteria: 

the company is incorporated in FSM; 

the company is required to prepare and submit annual 
accounts drawn up in accordance with the laws of FSM, 
and currently accepted accounting principles, and so 
certified by an approved auditor; 

the company (applicant) submits in outline details of 
the proposal, its ownership, financing arrangements, 
and development, employment, and marketing programme 
for a five year period, together with optional 
incentives claimed, land, building, utilities 
requirements, etc. 

the company provides eviaence that the project is not 
environmentally or in any other way detrimental, and 
that the safety, health, waste treatment and disposal 
arrangements would conf onn to the requirements of the 
United States of America; 

provides some evidence of commitment of finance by 
shareholders and lenders. 

A project profile for a study of an appropriate Indu!:'=t-rial 
Incentives Scheme for the four states of the FSM is attached at 
Annex E. 

3.2.3.4 Establishment of a Small Projects Fund: 

In addition to the provision of loan funds by the financial 
intermediaries as noted in Section II of this report, for the 
establishment of small scale industry projects, consideration 
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could be given to the establishment of a sn•all projects fund, 
which could be administered by the Regional Council for the Small 
Scale Industries Development Programme. 

The small project fund could be created with a view to providing 
assistance to innovative economic production acti·Jity. The fund 
would aim to encourage private sector investment and to reduce 
the f~nancial risks involved. The grants provided from the fund 
could range from up to 50% of the cost of the project, with a 
maximum ceiling of $15, 000. 00 The maximum ceiling co·~ld be 
increased in exceptional cases. The eligibility criteria 
qualifying for the provision of the grants could include the 
following: 

c:1) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

3.2.3.5 

potential for the achievement of signi~~cant 
development in the production of goods and services; 

the units are to be located in outer islands, rural 
areas or specific industrial areas on the main island; 

the activities provide export earning or import 
substitution; 

the activities provide new employment and are labor 
intensive enterprises, 

the activities engaged in a processing of local 
primary product, 

that it provides a significant secondary socia.!. or 
community benefit. 

Training 

Section II of this document highlights the limited availabili~y 
for vocational training in the nation and therefore the workforce 
lacks many of the basic skills required by modern commerce and 
industry. Further, that clerical and technical skills are 
lacking, and the populace has little understanding of business 
and the fundamentals of book-keeping, product pricing, stock 
control, project, general management and marketing. 

It is proposed that technical assistance be deployed to identify 
short term training needs in Industrial Evaluation in the states 
of Pohnpei, Kosrae, Chuuk and Yap. The proposed Training Needs 
Assessment Study will provide the basis for the preparation of 
training programmes reqiJired by the individual states. The Study 
is also produce appropriate training programmes for the four 
states and national governments, as well as undertake the small 
scale industrial evaluation training programmes. 

A project profile for the proposed Identification of Short Term 
Training Needs in Industrial Evaluation is detailed at Annex E. 
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SECTION IV 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The concept of a Small Scale Industry Programme as formulated in 
1988 is valid and should be further fully supported. It is 
proposed that the overall objectives of the ~rogramme be 
maintained, but focus be given to the following specific areas: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

Equitable inter-regional distribution of assistance, 
to foster a balanced regional industrial development 
in terms of provision of goods and services and 
distribution of income; 

Establish viable industries based on local resources, 
both material and human, as to optimize the domestic 
valued added o~ t~~ resources; 

To provide assistance to develop/expand industries 
which are considered vital in its contribution to the 
balance of payments and gross domestic product of the 
economy. The industries should include export 
oriented industries as well as import substitution 
industries; 

Encourage and motivate entrepreneurship in the private 
sector thereby accelerating the growth of the sector 
to boost:- output, income and foreign exchange; 
employment and foreign investment; 

Provision of assistance to projects which will favor 
local entrepreneurship participation in foreign 
investment; 

Provision of assistance to projects which stimulate 
new technological development. 

The Programme identified seven projects which 
undertaken to meet the objectives of the programme. 
the projects reveals following: 

should be 
A review of 

{a) Fruit Juice Processing KOS RAE 

If fruit juice processing is to be pursued seriously, there must 
first be a change in attitudes towards farming away from low 
effort, lo~ investment, high returns to one of increased effort, 
investment and knowledge. The returns from fruit processing 
would be lower than returns from selling of fresh fruits, and 
that additional marketing efforts would promote fresh produce 
sales. It is concluded that the scope for fruit juice processing 
is at present premature, and that efforts should be directed at 
improving the quality and yield of current fruit L·rms before 
consideration of the option of processing. 

{b) Fruit Juice Processing - YAP 

The review of the project proposal for Yap State produced similar 
conclusions to that for the Kosrae State. 
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(c) & (d) Coconut Lumber Utilization - KOSRAE & CHUUK 

There is good potential for the development of coconut wood for 
joinery and construction application. However there is a need 
for detailed investigation of the coconut stock; age distribution 
and productivity as well as detailed investigation of the 
technical and economic aspects of coconut processing and 
utilization as proposed in the original project document. A 
revised project document (Refer to Annex C) has been prepared 
which reflects three main components as follows: (a) Coconut 
Wood processing - ( i) Survey of coconut palm stock; (ii) 
Investigation of the feasibility of establishing coconut based 
processing plant; (b) Workshop: ~o appraise market requirement 
and technical specifications; and to be followed by (c) 
feasibility ~~udy. 

(e) Food Processing Demonstration Workshop - CHUUK 

The food processing demonstration workshop will be extended to 
include Ya~ and Kosrae states. It is proposed that a strong 
local participation component in the project is required in order 
to identify crops which are traditionally widely demanded for 
proci;ssing; formulation of practical, simple processing 
techniques; continuation of the demonstration programme after the 
termination of the technical assistance intervention; as well as 
ensuring wider support in the implementation of the project. The 
local participating agency in the project has been identified as 
the College of Micronesia - Home Economics Department (Expanded 
Food and Nutritional Education Program). A revised project 
document is detailed at Annex C. 

(f) Clav bricks and Tiles Processing - POHNPEI & YAP 

Although the assessment of the technical and comrnercial viability 
of the production of clay bricks and riles in the two states is 
encouraging, several issues have been identified which led the 
authorities to defer the project indefinitely. The issues 
identified include that of problems of long term access to clay 
deposits on private land; the lack of legislatior. on tax or 
royalty for material extracted fro~ public and private land; and 
the fact the the technology required for the development of the 
industry is labor intensive. 

(g) Salt Drying Fish - POHNPEI 

Project implementation commenced in March 
successfully completed in June 1990. 

1990 and was 

It was also revealed that although : ... ...!re is a lot of potential 
to be derived from the support of the aforementioned specific 
project activities, in all cases there are certain ore-reauisites 
which must be looked at first. This includes ( i) aC.equate 
availability of infrastructural facilities such as water, power, 
communication, transport as well as an industrial estate with 
factory space; (ii) industrial promotion and support; (iii) 
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adequate training; (iv) availability of land as well as (v) an 
effective institutional framework for the identification, 
formulation, approval, implementation, and evaluatior. of all the 
identified projects. The identification of ad hoc projects 
without considering all the other factors which would be required 
to support the successful continuation of the project will 
certainly create more problems once implementation of the project 
commences. 

It is therefore recommended that the balance of the funds 
initially approved for the Small Scale Industry Programme could 
be diverted to the following activities: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

feasibility of the establishment of a small industries 
estate as well as other infrastructural requirements; 

industrial incentives/promotion and other relevant 
support; 

training; and 

establishment of an effective institutional framework 
for the identification, formulation, planning, 
approv~.l, implementation, a!'!d evaluation of all the 
identified projects. 

The identification of projects for implementation can then follow 
naturally once the infrastructure, support facilities and an 
effective admin i.stration is established. 
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ANNEY. A 

?OLITICAL STATl'S A~lJ GO\'ER~'!iE~T OFER.ATIO~S 

Introduction 

The FS~ constitution does not clearly di~tinguish bet~een Xational and State 
government responsibilities in various important areas. This relationship i3 
clearly exemplified in the mechanism of de\·elopment planning and policy 
formulation. As the ~ationai and State gcvernment levels, in both the 
executive and legislative branches, these are offices and corrunittees with 
responsibilities for economic development. 

At the National government level policy emanates from the Office of the 
President. In addition, there are State-National Conferences ~hich are held 
periodically to plan and coordinate development and other matters of 
international interest. The meetings are at tended by the gove· ·.ns of each 
state and the FSM president. The Federated Development Author~ty (FDA) is a 
national level organization that also brings together the governors and the 
president to discuss development matters. The FDA also plays a significant 
rcle as a support mechanism ty ~hich compact money is channelled to the FSM 
Development Bank. Additionally, development planning and coordination is done 
by national and state government department h~ads of resource and development 
functions at ryeriodic meetings. 

POLITICAL STATrS 

Constitutional Go\·ernment 

U.S. military forces wrested control of Micronesia from the Japanese through 
a series of naval c~paigns that ended in 1945. In 1947 the region kno~"Il as 
Micronesia became one of eleven post-World War Two trust territories created 
by the United nations. The U.S., as administering authority of the Trust 
Territory of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPI), became 
responsible for the political, economic, and educational advancement ~~ the 
people of ~icrnnesia. The r .S. military succeeded in h.r.-ing the region 
declared a "strategic trust". the only one of six distr-icts: the \orthern 
~arianas, Palau, Chuuk, Pohno~i (which included the new FS~ State of Kosrae), 
and the Marshall Islands. C~ntrol and authority remained in the hands of the 
U.S. military from the cime of their initial occupation, beginning in 1944, 
until 1951 when civilian authority was introduced in all islands Pxcept the 
~orthern ~arianas, where military interests pre-empted transfer to any other 
government agency. 

In the early 1970s the people of the ~orthern Marianas withdrew from the Trust 
Territory in order to seek a separate political status with the U.S. In 1975 
the people voted to become a Commonwealth of the U.S. Reasons gi\en for this 
move included the people's \"iew of themselves as culturally different from the 
rest of Micronesia, primarily because of their Spanish heritage; their belief 
in the potential that if united with the other Micronesian islands, the 
Congress would divert a large share of tax revenues collected in the Marianas 
to the poorer islands. This was the first crack in the foundation of the 
trusteeship, an agreement conceived, structured, and carried out predominantly 
by non-Micronesians who believed in the futilitv of administering the region 
as a single entity. cracks later appeared elsewhere in the structure and led 
to separatist movements in Palau and the Marshall Islands. 
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The Micronesian Constitutional Convention convened in 1975 on Saipan to begin 
writing a constitution for the self-governing nation th1t would emerge upon 
termination of the trusteeship. By the end of the convention it had become 
clear that preserving unity among the culturally diverse districts ~ould ~e 

near impossible, particularly since the Marianas were perceived to have 
benefitted sigr.ificantly from separate negotiations with the U.S. The 
prospective partners in the federation worried about losing too much autonomy 
to the profosed national governrr.ent and wondered about control over land, the 
role of traditions, and other vital issues. 

In July 1978 the people of Micronesia voted on a draft constitution. Palau 
and the Marshall Islands rejected the constitution, ostensibly for economic 
reasons similar to tho~e believed to have persuaded the Maridnas to go its own 
way. The voters of Yap, Chuuk, Pohnpei, and tne then ::-ecently formed district 
of Kosrae approved the constitution. The app: Jval of the majority of the 
district electorates gave life to the Federated States of Micronesia as a 
political entity. 
Palau and the Marshall Islands won separate political status negotiations, 
which resulted in the formation of the Republic of Palau and the Republic of 
the Marshall Islands. In 1979 the three new political entities were made 
self-governing and in 1986 compact of Free Associatior. treaties with the 
United States recognized the sovereignty of the Federated States of Micronesia 
and the Republic of the Marshall Islands. 

The Constitutional Convention 

The first step in th~ evolution of political autonomy for the FSM was self
government in 1979; the second step was the implementation of the Compact of 
Free Association in 1986. These events established the FSM as a politically 
autonomous member of the international community. The FSM constitution calls 
for a referendum every ten years to determine if a constitutional convention 
should be held. A second constitutional convention is scheduled to be held 
in the near future and the agenda focuses primarily on the suitability of the 
existing constitution and on the issue of governance responsibilities of the 
State and ~ational governments. 

As it stands, the FSM constitution does not clearly distinguish between 
national and state government responsibilities in health, education and a 
number of ot~er important areas. This was presumably done intentionally and 
is perhaps a logical outcome of th: first constitutional convention given it 
was attended by representatives from across the region, each with 
apprehensions about creating a strong national entity. In the 10 years of 
self-government the national and state governments have apparently not been 
able to iron out differences ovet the division of certain responsibilitier. 

The language of the First National Development Plan gives the impression that 
there is little opportunity for uncertainty. The Natio:-ial Government 
exercises certain powers expressly delegated to it by the Constitution a~ well 
as powers which are of such an indisputably National character as to be bP.yond 
the power of a State to cnntrol. 

States generally have all remaining pov.·ers prohibited to the States and 
certain power~ which are concurrently exercised by both the State and National 
Government:>. Examples of National p0wers include: (a) regulation of 
immigration, (b) imposition of taxes, duties, and tariffs based on imports, 
(c) impo;;;ition of taxP.s on income, (d) issuance and regulation of currency, 



(e) regulation of banking and foreign and interstate conunerce, (f) 
regulation of navigation and shipping, and (g) regulation of the ownership, 
exploration, and exploitaLion of natural resources within the marine space of 
the Nation beyond 12 miles from island baseline. Example of concurrent 
State/National powers include appropriating publi~ funds, borrowing money on 
the public credit, and promoting education and health . 

.. 
Compact of Free Association 

U.S. Public Law 99-239, as amended, is the Compact of Free Association Act of 
1985, which President Reagan put into effect on November 3, 1986. The compact 
defines the political and economic relationship between the FSM and the United 
States. In general, the compact recognizes FSM authority over domestic and 
foreign affairs while the U.S. accepts defence responsibilities for the island 
states. The compact is a 15-~.ar treaty that will end in 2001. Negotiations 
between the FSM and the U.S. ~ill begin during or after the 9th year of the 
treaty to decide the future of the relationship. The future political status 
alternatives, theoretically, range from commonwealth, or another form of close 
relationship with the U.S., to total independence. 

U.S. funding provided by the compact will be the major source of financial 
assistance for Pohnpei and all other FSM governments over the next 11 years. 
How this money is distributed and used for government operations, development 
projects, and investment schemes will affect local economies greatly. 

Compact funds flow through the FSM national government to the state 
governments based on mutually agre2d upon formulas. At the nationwide level, 
base annual funding over the compact period ranges from a high of $78. 6 
million expected fiscal year 1991, to a low of $58 million expected in fiscal 
year 1997 (Table). In year six of the compact agreement. fiscal year 1992, 
base funding will drop to $67.8 million: in year eleven, 1997, it will drop 
$58 million. Each year an inflation adjustment estimated at between 3 and 4.5 
percent is added to the previous year's base amount to keep the real value of 
base f~nding from eroding over time. 

In addition to base funding the FSM receives annual allocation of 
approximately $17 rr.illion, except for years 1988 and 1990, earmarked for 
special activities. Total C.S. funding over the compact period is $1.31 
billion and ranges from an annual high of $102.8 million in 1988 to an annual 
low of $75.3 million in 1997. 

The sixth and eleventh year step-downs were carefully negotiated and agreed 
upon by both parties to tl:'e compact treaty. In general, U.S. and FSM 
negotiators decided it would be advantageous to front-load compact funding so 
the proportionately more of total funding could be in\~sted in development 
projects in the early years. Large investments in development projects ~arly 
on were expected to stimulate commercial activities in the private sector of 
a sufficient magnitude to generate tax and other government revenues at least 
equal to the step-downs. 
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Other U.S. Federal Programs 

In addition to the base and special funding the governments of the FSM remain 
eligible during the life of the compact for some programs of specific U.S. 
federal agencies. The programs of these agencies have potential for affecting 
private sector growth by helping to rectify economic imbalances in the states 
of the FSM. A brief description of the agencies and programs is given in the 
Appendix A. 

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 

FSM National Government 

Qrganization 

The Federated States of Micronesia National Government is a constitutional 
democracy made up of executive, legislative, and judicial branches. The 
executive branch is headed by a president and vice-president, the Congress by 
a speak~r and a vi~e-speaker, and the judiciary by a chief justice. Congress 
is unicameral and has 14 members. Ten are pcpularly elected for two-year 
terms and represent the four FSM states in proportion to state populations: 
five are from Chuuk, three from Pohnpei, and one each from Yap and Kosrae. 
Four are popularly elected for four-year terms, each representing on state. 
The president and vice president are selected by Congress f~c~ among those 
senators holding four-year seats. The congressional seats they vacate are 
filled through special elections. 

Operations 

The executive branch of the national government consists of four d~partment 
and six offices (Appendix B). Heads of departments ~nd offices are appointed 
by the president with the advi~e and consent of the Congress. 

The national government's Office of Planning and Statistics (OPS) us 
responsible for national development policy and planning. With the assistance 
cf a slew of UN-sponsored development planners, the office has recently 
completed a draft of the FSM's sPcond national devPlopment plan. The office's 
construction division is usually either the lead agency or a partner with its 
state countecpart on infrastructure projects and other major construction 
jobs. 

The national government's Department of Resources and Development co·_,rdinates 
the development strategies and program activities of the c".luntry. The 
department :ncludes divisions of agriculture, marine resources, commerce and 
industry, tourism, foreign investment, labor, and energy. It serves both 
development and regulatory roles. In its development role it gives guidance 
and advice to state departments of resources and development, and it organizes 
and provides information and logistical support services for the private 
sector. It coordinates efforts across state and national government agencies 
and also works with foreign nations, aid aL ·ncies, and other organisations to 
attract technical experts and capital funding. In its regulatory role it 
works to prevent undue development in a particular area by introducing 
regulatory measures. 
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The relationship be~ween national and ~~ate goverrunent offices varies 
significantly depending on the project, the time, whose involved, how much 
money is at stake, the current political climate, and other facts. The 
limited ability of state and national government offices to convnunicate and 
cooperate effectively within their own structures and across structures 
hinders private sector growth. Because of poor relationships, procedures for 
complying with labor laws and foreign investment regulations, for example, are 
made just that much more difficult for the local business persons of foreign 
investor to understand, let alone meet. 

The national government also consists of independent or quasi-independent 
agencies that play a role in private sector development. These organisations 
are briefly discussed in a later section on institutional infrastructure. 

The Institutional Framework 

An institutional framework has been established to promote private sector 
growth. Departments and agencies have been established at the national and 
state government levels to plan, promote, initiate, and coordinate activities 
related to economic development and private sector growth. The following 
paragraphs introduce the various departments and agencies and briefly describe 
the functions of each. 

National Agencies and Institutions 

Wi thi.1 the executive branch of the national government the Office of Planning 
and Statistics (OPS) and the Department of Resources and Development are the 
primary functionaries responsible for economic develoFment planning and 
program implementation. The responsibilities of each were described earlier 
as was the FSM Congress' Committee on Resources and Development planning and 
progr:ams. Other national government agencies involved in economic. developn:ent 
activities include the FSM Development Bank, the National Fisheries 
C~=poration, the Micronesian Maritime Authority, and the Coconut Development 
Authority. 

The FSM Development Bank (FS!1DB) 

The FSM Development Bank (FSMDB was charter by the First FSM Congress in 1980 
to help FSM citizens develop and finance sound business ventures. A branch 
off ice is located in Pohnpei as well as in each of the other FSM states. 
Pohnpei is also site of the bank's head quarters office. General areas of 
lending are agriculture, manufacturing, commerce, real estate, and tourism. 
The bank has a regular lending program and several special programs, the 
largest of which in the Investment Development Fund (IDF). Other types of 
financial assistance include loan guarantees, co-financing arrangements, and 
equity financing. 

The National Fisheries Corporation (NFC) 

The National Fisheries ~ rporation is a public corporation established by the 
FSM government in 1984. The aim of the corporation is to develop and promote 
a profitable and long-term commercial fisher\· within the FSM. In addition to 
the National Fisheries Corporation's own industry development programs, the 
corporation works closely with the individual states in joint fishery 
projects. The corporation is working, for example, with the Marine Resources 
Division of the national government's Department of Resources and Development 
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on a series of marketing efforts to sustain relatively high prices for 
domestic fish. 

The Coconut Development Authoritv (CDA) 

The Coconut Development Authority (CDA) was established for the purpose of 
rehabilitating coconut plant throughout the FSM, engaging in coconut products 
development, and maintaining a fair price for coconuts nationi.;ide. The agency 
promotes projects aimed at maximizing the use of coconuts and encourages 
farmer to increase production. 

Micronesian Maritime Authoritv (MMA) 

The Micronesian Maritime Authority's (M!iA) primary function is to negotiate 
access agreements with foreign fisheries for longline and purse seine fishing 
in the FSM's Exclusive Economic Zone (EEC'. It deals with the fishing 
associations of the Republic of China (Tai~an), which are represented by the 
Overseas Fisheries Development Council (OFDC). With multilateral fisheries 
treaties now in existence, MMA negotiates as a partner with other Pacific 
island countries on licensing agreements with the U.S. and Japan. 



ANNEX B 

The original seven project profiles under thE programme are detailed as 
follows:-

United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

Project Proposal 

P~rt -A- Basic Data: 

Country: 

Project Number: 

Project Title: 

Yap State, 
Micronesia 

TTP/89/.Z:J 

Federated States of 

Pre-feasibility study for a Tropical 
Fruit Juice Processing 

Scheduled Start: ASAP 1990 

Scheduled Completion: ASAP 1990 

Origin & Date of Official Request: Letter from the Dept of External Affairs 
dated 

Government Counterpart Agencies: Office of Planning and Statistics. 
Nationa! Department of Resources & 
Development. Dept. of Resources and 
Development, Yap State. 

Government Contribution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: 

PART -B- NARRATIVE: 

1. OBJECTIVES: 

a. Development Objectives 

Institutional Infrastructure Branch, 
Dept. of Industrial Operations. 

Strengthening the economy through the creation of small scale fruit juice 
business thereby creating more livelihood opportunities, enhancing imports 
substitution and generation of more foreign exchange earnings through exports. 

b. Inunediate Objective: 

To assess the technical and conunercial viability of producing of small sc .. ~e 
tropical fruit juice factories in Yap State. 

2. Soecjal Considerations: None 
......___~~~~~~~~~ 
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3. Back~round and Justification: 

The Federated States of Micronesia (FS!-1) is constituted of 607 islands 
scattered in more than one milli0n square miles of the Western Pacific Ocean 
within an east-west chain of islands known collectively as the Carolinian 
Archipelago. The FSM is composed of four state, namely, Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap 
and Kosrae. The total population of the FSM is estimated to be around 96,000. 

Yap is the westernmost state and consists of Yap proper, which includes four 
large high islands and seven smaller islands surrounded by barrier reefs, 
and 134 outer islands. The population of Yap is estimated to be around 
10,500. The capital of Yap is Colonia. 

Verv few manufacturing indi.:stries exist in the FSM. The Government is 
actively promoting the est<l. ishment of small and m.:>dium scale industries in 

all four FSM States. 

The idea of setting up the tropical fruit juice processing businesses project 
has been under consideration by Yap State for a number of years. There are 
good potential, most availability of resources for the production of fruits 
products in Yap. rtowever a definite action programme, based on a study of 
the commercial viability of the project, still has to be formulated. 

The islands within the state 0f Yap have ~ ~ide r~~~c cf subsistence fruits 
such as citrus, limes, oranges, tangerines. During their season, mostly are 
in over supply and much waste is experienced. The state gm:ernrnent of Yap 
is confident that the introducing of very simple fruit juice processing 
technologies in Yap will act as a potent catalyst for the development 
of small scale fruit juice processing plants. 

If the project is found to be potentially viable, a expert may be 
required to visit Yap for a period of three weeks to assess the availabilitv 
of resources and seasonal situation for the tropical fruit juice 
processing. 

The State Government has expressed the need to establish a small scalr fruit 
JU1ce processing plant, which will solved the prohlrm on citrus and limrs 
production, processing and marketing. A future step will he to think in 
terms of establishing medium scale industries oner a local market base has 
been establish~d. The government should plan to encourage thr farmers to 
produce morP fruits, lime, orange, and citrus on the commercial scalf> in 
line with export potential. 

4. Project Outputs: 

A feasibility ~;tudy which will a:;sess the technical and commercial viability 
of producing fruit 1u1ces ir1 Yap. The study should incorporate, inter-alii!, 
the following. 

(b) 

A proce:;s description and a proposed operatic.; plan has('d on the 
projected demand for tropical fruit Juice processing. 

Propo:;1·d plant layout and tf'dinir .. d description of machinery the 
equipmf>nt r<'quired for tlw project of pilot plant. 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

5. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

( f) 

(g) 

6. 

{a) 

A list of alternative suppliers for machinery equipment and 
packing material required. 

A list of personnel required for the project together i.:ith .1 

brief description of their duties and functions. 

Esti~ates of investment requirements, including working capital, 
production costs, costing and pricing. 

A list of conditions which must exist for the project to become 
technically and commercially viable. 

A proposed action plan if the project is found to be viable. 

Project Activities and Modalities of Implementation: 

Discussion with the Yap State Department of Resources and 
Development for the purpose of re\·iewing results of earlier 
studies and other available information, discussions on current 
conditions, presentation of a framework for the study and 
preparation of a work plan. 

Review of a.vailable data and discussions with representatives 
from the government and the private sector with a \•iew to make 
projections on the foreseen demand for citrus, limes oranges and 
tangerines. 

Visits to areas, fields where the fruits exist to make an initial 
assessment of the quality and quantity o: resources available, 
advise counterparts on the technologies to be used in assessing 
the quantity of citrus available in a certain area. 

Preparation of a feasibility study for an envisaged project with 
a plant capacity based on demand projections reached in 
consultation with the Dept. 

Discussions with the Dept. to present the findings of the study 
and the conditions which must exist to make the envisaged project 
viable. 

If the envisaged project is found to be technically and 
cornmercially viable, di~cussions with the Dept. on the nature of 
follow-up action proposed to be taken; 

Preparation of draft terminal report. 

Project Inputs: 

Government Inputs: 

The Goverrunent will provide off ice space and secretarial 
assistance to the expert wh0 will be assigned to implement this 
project. The Government will also provide transportation 
assistance to the expert while in Yap. 
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(b) 

The Department of Resources and Development will assign a full 
time counterpart who will assist the expert in carrying out his 
work and be responsible for f·•rther action after the completion 
of the study. 

UNIDO Inputs: 

UNIDO will make available the services of fruit juice processing 
expert for a period of three weeks. The UNIDO RAS/86/075, 
Business Adviser who stationed in Pohnpei should coordinate and 
assist to the implementation of sub-project. 
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UNITED NATIONS I~'DUSTRIAL DEVELO?MENT ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT PROPOSAL 

Part A - Basic Data 

Country: Yap State, Federated States of 
Micronesia (FSM) 

Project Number: TTP/89/20G 

Project Title: Technical assistance in Clay Bricks and 
Tiles Processing 

Scheduled Start: ASAP 1990 

Scheduled Completion: ASAP 1990 

Origin and Date of Official Request: Letter from the Department of 
External Affairs dated 

Government Counterpart Agencies: Office of Planning and Statistics, 
National Department of Resources and 
Development, De~artment of Resources and 
Development. Yap State. 

Government Contribution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive Backstopping Section: Institutional infrastructure 
Branch, Department of Industrial 
Operations 

1. 

(a) 

(b) 

2. 

3. 

PART B - t-;ARRATIVE 

Objecti\·es: 

Development Objective: 

Strengthening of the economy through the creation of resource 
based manufacturing industries geared toward imports substitution 
and the creation of additional employment opportunities. 

Immediate Objective: 

To asse:;s the technical and commercial viability of pror'vc.:.ng 
clay bricks and tiles in Yap. 

Special Considerations: None 

~ackground and Justification: 

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is con.;tituted by 607 
islands scattered in more than one million square miles of the 
Western Pacific Ocean within an east-west chain of islands known 
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collectively as the Caroline Archipelago. The FSM is composed of 
four States, namely Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae. The total 
population of the FSM is estimated to be around 96,000. 

Yap is the westerrunost state and consists of Yap proper which 
includes four large high islands and seven smaller islands 
surrounded by barrier reefs, and 134 outer islands. The 
population of Yap is estimated to be around 10,500. The capital 
of Yap is Colonia. 

Very few manufacturing industries exist in the FSM. The 
Goverrunent is actively promoting the establishment of small and 
medium scale industries in all four FS~ States. 

The idea of setting up a small or medium sea> clay bricks and 
tiles manufacturing project has been under consideration by Yap 
State for a number of years. Some studies carried out in the 
past have indicated that there are clays available in Yap 
suitable for the production of bricks. Results of analyses on 
Yap clays may be found in the technical report of the UNIDO 
Project SI/TTP/79/801 Assistance in clay Products Manufacture. 
Eo~ever, the quantity of such clays av~ilable and in particular 
the depth of these deposit still have to be assessed. 

In vie~ of a projected increase in the demand for construction 
materials, "he State Government of Yap has requested for 
technical assisted assistance in studying the techni ·al and 
conunercial viability of producing clay brick and tiles. An 
entrepreneur who is interested in undertaking the project has 
already been identified. Should the techno-economic study 
indicate favorable results, an action plan for the establishment 
of a small scale processing unit has to be developed. 

If the project is found to be pot~ntially viable, a geologist may 
be required to visit Yap for a period of t~o to three weeks to 
assess the amount of material available for processing from 
various deposits. Depending on the recommendations of the expert 
who will implement this project, it may also be necessary to re
examine the quality of clays available by sending samples to an 
outside ceramics laboratory for analysis and production of 
samples. Samples of bricks and tiles ~ill be sent back to Yap to 
enable the Stat<> Government and the entrepreneur to reach a final 
decision on this project. 

Project Outputs : 

A pre-feasibility study which will assess the technical and 
commercial viability of producing clay bricks and tiles in Yap. 
The study should incorporate, inter-alia, the following: 

a) A process description and a proposed operation pldn based 
on the projected demand for clay bricks and ti !Ps 

h) f'roposPd plans layout rnd t 0 chnical description of 
machinery and eq11ipment required for the project 



5. 

6. 

c) A list of alternative suppliers for machinery and equipment 

d) A list of personnel required for the project to~ether with 
a brief description of their duties and functions 

e) Estimates of investment requirements, including working 
capital and production costs. 

f) A list of co.1ditions which must exist for the project to 
ber.ome technically and commercially viable. 

g) A proposed action plan if the project is found to be 
viable. 

Project Activities and Modal :1es of Implementation: 

a) Discussions with the Yap State Department of Resources and 
development for the purpose of reviewing results of earlier 
studies and other available information, discussions on 
current conditions, presentation of a framework for the 
study and prepara: in of a work plan; 

b) Review of available data and discussions with 
reoresentatives from the Government and the private sector 
with a view to make projections on the foreseen demand for 
bricks and laying tiles; 

c) Assess areas where clay deposits exist to make an initial 
assessment of the quality and quantity of clay deposits 
available advise counterparts on the methodology to be used 
in assessing the quantity of clay deposits available in a 
certain area. 

d) Preparation of a pre-feasibility study for an em.-isaged 
project with a plant capacity based on demand projections 
reached in consultation with the Department. 

e) Discussions with the Department to present the findings of 
the study and the conditions which must exist to make the 
envisaged project viable. 

f) If the envisaged project is found to be technically and 
commercially viable discu::;sions with the Department on the 
nature of follow-up action proposed to be taken. 

g) Preparation of draft terminal report. 

Project Inputs: 

a) Government Inputs: 

The agreement will provide office space and secretariat 
assistance to the expert who will be assigned to implement the 
project. The Government ~ill also provide transportation 
assistance to the expert while in Yap. 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

The Department of Resources and Development will assign a full 
time counterpart who will assist the expert in carrying out the 
work and be responsible for further action after :he ~ompletion 
of the study. 

The Department of Resources and Development will provide man~ower 
support and other logistical requ.i:ements quality and quantity of 
clay available for the production of clay bricks arid tiles. 

b) UNIDO Inouts: 

UNIDO will make available the services of a clay bricks and fil~s 
processing expert for a period of three weeks. UNIDO will also 
make arrangements for the testing of clay samples if such testing 
is found tc :he necessarv. 

Evaluation Plans: 

Envisaged Follow up: 

Work Plan: 

Not envisaged 

Not envisaged at this stage. 

To be determined at the beginning of the 
assistance and annexed to this project 
document. 

The Department of Conservation and Development will assign a full 
time counterpart who will assist the expert in carrying out the 
work and be responsible the further action after the completion 
of the study. 
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Part A 

Country: 

UNITED NATIONS I~"I>USTRIAL DEVELOP!'fENT ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT PROFILE 

Basic Data 

Kosrae State, Federated State of Micronesia 
(F~M) 

Project ;~umber: TTP/89/200 

Schedules Start: Pre-feasibility Study fc:- a Tropical Fruit 
Factory 

Sch~ 1led Completion: ASAS 1990 

Origin and Date of 
Official Request: Letter from the Department of External Affairs 

dated 

Government Counterpart 
Agencies: Office of Planning and Statistics National 

Department of Resources and Development, 
Depa::::tme:1t of Consen·ation arid Development, 
Kosrae State 

Government Contri~ution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: Institutional Infrastructure Branch Department 

of Industrial Operations 

Part B 

1. 

2. 

Narrative 

Objectives 

a) Develooment Objective: 

Strengthening of the economy through the creation of small 
scale fruit JUlce factories thereby crez::ing more 
livelihood opportunities enhancing import substitution and 
generation of more foreign exchange earnings through 
exports. 

b) Immediate Objective: 

To assess the technical 3nd co"llllercial viability of 
production of small scale tropical fruit juice factories in 

Kosrae State. 

Special Considerations 

None 
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3. 

4. 

Background and Justification 

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM is constituted by 607 
islands scattered in more than one million square miles of the 
Western Pacific Ocean within an east-west chain of islands known 
collectively as the Carolinian Archipelago. The FSM is comp0sed 
of four states, namely: Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae. The 
total pJpulation of the FSM is estimated to be around 96,000. 

Kn~~ae State is the eastern most state of the FSM. It consists 
of five very closely situated islands, with 42.3 square miles of 
land and no lagoons. The state is largely mountainous with well
watered valleys between two major peaks. The interior is densely 
forested and only coastal areas are inhabited. The capital of 
Kosrae i~ Tofol. 

Very few manufacturing industries exist in the FSM. The 
Government is actively promoting the establislunent of smali and 
medium scale industries in all four FSM states. 

The idea of setting to the tropic fruit price process1ng 
businesses project has been under consideration for a number of 
years. There are potential, most a~ailable of resources for the 
production of fruits products in ~:8srae, Ho;;ev<:!r a definite 
action programme, based on a study of the commercial viability of 
the project still has to be formulated. 

The island within the state of Kosrae have a wide range of 
subsis~ence fruits such as, citrus, limes, organs, tangerines. 
During their season, mostly are in over supply anc' waste is 
experienced. The state government of Kosrae is confident that 
the introducing of very simple fruit JUlce processing 
technologies in Kosrae wi 11 act as a potent catalyst for the 
development of small scale fruit juice and cordial processing. 

If the project is found to be potentially viable, an expert may 
be required in visit Kosrae for a period of three ;;eeks to assess 
the availability of resources and seasonal situation for the 
tropical fruit juice processing. 

The state gover;iment expressed the need to establish a small 
scale fruit extraction processing plant which i,;ill solve the 
problem on citrus and limes processing. A future step will be 
to think in terms of establishing medium scale industries once 
a local market base has been established. The government 
should plan to encourage the farmers to produce more fruits, 
lime, orange, and citrus on the commercial scale in line i,;ith 
export potential. 

Prr · ct Ou• ,uts: 

A feasibility study which will a;.ses;. the tr~chnical and 
commercial viability of producing fruit:; juices in Kr1srat>. The 
study should incorporate, intcr-alia the following: 

a. A process description and a proposed operations plant based 



5. 

b. 

on the projects demand by tropical fruit juice processing. 

Proposed 
machinery 
plant. 

plant layout and technical description of 
and equipment required for the project of pilot 

c. A list of alternative suppliers for machinery, equipment 
and packing material required. 

d. A list of personnel required for the project with a brief 
description of their duties and functions. 

e. A list of investment requirements, including working 
capital, production costs, costing and pr1c1ng. 

f. A list of conditions which must exist for the project to 
become technically and conunercially viable. 

g. A proposed action plan of the project is found to be 
viable. 

Project Activities and Modalities of Implementation: 

a. Discussions y;ith the Kosrae State Department of 
Conservation and Development for the purpose of reviewing 
results of earlier studies are other available informc:tion, 
di~cussions or current conditions, presentation of a 
framework for the study and preparation of a work plan 

b. Review of available data and discussions with 
representatives from the goverrunent and the private sector 
with a view to make projectiors on the foreseen demand for 
citrus, limes oranges and ta11gerines; 

c. Visits to areas, fields where the fruits exist to make an 
initial as 2ssment of the quality and quantity of 
resources available, advise counterparts in the 
technologies to be used in assessing the quantity L f citrus 
available in a certain area; 

d. Preparation of a feasibility study for an envisaged project 
with a plant capacity based on de~and projections reached 
in consultation with the Dept. 

e. Discussions with the Departm~nt to pr~sent the funding of 
the study and the conditions which mus~ exist to make the 
envisaged project viable; 

f. If the envisaged project is found to be technically and 
commercially viable, discussions with the D~partment on he 
nature of follow-up action proposed to be taken; 

g. Preparation of draft terminal report. 
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6. Projer:t Inputs: 

a. Goverillilent Inputs: 

The Government i.ill prO'l:ide office space and secretarial 
assistance to the expert who will be assigned to implement 
this project. The Government will also provide 
transportation assistance to the expert while in Kosrae. 

The Department of Conservation and Development will assign 
a full time counterpart .,·ho will assist the expert in 
carrying out his work and be responsible for further action 
after the completion of the study. 

b. UNIDO Inputs: 

UNIDO will make available the services of fruit juice 
processing expert for a period of three weeks. The UNIDO 
RAS/86/075, Business Adviser who stationed in Pohnpei 
should coordinate and assist to the implementation of sub
project. 
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UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT PROFILE 

Part A 

Country: 

Project Number: 

Basic Data 

Kosrae State, Federated Stat· of Micronesia 
(FSM) 

TTP/89/200 

Schedules Start: Technical 
Utilization 

Assistance on Coconut Lumber 

Scheduled Completion: ASAS '. ·90 

Origin and Date of 
Official Request: Letter from the Department of External Affairs 

dated 
Government Counterpart 
Azencies: Office of Planning and Statistics National 

Department of Resources c:.nd Development, 
Department of Conservation and Development, 
Kosrae State 

Government Contribution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: Institutional Infrastructure Branch Department 

of Industrial Operations 

Part B 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Narrative 

Objecrives 

a) Development Objective: 

Strengthening of the economy through the creation of 
coconut resource - based manufacturing industries geared 
toward imports substitution and the creation of additional 
employment opportunities. 

b) Irrunediate Objective: 

To provide the technical advise on the production of 
furniture, joinery, novelty, items and wood preservation 
method from coconut wood if Kosrae State. 

Special Considerations 

None 

Background_and Justification 

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM is constituted by 607 
islands scattered in more than one million square miles of the 
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4. 

Western Pacific Ocean ~ithin an east-west chain of islands known 
collectively as the Carolinian Archipelago. The FSM is composed 
of four states, namely: Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae. The 
total population of the FSM is estimated to be around 96,000. 

Kosrae State is the eastern most state of the FSM. It consists 
of five very closely situated islands, with 42.3 square miles of 
land and no lagoons. The state is largely mountainous with well
watered valleys between two major peaks. The interior is censely 
forested and only coastal areas are inhabited. The capital of 
Kosrae is Tofol. 

Very few manufacturing industries exist in the FSM. The 
Government is actively promoting the establishment of small and 
medium ~~~le industries in all four FSM states. 

The idea of setting up the coconut wood preservation and 
seasoning plants project has been under consideration by Kosrae 
State for number of years. Some studies already carried out in 
the past have indicated that there are good potential for the 
production and utilization of coconut wood. Results on analysis 
may be found in the technical report of the UNIDO project 
DP/RAS/86/075. Technical Assistants to the Wood Processing 
Industries of the Federated State of Xicronesia. However the 
quantity of such coconut timber available and in particular the 
depth of these reserves still have to be issued. 

In view of a projected increase in the demand for the coconut 
lumber utilization, the state government of Kosrae has requested 
for technical assistance in studying the technical and commercial 
liability of producing coconut lumber. an entrepreneur who is 
interested in undertaking the project has already been 
identified. Should the techno-economic study indicate favorable 
results, an action plan for the establishment of a coconut word
based processi~g, furniture and joinery products plants have to 
be developed. A expert may be required to visit Kosrae for a 
period of year to six weeks to assess that sub-project. 

Project Outputs: 

A feasibility study which will provide 
preparation of an action plan with regard to 
a coconut wood based industries in Kosrae. 
incorporate, inter-alia,, the following: 

the basis for the 
the establishment of 

The study should 

a) A detailed process destination and a proposed operations 
plan. 

b) Proposed plant layout and technical d~scription f machim•ry 
and equipment required for th': _1rcject. 

c) A list of alternativ~ supplier:-; for machinery and eqt1ipmN1t 

d) A list of personnel requirPd for the project togeth~r with 
a brief description of their duties and functions 



5. 

6. 

e) Estimates of investment requirements, including working 
capital, operating costs, costing and pricing 

f) A list of conditions which must exist for the project to 
become technically and commercially v .i.able. 

g) A proposed action plan . 
• 

Project Activities and Modalities of Implementation: 

a) Meeting(s) with the Department and Development for the 
purpose of reviewing results of earlier studies and othe~ 
available information, discussions on current conditions, 
presentation of a framework for the study and preparation 
of a ,;,;ork plan; 

b) Review of available data and discussions with 
representatives from the Government and the private sector 
with a view to make projections on the foreseen demand for 
relevant construction materials; 

c) Visit areas where coconut tree and saw-mill exist to take 
an assessment of the quality and quantity of coconut lumber 
available; 

d) Based on data gathered in Kosrae, preparation of initial 
estimates of im.estment requirements and operating costs 
for the production of coconut lumber; 

e) Discussions with the Department to present the results of 
studies conducted in (d) for the purpose presenting 
advantages and disadvantages of alternatives considered by 
the expert and also for the purpose of defining the nature 
of the project to be studied further; 

f) Preparation of draft feasibility .:;tudy on the project 
defined in (e); 

g) Discussions on the results and limitations of the study 
conducted: discussions on proposed action plan. 

Project Inputs: 

a) Government Inputs: 

The Government will provide officf 
assistance to the expert who will 
this project. The Government 
transportation assistance to the ex~ 

b) UNIDO Inputs: 

· and secretarial 
·1ed to implement 

1 l also provide 
rt while in Kosrae. 

UNIDO will make available the services of an expert in the area 
of coconut lumber utilization for a period of threP weeks. 
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Country: 

UNITED NATION I~"DUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT PROFILE 

Part A Basic Data 

Chuuk State, Federated 
Micronesia (FSM) 

State of 

Project Number: TTP/S9/200 

Project Tit!.:>: Process Demonstration Workshop on Food 
Processing 

Schedules Start: ASAP 1990 

Scheduled Completion: ASAS 1990 

Official Request: Letter from the Ministry of External 
Affairs dated 

Government Counterpart Agencies: Off ice of Planning and Statistics, 
National Department of Resources and 
Development, Department of Conservation 
and Development Chuuk State 

Government Contribution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: Institutional Infrastructure Branch 

Department of Industrial Operation~ 

1 . 

(a) 

(b) 

2. 

Part B Na.-rative 

Objectives 

Development Objective: 

Strengthening of the economy through the creation of small food 
based industries thereby creating more livelihood opportunities, 
enhancing imports substitution and generation of more foreign 
exchange earning through exports. 

Immediate Objective: 

To demonstrate relevant food processing technologies and 
encourage the prospective entrepreneurs to establish small scale 
food processing business by allowing them to visualize simple 
food processes. 

Soecial Considerations 

None 



3. Back~round and justification 

The Federated States of !-licronesia (FSM is constituted by 607 
islands scattered in more than one million square miles in the 
Western Pacific Ocean wi~hin the east-west chain of islands by 
kno~n collectively as the Carolinian Archipelago. The ?S!1 lies 
within the equator and 14 degrees north latitude and between 135 
and 166 degrees east longi tade. The FS~ is composed of four 
states, vis: Pchnpei, Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae. The total 
population of the FSM is estimated to be around 96,000 
inhabitants. 

In Chuuk verv fe~ manufacturing industries are existed and the 
main c:lsh income are 1..-orking in the government establ ~ ->:ment 
being employed in the commercial establishments pm.· :cing 
handicraft, selling surplus coconuts, fish and some food crops. 
The •:;overnment is no;; keep looking into various pQssibilities for 
the development of small scale industries to earn more cash 
income. 

Chuuk state consists of seven major island groups. The largest 
is Chuuk proper ..,-hi ch is a complex of islands. It includes 98 
islands, of ;;hi ch 14 are mountainous of volcanic origin, 
surrnunded by a ccr~l ring farming a lagoon, of over 800 square 
miles. Outer islands are mostly low islands or coral atolls. 
!1ajor outer islands are the !fortlock, Hall, Western and the 
~amwumei to Islands. Total state land area is 49.2 square miles. 
The population -.;as estimated to be 47 ,000 inhabitants. The 
capital of Chuuk is Moen. 

The idea of setting up the food processing business project has 
been under consideration by Chuuk State for a number of years. 
There are good potential for the production of food products in 
Chuuk. tio..,·en'r, a definite action programme, based on a st'.!Cy of 
the commercial viability of the project, still has to formulated. 

Is the project is found to be potentially viable, a expert may be 
required to visit Chuuk for a period of two to three weeks to 
assess the amount of new material available for food processing. 

The islands within the state of Chuuk have a wide varietv of 
subsistence crops such as, root crops, breadfruit, taro, yam, 
bananas, mangoes and coconuts. Durir.g their season, some are 
always in over supply and must waste is experienced. The State 
government of Chuuk is confiJent that the introducing of very 
simple food processing technologies in Moen will act as a potent 
catalyst for the developmPnt of food processing industries. 

It is believed that once these simple processes are demonstrated 
in Chuuk, potential entrepreneurs i..:ill seen set up very small 
scale outfits is produce these products for the local markPt. A 
futuP' step will bP to think in tl'rmr. of Pstablishin~ m(·dium 
scale industries once a local milrkH base hds been establisil!'d. 
The govf'rnm,.nt shou lei pLrn to f•nco11rag(· farmers to prociurP morr 
crops in line with export mdrket marketing plans. 
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4. 

5. 

Project Outputs: 

A feasibility study which will provide 
preparation of an action plan with regard to 
simple f~od pr~cessing industries in Chuuk. 
incorporate, inter-alia,, the following: 

the basis for the 
the development of 

The study should 

a) A detailed process destination and a proposed operations 
plan 

b) Proposed plant layout cooking equipment, some simple 
device, and technical description of machinery and 
equipment required for the small scale food businesses 

c) A list of alternative supplies 1 r machinery, cooking 
utensils, equipment and appropriate packing material to be 
used 

d) Estimates of investment requirements, including working 
capital, pricing and costing and productioP costs. 

e) Prepared a list of conditions, which must exist for the 
project to become technically and commercially viable 

f) Assisted in the extensive follow-up business consultancy 
work to increase the chances of businesses being 
established and new business plan. 

g) A proposed action plan if the project is found to be 
viable. 

Proje:t Activities and Modalities of Implementa~ion: 

a) Discussions with the Chuuk State Department of Resources 
and Development, Division of Agriculture, for the purpose 
of reviet-:ing results of earlier studies and some other 
availabie information, di5cussions or current conditions, 
present3tion of a fram~work for the study and preparation 
of a •·•ork plan; 

b) Review of available data and discussions with 
representatives from the Government agencies and private 
sector with a view to make projections on the foreseen 
demand for relevant food productions. 

c) Vi::;it to areas, fields where the crops exist to make an 
projections on the foreseen demand, availability of 
resources, market potential, for relevant food products. 

d) Based on data gathered in Chuuk, preparati0n of initial 
estimates of investment requirements and operating costs 
for the production of food-based products cottage scale or 
small scale. 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

e) Discussions with the Department to present the results of 
studies and the conditions which must exist to make the 
envisaged project viable 

f) Preparation of draft feasibility study on the project 
defined 

g) Discussions on propused action plan. 

Project Inputs: 

a) Government Inputs: 

The Government wi.l provide office space and secretarial 
assistance to the expert who will assigned to implement 
this project. The Government will also provide 
transportation assistance to the expert while in Chuuk. 

The Department of Resources and Development will assign a 
full time counterpart who will assist the expert in 
carrying out his work and be responsible for further action 
after the completion of the study. 

b) UNIDO Inputs: 

UNIDO will ma~e available the services of food-processing 
expert for a period of two to three weeks. The UNIDO -
RAS/86/075, Business Adviser who stationed in Pohnpei 
should coordinate and assist to the implementation of sub
project. 

Evaluation Plans: Not envisaged 

Envisaged Follow-up: Not envisaged at this state 

work Plan: To be determined at the beginning of the assistance 
and annexed to this project document. 
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Country: 

UNITED NATION INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT PROFI!..E 

Part A Basic Data 

Chuuk State, Federated 
Micronesia (FSM) 

State of 

r~-nject Number: TTP/89/200 

Project Title: 

Schedules Start: 

Scheduled Completion: 

Official Request: 

Government Counterpart Agencies: 

Government Contribution: 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: 

Technical Assistance on Coconut Lumber 
Utilization 

ASAP 1990 

ASAS 1990 

Letter from the Ministry of External 
Affairs dated 

Office of Planning and Statistics, 
National Department of Resources and 
Develcpment, Department of Conservation 
and Development Chuuk State 

In kind 

Institutional Infrastructure Branch 
Department of Industrial Operations 

Part B ~arrative 

1. 

(a) 

(b) 

2. 

Objectives 

Development Objective: 

Strengthening of the economy through the creation of coconut 
resource-based manufacturing industries geared towards imports 
substitution and the creation of additional employment 
opportunities. 

Inunediate Objective: 

To provide technical advise on the production of furniture, 
joinery, novelty item~ and wood preservation method from ~oconut 
wood in Chuuk state. 

Special Considerations 

None 
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3. Background and Justification 

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM is constituted by 607 
islands scattered in more than one million square miles in the 
Western Pacific Ocean within the east-west chain of islands by 
known collectively as the Carolinian Archipelago. The FSM lies 
within the equator and 14 degrees north latitude and between 135 
and 166 degrees east longitude. The FSM is composed of four 
states, vis: Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae. The total 
population of the FSH is estimated to be around 96,000 
inhabitants. 

In Chuuk ven· !e-.· manufacturing iridustries are existed and the 
main cash income are working in the government establishment 
being employed in the commercial establishments producing 
handicraft, selling surplus coconuts, fish and some food crops. 
The Government is now keep looking into various possibilities for 
the development of small scale industries to earn more cash 
income. 

Chuuk state consists of seven major island groups. The largest 
is Chuuk proper ;.·hich is a complex of isBnds. It includes 98 
islands, of which 14 are mountainous of volcanic or1g1n, 
surrounded ~y a :oral ring farming a lagoon, of over 800 square 
miles. Outer islands are mostly low islands or coral atolls. 
~ajor outer isla:&ds are the :-Jortlock, Hall, Wester'.1 ;ind the 
Nam1.-umei to Islands. Tc<al state land area is 49.2 square miles. 
The population ;.·as es~imated to be 47 ,000 inhabitants. The 
capital of Chuuk is ~oen. 

The idea of setting up ti1e coconut wood preservation and 
seasoning plants project has been under consideration by Chuuk 
State for number of years. Some studies already carried out in 
the past have indicatf•d that there are good potential for the 
production and utilization of coconut wood. Results on analysis 
may be found in the technical report of the U'.'JIDO project 
DP/RAS/86/075. Technical :\~sistants to the Wood Processing 
Industries of the Federated State of Micronesia. However thf' 
quantity of such coconut timber available and in particular the 
depth of these reserves still have to be issued. 

In view of a projected increase in the demand for the coconut 
lumber utilization, th(' state goverrunPnt of Chuuk has requested 
for technical assistance in studying the technical and commf'rcial 
liability of producing coconut lumber. an entrepreneur who is 
interestt·d in undertaking the project has already been 
identified. Should the techno-economic study indicate favorahle 
results, an action plan for the establishment of a coconut wotd
hased processing, furniture and joinery products plants have to 
be developed .. c>xpert may be required to visit Kosraf' for a 
µeriod of vear to six wPeks to assess that sub-project. 



4. 

5. 

Project Outputs: 

A feasibility study which will provide the basis for the 
preparatir.i of an action plan with regard to the establishment of 
a coconut wood based industries in Chuuk. The study should 
incorporate, inter-alia,, the following: 

a) A detailed process destination and a proposed operations 
plan. 

b) Proposed plant layout and technical description f machinery 
and equipment required for the project. 

c) A list of alternative suppliers for machinery and equipment 

d) A list of personnel required for the project together with 
a brief description of their duties and functions 

e) Estimates of investment requirements, including working 
capital, operating costs, costing and pricing 

f) A list of conditions which must exist for the project to 
become technically and commercially viable. 

g) A proposed action plan. 

Project Activities and Modalities of Implementation: 

a) Meeting(s) with the Department and Development for the 
purpose of reviewing results of earlier studies and other 
available information, discussions on current conditions, 
presentation of a framework for the study and preparation 
of a work plan; 

b) Review of available data and discussions with 
representatives from the Government and the private sector 
with a view to make projections on the foreseen demand for 
relevant construction materials; 

c) Visit areas where coconut tree and saw-mill exist to take 
an assessment of the quality and quantity of coconut lumber 
available; 

d) Based on data gathered in Kosrae, preparation of initial 
estimates of investment requirements and operating costs 
for the production of coconut lumber; 

e) Discussio~s with the Department to present the results of 
studies conducted in (d) for the purpose presenting 
advantages and disadvantages of alterr.atives considered by 
the expert and also for the purpose of defining the nature 
of the project to be studied further; 

f) Preparation of draft fea:.ihili~y ;,tudy on thP. project 
defined in (e); 

C)() 



6. 

g) Discussion.; on the results and limitations of the study 
conducted· discussions on proposed action plan. 

Project Inputs: 

a) Government Inputs: 

The Government will provide office space and secretarial 
assistance to the expert who will assigned to implement 
this project. The Government will also provide 
transportation assistance to the expert while in Chuuk. 

b) UNIDO Inputs: 

UNIDO will make available the services of an exp~ : in the 
area of coconut lumber utilization for a period of three 
weeks. 
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Country: 

UNITED NAT!Of'' INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT PROFILE 

Part A Basic Data 

Pohnpei State, Federated State of 
Micronesia (FSM) 

Project NumbE:r: ITP/89/200 

Project Title: Salt/Drying of Fish 

Schedules Start: ASAP 1990 

Scheduled Cow.pletion: ASAP 1990 

Origin and Date of 
Official Request: Letter from the Dept. of External 

Affairs dated 

Government Counterpart 
Agencies: Office of Planning and Statistics, 

National Department of Resources and 
Development, FSM National Fisheries 
Co rpo ration, Pohnpe i Economic 
Development Authority 

Government Contribution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: :nstitutional Infrastructure Branch 

Department of Industrial Operations 

1. 

2. 

Part B Narrative 

Objectives 

a) Development Objective: 

Strengthening of the economy through the production and 
processing of marine and fish resources toward imports 
substitution, the creation of additional employment 
opportunities and enhancing surplus income. 

b) Inunediate Objective: 

To train local fisherman in convnercial ~0 ~hods of catching 
and processing on small scale convnerciai oasis on the Big
Eye Scad (Trachiurops CrumenoFhthalmus), locally cal led 
"Petit i". 

Special C0nsiderations 

None 
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3. 

' -+ • 

Background and Justification 

The Federated States of ~icronesia (FS!':I is constit::ted by 607 
islands scattered in more than one millicn square miles in the 
Western Pacific Ocean within the east-west chain of islands by 
kno~"Tl coliectively as the Carolinian Archipelago. The FS~ is 
composed of four sta!es, namely: Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae. 
The total populati~n of the FS~ i~ estimated to be around 96,000 
inhabitants. 

Pohnpei State consists of single large volcanic island with 25 
smaller island within a barrier reef and 137 widely scattered 
island in the form of coral atolls. The total land area of 
?ohnpei State is 133.4 square miles. The population is estimated 
~o be around 30,000. 

The Federated States of ~icronesia has relatively large 
unexploited resource of Big-Eye Scad (Trachiurios 
/Crumenophthalmus). Pres<:'!nt methods used by village fisherman 
yield poor catches, which in parts of the Pacific, mainly ~awaii, 
catch rates are high. 

The ideas of setting up is in addition to catching, appropriate 
techniques for preserving the fish through sun-drying have been 
developed in Hawaii many years ago and are still being practiced 
by small-scale fisherman. The final dried product is very 
popular in Hawaii and sold at a high price. 

This species of fish, in contrast to most other reef and inshore 
associated species, is migratory and heavy fishing has no impact 
on the reef-ecosystem. Fishing for other species particularly 
thoug~ gill-netting has had a severe impact on the reef-eccsy!:tem 
in many areas of Micronesia and it is therefore important to 
develop fishing areas of ~icronesia and it is therefore important 
to develop fishing techniques and target towards resources 
i.:hereby no harm to the sensitive em·ironmerit is causf'd. It is 
believed that once these simple processes are demonstrated in 
?ohnpei, potential entrepreneur:; will set up very small scale 
outfits to produce these products for the loc~! market. 

Project Outputs: 

A feasibility study which will provide the basis for the 
preparation of an action plan with regard to the establishm~nt of 
production and processing of narine small-scale bJs1r,('SS ~n 

Pohnpei. Thi' study should incorporate, inter-alia,, the 
folloo;.;ing: 

a) A det.iiled process df'r-ription and a propose opere1t ion plan 

b) Proposed plant le1yout e1nd tl'rhniral d(':;rripti0n of 
instrument and £>qt:ipm,..r.t rNp1i:-f'ci for thf' projt>rt 

r) :\ li~t of pf>:-sonm·l r<>q:iir"d for th(' project togrthf·r ·..:ith 
a brief description of their duties and functions 
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5. 

6. 

d) Estimates of investment requirements, including working 
capital, and operating costs 

e) Prepar~d a list of conditions, which must exist for the 
project to become technically and commercially viable 

g) A proposed action plan. 

Project Activities and Modalities of Implementation 

a) Discussions with the National Fisheries Corporation, 
Pohnpei State Marine Resources and Pohnpei Economic 
Development Authority for the purpose of reviewing results 
of earlier studies and other available information, 
discussion and curre~t conditions, presentation of a 
framework for the study and preparation of work plant 

b) Review of available data and discussions with 
representatives from the Government agencies and private 
sector with a view to make projections on the foreseen 
demand for relevant food productions. 

c) Visit to the fishing areas, markets, and fishing villages 
e~ist to ~3ke an assessment of the quaiity and quantity of 
marine and fish available 

d) Based on data gathered in Pohnpei, preparation of initial 
estimates of investment requirements and operating costs 
for the production and processing salt/dried fish products 
in small scale business 

e) Discussions with the Department to present the results of 
studies and the conditions which must exist to make t:.he 
envisaged project viable 

f) Preparation of draft feasibility stud:: on the project 
defined 

g) Discussions on proposed action plan. 

Project Inouts: 

a) Government Inputs: 

The Government will provide off ice space and secret~rial 
assistance to the expert who will assigned to implement 
this project. The Government will also provide 
transportation assistanc" to the expert while in Pohnpei. 

Natio: .. l Fisheries Corporation and Pohnpei F:conomic 
Development Authority will jointly provide support to the 
project in form of administcation, counterparts (trainees), 
fishing vessels and facilities on shore. 



b) UNIDO Inputs: 

UNIDO will make available the services of a well
experienced Hawaiian fishing/processing expert for a period 
of four '"eeks. 

Status of Imolementation 

A review was undertaken to ascertain the current s~atus of 
project implementations of the seven current stat~s of project 
implementations of the seven project under the progranne. The 
depicts a status report highlighting the implementation progress 
of the seven projects. 



Country: 

UNITED NATION INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPME~T ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT PROFILE 

Part A Basic Data 

Chuuk and Kosrae States, Federated State 
~f Micronesia (FSM) 

Project Number: TTP/89/200 

Project Title: Technical Assistance on Coconut Lumber 
Utilization 

Schedules Start: ASAP 199; 

Scheduled Completion: ASAS 1991 

Official Request: Letter from the Ministry of External 
Affairs dated 

Goverrunent Counterpart Agencies: Office of Planning and Statistics, 
National Department of Resources and 
Development, in the State of Chuuk and 
the Department of Conservation and 
Development in the state Kosrae. 

Goverrunent Contribution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: Institutional Infrastructure Branch 

Department of :~dustrial Operations 

1. 

2. 

Part B Narrative 

Objectives 

(a) Development Objective: 

Strengthening of the economy through the creation of 
coconut resource-based manufacturing industries geared 
to~ards imports substitution and the crE'ation of additional 
employment opportunities. 

(b) Immedi~te Objective: 

To provide technical advise on the production of furniturE', 
joinery, novelty items and wood preservativn method from 
coconut wood ir. Chuuk state. 

~cial Considerations 

Nom• 



3. 

Lumber 
Plywood 

Background and Justification 

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM is constituted by 607 
islands scattered in More than one million square miles in the 
Western Pacific Ocear. within the east-west chain of islands by 
knmm collectively as the Carolinian Archipelago. The FSM lies 
within the equator and 14 degrees north latitude and between 135 
and 166 degrees east longitude. The FSH is composed of four 
states, vis: Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae. The total 
population of the FSM is estimated to be around 96,000 
inhabitants. 

Domestic production of timber is currently limited, to a large 
extent, to two. Jperated saw mills on the state, of Pohnpei. The 
production outp_: of these two mills are confined mainly to rough 
sawn timber. Production levels for these two mills could not be 
accurately g?uge1 but an estimation of the production level fQr 
1990 is as follows· 

Sawmill Production 

Kitti 1000 m3 

Koionia i 200 m1 

Total 2200 m1 

Importation of timber has steadily increased from $1,247,874 in 
1985 to a high of $2, 086, 327 in 1989. The annual average 
national consumption of imported timber during the five years 
( i 985-1989) was esti~.1ted at approximately 9942m1

· 

Timber imEorts to FSM (1985-1989) 
Value 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

707,460 910,697 819,098 1,328,256 1,381,736 
536,414 492,910 585,630 732,443 704,59~ 

1,?.47,874 1, 403,607 1,404,720 2,060,699 2,086,327 
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Revised Project Profiles 

Lumber Imports to the State of Chuuk for 1989 
(Value) 

Lumber 

Plywood 

57,037 
21,959 
6,712 
6,783 

10,503 

30,219 
2,662 
5,947 

10,394 
8,216 

84,256 
====== 

ANNEX C 

Importation of furniture into the states has grown steadily in the last four 
years from $193,567 in 1986 to $252,092 in 1989. Local furniture production 
is minimal with the exception of a relatively sizeable joinery workshop in 
Kosrae. 

In Chuuk, and Kcsrae ~ery fe~ manufacturing ifidustries are existed ~nd the 
main cash income are working in the government establishment being employed 
in the commercial establishments producing handicraft, selling surplus 
coconuts, fish and some food crops. The Government is n~ keep looking into 
various possibilities for the development of small scale industries to ea~n 
more cash income. 

The idea of setting up the coconut wood preservation and seasoning plants 
project has been ~onsidered by Chuuk and Kosrae State. Some stucies already 
carried out in the past have indicated that there are good potential for the 
production and utilization of coconut wood. Results on analysis may be found 
in the technical report of the UNIDO project DP/RAS/86/075. Technical 
Assistants to the wood Processing Industries of the Federated State of 
Micronesia. However the quantity of such coconut timber available and in 
particular the depth of these reserves still have to be i~sued. 

In view of a projected increase rn the demand for t~e coconut lumber 
utilization, the state goverrunent of Chuuk and Kosrae has requested for 
technical assistance in studying the tecbn.ical and commercial liability of 
producing coconut lumber. an entrepreneur who is interested in undertaking 
the r~oject has already been identified. Should the techno-economic study 
indicate favorable results, an action plan for the establishment of a coconut 
word-basec processing, furniture and joinery products plants have to be 
developed. A expert may be requir~d to visit Kosrae and Chuuk for a period 
of five to six weeks to assess that sub-project. 

4. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

A. Coconut wood processing plant 

The fir~t component of the technical interventio~ focus o~ 
the establishment of a coconut wood based processing mill. 
The specific tasks of the work activities of the first 
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component of the intervention is divided into two 
distinctive phases:-

Survey of coconut palm stock 

Investigation of the feasibility of establishing the 
coconut based processing plant. 

The work activities of the two phases of the first component of 
the project are as follows:-

(a) Survev of Coconut palm stock 

The proposed survey of coconut palm population, age distribution 
and productivity will gauge the population of senile and 
senescent stock which are palms with ei~ner declining or very low 
nut productivity and will provide quantitative evidence on the 
stock of raw material, i.e. senile and senescent palm tree, for 
the sawmill plant. Within the context of the earlier study by 
UNIDO (DP/RAS/86/075) titled "Technical Assistance to the Wood 
Processing Industries of the Federated States of Micronesia" 
which indicate that there are good potential for the productio~ 
and utilization of coconut wood, the proposed project could be 
viewed as a follow-up activity in the pursuit of th~ development 
of the coconut wood industry in these two states. 

It is proposed that a review be undertaken of all previous 
reports and other relevant documents with a view to producing a 
comprehensive survey report covering:-

Population of coconut palm stock and location analysis; 

Coconut age distribution and productivity. 

{b) Feasibilitv of establishing a coconut based processing 

~-

(i) Review all previous records and other relevant 
documents with a view to producing, a comprehensive 
survey report covering: 

( i i ) 

Coconut Logs availability 
replanting aspects 

and 

Technical processing sp~cification 

Marketing requirements 

Organizational and implementation 
issues. 

coconut 

Carry out research as may be necessary to 
comprehend a map of options o~ log purchases 
and coconut replanting programme. 



(iii) Consultation with the administering agencies, draw up 
reco111111endation on any outstanding ·ssues, with 
particular reference to: 

B. Woritshop 

controlling the t•tilization of the 
coconut stern 

location anJ design of plant factory 

the specification of processing plant 

transport logistics of log extraction 

details of appropriate corporate 
funding structures 

other implementation requirements 

prepare a detailed implementation time 
table for the plant. 

The second component of the technical intervention will 
focus on the establishment of a joinery workshop for the 
production of coconut based furniture. This component of 
the study should incorporate, inter-alia, the following: 

Appraise the market requirement including conducting 
a market survey to determine the nature and level of 
demand within the two st.ates for locally produced 
coconut wood furniture. 

Appraise the technical specification of the workshop 
i~cluding detailed specification of the workshop 
building, woo~ work equipment etc. 

A detailed process description and a proposed 
operation plan. 

Prepare an assessment of the organizational and 
implementation issues. 

C. Feasibilitv Study 

Produce a detailed appraisal report identifying the 
financial and economic implications and benefit of the 
project. It will also include an analysis of capital 
funding requirements of future land of profitability and so 
en. 
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5. Project Inputs: 

a) Goverrunent Inputs: 

The Government will provide office space and secretarial 
assistance to the expert i.;ho will assigned to implement 
this project. The Government ;.·ill also pro\·ide 
transportation assistance to the expert while in Yap, 
Chuuk, and Kosrae States. 

b) UNIDO Inputs: 

UNIDO will make available the services of an one expert in 
the area of coconut lumber utilization f~- a period of five 
to six weeks. as well as funding for local ?articipation by 
the College of Micronesia. 
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Country: 

UNITED NATION I~DUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT PROFILE 

Part A Basic Data 

Chuuk, Yap anj K~srae States, Federated 
State of Micronesia (FSM) 

Project Number: TTP/89/200 

Project Title: Process Demonstration Workshop on Food 
Processing 

Schedules Star~: ASAP . 991 

Scheduled Completion: ASAS 1091 

Official Request: Lett"!!" from the Ministry of External 
Affairs dated 

Government Counterpart Agencies: Office of Planr.ing and Statistics, 
National Department of Resources and 
~~velopment, Department of Conservation 
and Development Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae 
States 

Government Contribution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: Institutional Infrastructure Branch 

Department cf Industrial Operations 

1. 

(a) 

(b} 

2. 

Part B Narrative 

Objectives 

Development Objective: 

Strengthening of the economy through the creation of small fo0d 
based industries th~reby creating more livelihood opportunities, 
enhancing imports substitution and ge:'leration of more foreign 
exchange earning through exports. 

ImmediatP- Objective: 

To demonstrate relevant food processing technologies and 
encourage the prospective entrepreneurs to establish small scale 
food processing business by allowing them to visualize .;imple 
food processes. 

Special Considerations 

None 
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3. 

4. 

Background and Justification 

The Federated States of ~icronesia (FS~ is constituted bv 607 
:slands scattered in more than one million square miies in the 
Western Pacific Ocean within the east-west chain cf islands by 
known collecti~ely as the Caroli~ian ArLh~~elago ThE FS~ lies 
within the equator and 14 degrees north latitude and between 135 
and 166 degrees east longitude. The FS!'i is composed of four 
states, vis: Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae. The total 
population of the FSM is estimated to be around 96,000 
inhabitants. 

The idea of setting up the food processing business project has 
beEn consi~'~ed by Chuuk, Yap and Kosrae State. There are good 
potential t . .;r the production of food products in the three 
states. However, a definite action pr~gramme, based on a study 
of the commercial viabilitv of the project, still has to 
formulated. 

Is the project is found to be potentially viable, a expert may be 
required to visit each of the three fo~ a period of two to three 
weeks to assess the amount of new material available for food 
processing. 

The three states have a wide variety of subsistence crops such 
as, root crops, breadfruit, taro, yam, bananas, mangoes and 
coconuts. During their season, some are always in over supply 
and must waste is experienced. The State government of Chuuk, 
Yap and Kosrae are confident that the introducing of very simple 
food processing technologies will act as a potent cataly~t !or 
the development of food processing industries. 

It is believed that once these simple processes re 
demonstrated, potential entrepreneurs ·~·ill seE>n set up very s111ali 
scale outfits is produce these products for the local market. A 
future step 1.·ill be to think in tenns of establisr .1:; medium 
scale industries once a local market base has been established. 
The government should plan to encourage farmers t.:> produce more 
crops in line with export market marketing plans. 

Project Output 

(a) A study of an assessment of the food and 5arden crops will 
provide the basis for the preparation of the simple food 
processing techniques required for the workshops. The 
study should inccrporate, inter alia, on assessment of the 
different types of rrcps in the three states and a detailed 
appraisal of the processing techniques of the crops 
id ·ntified for the project. 

(r) Within the framework cf the rrcp a::;sessment and food 
processing study, pn·pc1rP .in appropriate demon::;tration 
workshop prograrrune for the three states. 

(c) Undertake the demonstration workshop ~ith 
participation of EFNEP in the three states. 
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5. 

6. 

Project Activities 

(a) Discussions with the project administer lng agencies and the 
College of Micronesia, for the purpose of reviewing the 
workshop, conducted in the state of Pohnpei, and other 
relevant documents. 

(b) Presentation of framework for the assessment of food and 
parden CI~ps and the work plan to formulate the processing 
technique. This should be done jointly with EFNEP. 

(c) Visit the three states, and discuss with relevant agencies 
and conununity groups the proposed progranune, to undertake 
the assessment of the food and garden crops. 

(d) Jointly with EFNEP, formulate the processing techniques for 
the crops identified for the project. (the appraisal of 
the processing techniques should be structured in a form 
which could be easily adopted by EFNEP in its regular 
curriculum development) 

(e) Within the context of the appraisal of the food processing 
techniques, preparation of a food processing demonstration 
work plan foe a workshop progranune in the three states. 

( f) Jointly with EFNEP, conduct the food 
demonstration workshop in the three states. 

processing 

(g) Within the framework of the food processing demonstration 
workshop assist EFNEP in the development a comprehensive 
curriculum for the continuation of the project at the 
termination of the intervention. 

a) A detailed process destinaticn and a proposed operations 
plan. 

b) Proposed plant layout and technical description f machinery 
and equipment ~equired for the project. 

c) A list of alternative suppliers for machinery and equipment 

d) A list of personnel required for the project together with 
a brief description of their duties and functions 

e) Estimates of investment requirements, including working 
capital, operating costs, costing and pricing 

f) A list of conditions which must exist for the project to 
become technically and conunercially viable. 

g) A proposed action plan. 

Project Activities and Modaliti~s of Implementation: 

a) Meeting(s) with the Department and Development for the 
purpose of reviewing results of earlier studies and other 
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available information, discussions on current conditions, 
presentation of a framework for the study and preparation 
of a work plan; 

b) Revi~w of available data and discussions ~ith 
representatives from the GO'\:ernment and the private sector 
with a view to make projections on the foreseen demand for 
relevant construction materials; 

c) Visit areas where coconut tree and saw-mill exist to take 
an assessment of the quality and quantity of coconut lumber 
available; 

d) Based on data gathered in Kosrae, preparation of initial 
estimates of investment requirements and operating costs 
for the production of coconut lumber; 

e) Discussions with the Department to present the results of 
studies conducted in (d) for the purpose presenting 
advantages and disadvantages of alternatives considered by 
the expert and also for the purpose of defining the nature 
of the project to be studied further; 

f) Preparation of draft feasibility :>tudy on the project 
defined in (e); 

g) Discussions on the results and limitations of the study 
conducted: discussions on proposed action plan. 

Project Inputs: 

a) Government Inputs: 

The Goverrur1ent v:i 11 provide off ice space and sec re tar ia 1 
assistance to the expert who will assigned to iw.plement 
this project. The Government will also provide> 
transportation assistance to the expert while in Yap, 
Chuuk, and Kosrae States. 

b) UNIDO Inputs: 

UNIDO will make available the services of an one expert in 
the area of food processing ~emonstration for a total of 
eight weeks, as well as funding for local participation by 
the College of Micronesia. 
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ANNEX ll 

FOOD PROCESSING DEMONSTRATION 

THE HCJn: ECONClfiC PROGRAM 

:"he Home Economic Program is one of the four major programs under the 
Cooperative Extension Services in the College of Micronesia. It is an 
infonnal-out-of-school, adult:. e'-4ui:ation program for the Homemakers. It 
reflects the needs of cont~mporary living, with emphasis on Consumer 
Education, Physical Fitness, Nutrition and Health, Home Gardening, Food 
Production and Clothing Construction. 

The Home Economist carries this educational program to homemakers and 
families. -··--' educational program is designed to reflect Micronesia family 
needs at different states in the life cycle. In planning ~he program the Home 
Economist consult with community leaders to learn t:_ ir views on local 
problems and needs. Thus the program varies from place to place, from age to 
age group, from one income group to another, depending on the problems to be 
solved through the educational program. 

Home Economic Extension Program fall into the following broad areas: 

NUTRITION - Physical Fitness depends greatly on gJod nutrition. Teenagers 
have the poorest eating habits of any family members. Obesity is another 
problem. Xothers, with yc~ng children, and older people eat too few of the 
foods they need for vitality and health. Extension Home Economist give 
homemakers new ideas for better meals, more knowledge of nutrition for young 
and old, and more about planning buying and preparing foods. 

FOOD PREPARATION - Adventure in preparing nutritious and attractive foods for 
family and guests is a popular Home Economics program. The program is also 
trying to promote the usage of our local produce by teaching and using recipes 
of local food and by using what they prepare as a way of generating income to 
a lot of families that don't hold any government jobs. 

FOOD PRESERVATION - Preserving surplus of home produces food is an ancient 
home art being revived. Home economist teach how to use frozen, pickled and 
preserved foods to cut costs, to add variety to meals and to cut time spent 
on meal pre?aration. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY - Keeping the home environment healthful and free of 
accident hazards has a high priority in Home Economics Programs. Sanitation 
and safety in storing, handling and serving food is one of today's critical 
concerns. Home Economics share knowledge and team up with teachers, social 
workers, public health nurses and environmental protection specialists to help 
people make Micronesia a safe wholesome place to live. 

CONSUMER EDUCATION - Extension provides reliable consumer information to help 
families get most satisfaction from the money they spend for goods and 
services. How to make better use of items purchased, ho.., to use credit 
wisely, understand how the economic system works and how it affects consumers 
are important skills for consumers to learn. 

CLOTHING THE FAMILY - s~wing is a popular program with women of the Island. 
Latest ideas in patterns and fabrics suited for the tropics, available 
supplies, instruction and sewing techniques bring satisfaction to program 
participants. Pattern drafting lessons are available to those who have an 
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interest in fitting their individual -- figures types. Buying ready-to-wear 
clothing for all the family and care and repair of family clothing are major 
economic concern today. 

HClfE GARDENING - In cooperation with the agriculture department and other 
agencies that are promoting fanning and home gardening, Extension Home 
Economists urge families to joint in "The Green Revolution". Just a small 
garden plot can yield enough vegetables and fruits to greatly improve the 
quality of family meals and cut food costs. 

The Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP) 

The Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program is part of the Home Economic 
Program. The objectives of the Expand~~ food and Nutrition Education Program 
are to assist low-income families and 1outh acquire the knowledge, skills, 
attitudes, and changed behaviors necessary for nutritionally sound diets and 
to contribute to their personal development and to the improvement of total 
family diet and nutritional welfare. 

Participation in the Expanded food and Nutrition Education Program should 
result in: 

Improved diets and nutritional welfare for the total family: 

Increased k~owledge of the essentials of human nutrition 

Increased ability to select and buy food that satisfied 
nutritional needs 

Improved practices in food production, preparation, storage, 
safety and sanitation 

Increased ability to manage food budgets and related resources 
~uch as food stamps. 

The Food and Nutrition subject matter is the principal co:1tent for both the 
adult and youth audiences. Instructions should reflect nutritional needs and 
cultural heritage of the audience. Co~tent areas appropriate for training 
staff and teaching participants are: 

Nutrition knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to improve 
diets (normal nutrition) 

Planning for daily food needs 

Knowledge and practice in food selection and preparation 

Knowledge of financial management relating to family food 
budgets, adaptations for uneven incomes, and local food r~:ources 

Use and care of ~quipment used for food preparation, storage, and 
utilization 

Food safety, health, and sanitation practices 
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food practices that reinforce personal development of ~amily 
men:bers 

Gardening anJ fcod production techniques 

Food preservation practices 

Maternal and infant nutrition education which compliments other 
programs and information received from health delivery systems 

oody weight, food intake, health and fitness 

R~ferral to other resources and assistance programs. 
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ECONOMICS OF PROCESSING COC0~1JT STP.i VERSUS ~Ai~"TAINING THE PAL~ FOR 
PRODUCTIO~ OF ~1JTS 

The retail price of utility grade imported timber is approximately SS0/100 
super feet. Assuming the average senile coconut palm can be broken do~-n to 
produce approximately 80 super feet of utility grade timber this means that 
one senile palm could be used to substitute for approximately S40 worth of 
timber imports. It must be emphasized however that this does r.ot represent 
a stumpage value of the coconut stem. Felling, transport, milling and 
possibly treatment costs have to be deducted b.af ore a stumpagE' value can be 
determined. However indications so far point to a stumpage value of up to $5/ 
stem with the resultant timber selling well below the cost of imported timber. 
It is thus obvious that the states best interests are served by utilizing 
~nile coconut palms for their stems rather than letting them continue on 

rroducing nuts at low and e':er declining yields. (Assumption: 5 cent per nut 
thus a maximum gross revenue of only 35 cents per palm is quite lo~·. 
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ANNEX E 

NEW l'ROJt:CTS 

UNITED NATIO~ I~'"DCSTRlAL DEVELOP~~! ORGA~IZATlO:-; 

PROJECT PROFILE 

Part A 

Country: 

Project Number: 

Project Title: 

Schedules Start: 

Scheduled Completion: 

Origin and Date of 
Official Request: 

Goverrunent Counterpart 
Agencies: 

Government Contribution: 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: 

Pa:-t E 

... Objectives 

Basic Data 

Pohnpei, Kosrae, and Chuuk States, Federated 
State of Mic~onesia (FSM) 

TTP/89/200 

Feasibility of establishment of an industrial 
estate in Kosrae, Chuuk, and Pohnpei. 

AS:\P 1991 

:\SAP . -.1 

Lettb from the Dept. of External 
dated 

Affairs 

Offi("e of Planning and Statistics, National 
~~~drtment of Resources and Development. 

In kind 

Institutional Infrastructure Branch Department 
of Industrial Operations 

~~arrative 

Encourage and promote i~dustrial develop~ent in the private sector thereby 
accelerating the growth of the sector to boost output, employment, income and 
foreign exchange in F.S.M. 

Specific Ob~~ctives 

Assess the potential in terms of technical, economic and commercial viability 
of establishing a small scale industrial estate, and small scale j_ndustry 
centers in the states of Pohnpei, Chuuk, and Kosrae. 

2. Project Description 

The project involves the study of the feasibility of the establi5hment of a 
small scale industrial estate, as well as a small scale industry center in the 
states of Kosrae, Chuuk and Pohnpei. Specifically, the project involves the 
provision of technical assistance to asses5 the potential of establishing the 
basic phy5ical infrastructure for small industry ce!'ltcrs in these states. The 
centers are envisaged to cater mainly to :;mall scale 5ervice and manufacture 
industries. 
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3. Background anJ Jcstific~tion 

The Feder a:..ed States of Micronesia (FSM) IS constitutec! cf 607 islands 
~cattereJ in more than on~ million square miles of the Western P~cific Ocean 
within an east-~est chain of islands known collectively as the Carolinian 
Archipelago. The FS~ is ccmposed of four state. namelv, Fohnpei. Chuuk, Yap 
and Kosrae. The total population of the FS~ is estimated to be around 96,000. 

Very few manufacturing indu::tries are existed and tt.e main cash income are 
working in the government establishment being employed in the conmercial 
establishments producing handicraft, selling surplus coconuts, fish and some 
food crop:;. The Government is now keep looking into various possibilities for 
the development of small scale industries to earn more cash income. 

The project proposes to look into the requirement.. for establishment of an 
industrial estate in order to provide the necessary infrastructure required 
for the establishment of small industries. 

4. Project Outputs 

An assessment of the technical viability as well as the financial and economic 
viability of the establish.~ent of a small scale industrial estate, as well as 
indust::-y centers in the states of Pohnpei, Chuuk and Kosrae. The study should 
incorporate, inter-alia, the fol!o~i~g e~aluatio~: 

(a) 

(::>) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

( f) 

(g) 

(h) 

( i ) 

An assessment of recent economic trends and econo~1c structure of 
the economy of the three states; 

A detailed analysis of the industrial sector and development 
programme in the economy of th~ three states; 

~anagement of industrial land in the three st~tes; 

Demand and supply of Industria! land in the three states; 

Detailed analysis of the three center's locations including the 
physical setting, land tenure, population and development plan; 

Detailed analysis of the project (3 centers) planning and designs 
including all infrastructure, utility, conununication and road 
a(ce:;sihility developments; 

DPtai!rd estimation of the investment requirements for the 
center:;; 

DetdilPd evaluation of the Implementation of the centers. This 
should include the institutiona1 aspects of the center's 
management, convnercialization of the industrial land, incentives 
for industrial investments and time schedule for implementation 
of th': centers; 

Df'tailf'd Pronomic and financial analysis of the establishment and 
oprratinn of the centers. 
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5. 

{a) 

(b) 

(c) 

{d) 

(f) 

6. 

(a) 

(b) 

Ptoject Activities 

Discussion ,.,..ith the relevant department in t:he three st.Hes for 
the three states for the purpose of reviewing results of earlier 
studies and the a\·ailable information, discussion and current 
conditions, presentation of a frame,.,..ork for the study and 
preparation of ,.,..ork plan; 

Revie,.,.. of a\·ailable data and discussions with representatives 
from the government of the three states and the private sectors 
with tile ,-ie;.; to make projects on the foreseen demand for 
establis:-~11ent of viable small sca:e industry in the proposed 
centers. 

Preparation of an apr;:-aisal repc.rt examining the technical as 
-..ell as financial and economic feasibility of establishing small 
scale industry centers in the three states. 

Discussion ,.,..ith the Office of Planning and Statistics in the 3 
states, and the Department of Resources and Development in the 
Chuuk State and Department of Conservation and Resources 
Surveillance in the Pohnpei State, and the Department of 
Conservation and Development in the State of Kosrae, to present 
the findings of the study and the conditions which must exist to 
make the envisaged project viable. 

If the envisaged proj<?ct 1 s found to be technically, 
economically, financially and conmercially viable, discussions 
with the abovementioned offices and departments in the three 
states on the nature of follow-up 3Ction proposed to be 
undertaken for the implementation of tne programme. 

Preparation of a draft terminal report. 

Project Inouts 

Goverrunent Inputs 

The Government will provide office space and secretarial 
assistance to th~ expert ~ho will be assigned to undertake the 
project. The Government will also provide transportation 
assistance to the expert in the states of Kosrae, Chuuk and 
Pohnpei. 

U~IDO Inputs 

UNIDO ,.,..ill make available the services of a well experienced 
expert in the area of the establishment of sma 11 scaie 
industrial estate. 
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lrN:~ED N.'\TIO~ rnDUSTRIAL DEVEI.OP!iE~'T ORGANIZATION -----------
PROJF.~T PROF~LC: 

Part A 

Country: 

Project Number: 

Project Title: 

Schedules Start: 

Scheduled Completion: 

Origin ar.d Date of 
Official Request: 

Government Counterpart 
Agencies: 

Goverrunent Contribution: 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: 

Part E 

1. Objectives 

H3!:ic Data 

Pohnpei, Kosrae, and Chuuk States, 
Federated State of Micronesia (FSM) 

TIP/89/200 

Study of Industrial Incentives Scheme 

ASAP 1991 

ASAP 1991 

Letter from the Dept. of External 
Affairs dated 

Off ice of Planning 
~ational Department 
Deve iopmen t. 

In kind 

and Statistics, 
of Resources and 

Institutional Infrastructure Branch 
Department of Industrial Operations 

Narrative 

Encou~age and motivate entrepreneurship in the private sector thereby 
accelerating the growth of the sector to boost output; employment; income; 
foreign exchange earnings in F.S.M. 

(a) 

(b) 

2. 

Specific Objectives 

Development of the industrial incentive policy to assist in the 
promotion and establishment of small scale industry in F.S.M. 

Development of an effective and efficient administration 
procedcre for the promotion of 5mall scale industries. 

f'he Project 

The project involves the provision of a :.;hort term technical asr.istancE> 
intervention to undertake a comprehensive review of the State and National 
Governments industrial investment and development policies and the existing 
incentive packages. The primary focus of the project is to design an 
industrial incentive package aimed at fostering industrial development in the 
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F.S.M. within the framework of the State and National Industrial Development 
plans. 

3. Background and Justification 

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is constituted of 607 islands 
scattered in more than one million square miles of the Western Pacific Ocean 
within an east-west chain of islands known colle~tively as the Carolinian 
Archipelago. The FSM is composed of four state, n<:mely, Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap 
and Kosrae. The total population of the FSM is estimated to be around 96,000. 

Very few manufacturing industries are existed and the main cash income are 
working in the government establishment being employed in the commercial 
establishn:ents producing handicraft, selling surplus coconuts, fish and some 
~ood crops. The Government is now keep looking into various possibilities for 
the development of small scale industries to earn more cash income. 

The proposed project 
industrial incentives 
industrial activity. 

is requested in 
scheme for FSM 

order to 
in order 

assess the need for an 
to promote small scale 

s. 

Ou touts 

(a) 

(b) 

Preparatio!! cf draft 
considered as part of 
promotional programme; 

industriai incentive policy to be 
the state and national industrial 

Provide recommendation 
governing licensing and 
ventures; 

on administrative 
monitoring of new 

procedures 
industrial 

(c) Preparation of new application forms for licenses 
incorporating criteria for investm•?.1t f0r both local and 
foreign investment proposals; 

Activities 

(a) Assess the current industrial investment and development 
policies, both in the state and National Levels; 

(b) Closely review the existing commerce and industrial 
incentive packages available in the States of F.S.M. to: 

( i ) determine any deficiencies therein 
restrained growth in any manner; and 

that has 

(ii) recommend, in the context of current and future 
developmental needs, appropriate modifications to the 
incentivP schemer. (including their scope and 
cc,vc ~ .,:;e) 

(c) Review and recommend any changes in the administrative 
procedures eoverning licensing of industries and monitoring 
systems. SpPcial attention should be placed on 
incorporating the State and National Committees in the 
conteY.t of thir. review. 
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6. 

(a) 

(b) 

(d} Redesign the form of appiication for seeking license and 
the form of license for both local and fo~eign investors. 

(e) Assess possible credit needs of the industries. 

(f) Prepare a draft Industr al Incentives Act incorporating tPe 
recommendations of the re"·iew of the •:urrent incentive 
p.ackages. The development Incentives conceived in tl:e 
draft should address interalia, the follo~ing issues: 

(i} 
(ii) 
(iii) 

Fiscal Incentives 
Non Fisca! Incentives 
Foreign Investments 

Project Inputs 

Goverrunent Inputs 

The Goverrunent ~ill provide office space and secretarial 
assistance to the expert who will be assigned to undertake the 
project. The Goverrunent will also provide transportation 
assistance to the expert in the states of Kosrae, Chuuk and 
Pohnpei. 

UNIDO Inputs 

UNIDO \Jill make available the services of a well experienced 
expert in the area of Industrial Incentive Schemes. 
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Country: 

UNITED NA:IO~ INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGA~IZATION 

PROJECT PROFILE 

Part A Basic Data 

Pohnpei. Kosr,w, Chuuk and Yap States, 
Federated State of Micronesia (FSM) 

Project Number: TTP/89/200 

Project Title: Identification of Short Term Training 
needs in Industrial Evaluation 

Schedules Start: 

Scheduled Completion: 

Origin anc Date cf 
Official Request: 

ASAP 1991 

ASAP 1991 

Letter frc'm the Dept. of External 
Affairs dat~d 

Goverrunent Counterpart 
Agencies: Offit::<? ')f .E"'la.-.'1.i:-.g 

National Department 
Develop:nent. 

and Statistics, 
of Resources and 

Goverrunent Contribution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: Institutional Infrastruct~re Branch 

Department of Industrial Operations 

1. 

Part B Narrative 

Objectives 

(a) Development Objectives 

(i) To create a favorable business environment fnr the 
operation and growth of existing business and industrial 
establishments, strengthening the role of the private 
sector in the overall planning of future development of the 
economy, providing policy direction and establishing an 
effective administrative mechanism for the identification 
and, wherever possible, the resolution of privat~ sector 
problems and concerns; dnd 

(ii) To encourage an actively promotP local and foreign 
investment in resource-based and appropriate non resource 
based industry and businesses, that is in agriculture, 
infrastructure, construction and tourism and to strengthen 
efforts to promote interstate and external trade. 
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---- ---------------------~--------------------------

lhl s~rciiic ~biectivt's 

{ i) To stren!:then tht_' busin.-ss .td\·ist'n· srn·1ct's of th.:- St.Hrs 
.rnd ~.1 t iun.i l f.u\·ertutk'nt:.; 

(ii) !'rrp.u.!tiC'n of sm.dl SC.llt' industri,11 pn,ject t'\·a}u,1tion 
t:.11n1n~ p:o~rammrs fL'r tlw st.Ht' .1:1ll n.Hil,n.il plann=:;~ 
.rnthoritit>s. stat.:' .rnd natit,n.il Di\·ision of Co;:nmerct:' and 
Industrv and other rt'lt:'vant offices. 

Proiect Description 

The project im.-olves a medium tt'nn t»chnic.ll assist.1nc.- intt>rn'nt ion to 
fonnu late training requirements .1nd tmd.,rt.; ··e t L~ ining progr.munes on 
industrial evalu;-:.tion. The projt'Ct :.s in~ r~· :s. ~irstly to undertake a 
study of industrial project e\·alu.H ion nrecs and r.:-quirements of the four 
st.1tes 0f th .. , F°t'derated States of Micronesia. Secondly, the technical 
.assistance intervention invoh·es the preparation and presentation of the 
identified training events to the relt'V.1.nt offices and dep.utment in the state 
anc national !;0\·ernnents. 

3. Background and Justification 

The Feder.1-:.ed States of ~ficronf's!.1 (?5~'.) :s coilst.it.utt>J of 607 isLrn<ls 
scattered ia more than one million sauare miles of the ~estern Pacific Ocean 
~ithin an east-~est chain of islands kno~n collectively as the Carolinian 
Archipelago. The FS~ is composed of four state, namely. Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap 
and Kosrae. The total population of the FS~ is estimated to be around 96,000. 

Very fe~ manufacturing industries are existed and the main cash income are 
working in ~;,.., government establishment being employed in the commercial 
establish~0nts producing handicraft, selling surplus cr~onuts, t:sh and some 
food cror:c. Tht' Government is no~ keep lookin~ into \·,1rious possibilities for 
the devel0~mPnt 0f s=zll scale industries to earn more cash income. 

Speciali=cd training in relation to the establishment of small scale 
industries lS limited. The proposed prnject is to identify training 
requirements in order to assist ~ith the d~\"dopment of the sector. 

4. 

(~) A Training Needs Assessment study ~ill provide the basis 
for the preparation of training programmes requirt>d by tlw 
individual states. ThC' study should incorporate. inter 
,dia, a dC't.1iled .•v.du.1tion .md description of th<' 
industrial f''•,duatilm tr.1ining rt•quir•'mPnts of tlw four 
st.1tes and national go\"t'rnments. 

(b) within the framPwork of the Training Nf't'd r\ss•'s:;m»nt St11dv, 
prepare appropriat1~ tr.1ining programme:; for the four st.1tp:; 
and national governments. 

(c) Undertake thP sm.dl :.;c.de industri.d pv,du.tti0:1 training 
programmes to thP r1·lev.mt officC's and depar' .. 11•nt:; in tlw 
four states .u1d the N,1tion.!' r.overnment:;. 
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s. 

6. 

Project Activities 

(a} Discussions with members of the planning authorities of the 
four states and the national government, for the purpose of 
reviet."ing past industrial evaluation training progranunes 
and other relevant information, discussions on current 
conditions, presentation of framework for the Training Need 
Assessment study and the t."Ork plan for the training 
programmes. 

(b) Visit the relevant agencies and departments in the four 
state and National government and make an assessment of the 
training requirements. 

(c) Preparation o: an indus::rial training need assessment study 
for the state and the national governments. 

(d) Within the context of the training need assessmen~ study, 
formulate training programme material in small scale 
industrial evaluation for the s.tate a11d national 
governments. 

(e) Discussion with the planning authority of the states and 
national governments to presen:: ::he finding of the Training 
Need Assessment study and the conditions which must exist 
to make the training workshop a success. 

( f) Implement 
National 
workshops 

Project Inputs 

the training programmes for the state and 
goverrunents through presentation of training 
and in-service training. 

(a) Govern.Toent Inputs 

The Government will provide office space and secretarial 
assistance to the expert who will be assigned to undertake the 
project. The Government will also provide transportation 
assistance to the expert in the states of Kosrae, Chuuk, Yap and 
Pohnpei. 

(b) UNIDO Inputs 

UNIDO will maY.e available thr> services of a well experienced 
expert in the area of small b11siness training assessment. 

• 
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Country: 

UNITED NATION INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT PRO FI LE 

Part A Basic Data 

Pohnpei, Chuuk, Kosrae and Yap State, 
Federated State of Micronesia (FSH) 

Project Number: TTP/89/200 

Project Title: Small Scale Industry Programme Advisor 

Schedules Start: ASAP 1991 

Scheduled ~ompletion: ASAP 1991 

Origin and Date of 
Official Request: Letter from the Dept. of External 

Affairs dated 

Government Counterpart 
Agencies: Office of Planning and Statistics, 

National Department of Resources and 
Development, FSH National Fisheries 
Corporation, Pohnpei Economic 
Development Authority 

Government Contribution: In kind 

UNIDO Substantive 
Backstopping Section: Institutional Infrastructure Branch 

Department of Industrial Operations 

1. 

Part B Narrative 

Objectives 

(a) Development Objectives 

Encourage and motivate entrepreneurship in the private sector 
thereby accelerating the growth of the sector to boost output; 
employment, income, foreign exchange earnings of F.S.M. 

(b) Specific Objectives 

Evaluate and assess prospective small scale industry ideas within 
the framework of the Small Scale Industry Programme in F.S.M. and 
to supply new ideas for productivity ~hich would include one or 
more of the following pre!c.ential aspect5: 

industries utilizing local ra~ materials; 

industries which are labor intensi·.:e and wi 11 provide 
training for new skills; 
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industries that could produce exportable products high 
valued added industries; 

industries that would attract foreign capital and develop 
into joint ventures; 

industries 1.;hich can manufacture import substitutes at 
competilive prices; 

ensure a balanced regional development of manufacturing 
activities in F.S.M. 

The Project 

The project involves the prov1s1on of a technical expatriate advisor to 
coordinate and organize implementation of the Small Scale Industry Programme. 
Within the framework of the programme, the advisor will provide the necessary 
secretariat service to both the Small Scale Industry Progranune Committees ir. 
the four states (recomr.."'nded new conunittee), as well as the Regional Council 
of the Small Scale Industry Programme(recommended new conunittee), within the 
content of the mandates of these committees. The technical expatriate advisor 
is proposed to be stationed at the FSM Development Bank, but will be working 
closely with other relevant Government Departments and Ministrie.::;, both in the 
National and the State Govern.~ent. 

3. Background and Justification 

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is constituted of 607 islands 
scattered in more than one million square miles of the Western Pacific Ocean 
within an east-west chain of islands known collectively as the Carolinian 
Archipelago. The FSM is composed of four state, namely, Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap 
and Kosrae. The total population of the FSM is estimated to be around 96,000. 

Very few ~acufacturing industries are existed and the main cash income are 
working in the government establisr.ment being employed in the conunercial 
establishments producing handicraft, selling surplus coconuts, fish and some 
food crops. The Government is now keep looking into various possibilities for 
the development of small scale industries to earn more cash income. 

4. Outputs 

(a) Small Industry programme as outlined within its work 
activities; 

(b) Implementation of the recommeridation of thf.> Small Scale 
Industry Progranune Conunittees in th".' four states 
(recommended new committee), as well as the Regional 
Council of the Small Scale Industry ProgrammP (reconuncnded 
new conunittee), withi11 the context of the mandates of these 
comm1 · .ees; 

(c) Expansion and diversificiltion of existing industrial 
ventures and establishment of new ventures in F.S.M. 

(d) Within the context of point (3) create and promote new 
industries for export and import substitution; 
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(e) Within the context of point (3). attract foreign capital 
and develop joint ventures; 

(f) Preparation of in ser\"ice training progranmes for local 
prospective entrepreneurs and related workers; 

(g) Establis!u"Tlent of private sector organized body in each 
State to represent the business community in State and 
National planning and development process; 

(h) Train the counterpart to ensure successful takeover of the 
Programme Coordinator work activities at the end of the 
progranrne life. 

(i) Assess and review the existing industrial development 
programme in the F.S.H. 

(j) Provide ideas for new areas of productive business activity 
accompanied by the required pre-feasibility investigations, 
evaluations and market analysis, this includes 
identification opportunities for small scale manufacturing 
acti\":ties taking into account a\·ailable raw materials 
existing skills and potential entrepreneurship 
ca!_'.)abilities; 

(k) Assist F.S.M. states in tl1e preparation of medium/long term 
programme for promotion and development of small scales 
industries; 

(1) Identify specific projects which would justify state and 
national goverrunents pa~ticipation and recommend possible 
joint venture with outside financing; 

(!::) P•ovide training and business consultancy services, in 

collaboration with thE! appropriate institutions such as the 
Business Advisory Service for the smal 1 scale business 
development progranme; 

(n) 

(o) 

Organize in-services t~aining/~orkshops for 
prospective entrepreneurs and related workers, on 
of the development of the Small scale industries; 

local 
aspects 

Initiate contacts 
associations, and 
promo t i ng F . S . H. 

with local business, and overseas 
investment groups, with the aim of 

(p) Provide guidance and :nrategy for indirect and dirf'ct 
promotional campaigns; 

(q) Plan and assist in marketing studies, market tf'st ing for 
future production in the pre-feasibility period so as to 
provif'le realir.tic guid<>lines for investors; 

(r) work closely with th" count1,>rpans in F.S.M. to Pnsure 
r.mooth take over of the programme by the govP.rrun1>nt at the 
end of the programme time. 
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6. 

(a) 

(b) 

Project Inputs 

Government Inputs 

The Government '"i 11 provide off ice space and other necessary 
support facilities for the successful implementation of the 
programme. 

UNIDO Inputs 

UNIDO will make available the services 
regional economist and small business 
period of two years. 
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of a well experienced 
expert for an initial 




